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military invasion. Military operations i n this
theatre lasted for over one year and ended with
a ceasefire in January 1949. These operations
have had a long hangover, affecting peace on
the Indian subcontinent for the last three decades, during which period this State has been
the scene of short and sharp military conflicts
in 1965 and 1971.
This is the first ever published authentic account
covering the entire military campaign in Kashmir from 1947 to 1949, written by an officer
closely connected with these operations. This
narrative has been blended with personal reminiscences and written in a very readable form
for the general public. Apart from the gripping
narrative of the operations, the author has also
provided a good insight into the peculiar problems of operating at high altitude.
In his foreword to this book, General K. M.
Cariappa, the first Indian Commander-in-Chief,
has said:
"This is a very well written book, with no political colour attached to it at all. It is a narrative
of facts and evehts. The author has given an
honest and true) picture of the operations in
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every military library in our country will have a
copy of this excellent book."
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Foreword

I

AM HAPPY to write a Foreword to this excellent
book Operation Rescue. The whole show was in fact
a "Rescue" to rescue the simple people of Jarnmu
and Kashmir, Muslims, Sikhs, Christians and Hindus-in the early phase, from the ravages of the plundering
mania of the "raiders" who swarmed into the beauti-ful Kashrnir Valley in thousands from across our
neighbouring dominion, burning, looting and outraging
the modesty of innocent women there, regardless of
their class and religion, and not long after their
attacks, by regular troops from Pakistan. This is a very
well written book with no political colour attached to
it at all. It is a narrative of facts and events. The
author has given an honest and true picture of the operations in Jamrnu and Kashmir. He has brought out some
useful and helpful lessons w h c h I am sure will be a valuable addition to the professional knowledge of all ranks in
our Defence Services.
If any evidence is required to prove that there was NO
pre-planning of any kind at all to occupy Kashrmr militarily, as some prejudiced people still accuse Iridia of having had, this book gives that evidence quite convincingly
to anyone who has an honest and open mind about this
problem. I am particularly interested in this book as, for
a whole year of these operations lrom January 1948 until
the "Cease-fire" in January 1949, I was in over-all command of them and so I have a full picture of our fighting
there and of the many tactical and administrative problems
that confronted the various subordinate commanders and
which problems they, one and all, tackled so efficiently.
Major Sinha has given a graphic description in a readable
form of the battles fought, by our gallant officers and men

over that very difficult terrain under such trying climatic
conditions.
"Operation Rescue" was the first operation our Army and
Air Force were called upon to undertake so soon after
we got our Independence. Almost every one of the officers
&ere had little or no experience of the high commands
they held but I know very intimately how splendidly every
one rose to the occasion and did his stuff magnificently.
The men were superb under their junior leaders-the Junior
Commissioned and Non-Commissioned officers. Even the
non-combatants were inspired, by the sacred and just cause
we had for being in Kashmir at the wishes of the people
of Jamrnu and Kashmir, to do their work courageously and
selflessly.
I hope every officer and every military library in our
country will have a copy of this excellent book.

General
commander-in-chief Indian Army
(1949 to 1953)
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Preface

N THE 27th of October 1947, the Indian Army was
ordered to the rescue of Kashmir, which had been
the victim of a brutal and barbarous invasion from
a "sister dominion". This book is an attempt to place on
record the heroic story of the exploits of those gallant
soldiers and airmen, who gave their lives defending Jammu
and Kashmir, and of their comrades-in-arms who survived
them. I have endeavoured to blend this narrative with a
measure of personal reminiscence and have stuck to things
as I saw them and of which I have first hand knowledge.
I was associated with these operations in the capacity of
a junior staff officer and have no decisions to justify nor
any kudos to claim. I can, however, claim to be the only
general staff officer who had continuous service with Headquarters, Western Command, from the commencement of
these operations to well after the cease-fire. And it was
this headquarters which was directing operations in this
theatre throughout the campaign. Thls gave me an opportunity of witnessing many of the highlights of these operations and of being 'in the know' of things. It also gave me
an opportunity of almost invariably accompanying the three
successive Army Commanders-Generals Russell, Cariappa
and Shrinagesh-in
their tours of the operational areas.
Thus I could acquire a personal knowledge of the 'fighting
line'.
One often hears conflicting views regarding the operations in Kashrnir. Some talk of them in terms of a police

action, whereas others regard them as a miljor campaign.
In actual fact they were neither, and those who consider
them in terms of one or the other, have not correctly evaluated these operations. Even at our Staff College, the Mecca
of military training, I found that :hew opc_"ratlonswere
referred to as internal security, that is, police duties.* It is
only right that such misconceptions be eradicated and these
operations studied in their correct perspective. Hence the
justification for this book.
These operations ultimately Involved t h e employment
of nearly 90,000 Indian troops, on a terrain urlprecedented for modern warfare. The enemy opposing us
was no less strong, albeit with no offensive air support. He
had heavy anti-aircraft and medium guns in addition to
the normal field and mountain artillery, all oE which he
used with skill and precision. We were up against regular
forces, similarly organised and trained, who only a little
while earlier, formed part of the same undivided Indian
Army. And in this fighting lasting over a year, we lost 1,500
precious lives. Our other casualties were 3,500 wounded and
1,000 missing/prisoners making a total of 6,000. The en~emy
on the other hand is estimated to have suffered 20,000
casualties of whom about 6,000 were killed. It would not
therefore be right to dub these operations as a mere police
action. Yet it would not at the same time be correct to1
maintain t~hatthe Kashmir war stands comparison with
any major campaign in the Second World War. Compared
to any of these campaigns, the fighting here was restricted
and t k use of modern weapons not so extensive. Moreover,
a large portion of the enemy comprised irregular troops
who often adopted guerilla tactics.
These operations were a local war which brought outs
some useful lessons on mountain warfare, particularly of
fighting on snow-capped hills. Although it will not be right
for us to base all our tactical doctrines on our experiences
in this theatre, we in the Indian Army can ill afford to
ignore the lessons we learnt here because the Great Himalayas extend across over 2,000 miles of our northern fron-

* This was in

1952.

t i e r s t I have also endeavoured to reflect on some of the
problems which the special conditions of terrain in this area
present to the soldier and have incorporated these reflections in an appendix to this book. 1 have, however, confined myself in these reflections to the level with which I
can claim to be familiar-the level of the company commander.
I seek my reader's indulgence for any minor discrepancies that may have crept into the narrative of these opera-tions. Although I did have some notes to assist me in writing this book, I often had to rely on my memory of events
that took place nearly eight years ago. Under these circumstances, some lapses are inevitable.
This book contains a soldier's story of the fighting that
took place in Jammu and Kashmir, and does not delve into
the political aspects of the problem. The latter is obliously
outside its scope and beyond my competence. Finally, I
wish to emphasise that this book is not an official history
of the K a s h i r campaign and that the conmenis and conclusions contained herein are entirely my own.
Jammu & Kashrnir
15th May, 1955

SKS
POSTSCRIPT

I wrote this book over 20 years ago but for certain reasons, I coluld not publish it earlier. Although 1 have mad.=.
no changes to my original draft, I have tried to bring it upto-date by adding footnotes at apprcpriate places.
New Delhi
1st September, 1975

SKS

j- This was written in the era of "Hzndi-Chini Bhai 13hai"-many
year9 before our northern borders became a live frontier for the

first time in our long and ancient history.
XV

To Delhi

N OUR return from overseas in August 1946, we
found disorder let loose in Calcutta, the port of
our disembarkation. The Army had been called
out in aid of the civil power and our patrols were operating in the curfew clamped city. Some of these troops, I
recognised, were our comrades from Indonesia. One could
not but feel sad a t this spectacle. These troops had fought
so gallantly in Burma and thereafter for a further year
in Indonesia. Service in Indonesia had been an unpleasant
assignment, for in the garb of disarming the Japanese and
evacuating allied prisoners, we had been virtually employed
to reimpose Dutch imperialism on that country. The
prlesent task, however, was still more unpleasant as it
involved shooting down our own misguided countrymen.
Onre hoped for a better home-coming for the Indian soldier,
but that was not to be.
Momtentous events were taking place at Delhi and our
first popular government was soon to be ushered into
power. The government had to rely increasingly on its
Army to maintain law and order in the country. A little
later, t h e Army had t o meet the invading hordes in Kashmir
from across the border. Personal comforts would inevitab!~
have to be ignored in this emergency and the Indian soldier
would have to buckle himself for a prolonged period oC
continuous field service.
Soon after disembarkation, I proceeded home on my
month's overseas leave. Whilst on leave, I received a
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tdegram posting me as General Staff Officer-Grade
3 in
MO Directorate at General Headquar-ters, Delhi. Not being
well up in abbreviations, I was at a loss to know what MO
stood for. In the battalion we used MO as an abbreviation
for medical officer and I was wondering why a layman lik.2
me had been summoned to the directorate oJ "medicos".
Moreover, I felt it most unlikely that an officer with barelv
three years service, as I then had, would bp required to
serve at General Headquarters. I concluded that someone
must have made a mista,ke. I tht1refor.e souqht both clarification and confirmation from Delhi. I received a curt rcply
"your posting orders stand and are yuite clear". MO, as I
later discovered, was the abbreviation for military operations! And so in September 1916, I arrived in Delhi. I founj
that MO directorate was considered the holiest of the
holy i~nlGeneral Headquarters. For the previous 100 years
or more, it bald been the exclusive preserve of British personnel-both among officers and clerks. In the process of
Indianisation three Indian officers had recently been posted to this directorate about thme same time-Lieutenant
Colonel SHFJ Manekshaw,* Major Yahya Khan? and myself. Neither having the necessary length of service nor
having then grad~latedfrom a Staff College, I felt most unequal to my appointment. The complicated Whitehall filing
system and the awe-inspiring name plates o l senior officers
that flanked the dark corridors of the Imperial Se~r~etariat
further accentuated this complex. However, be that as it
may, I could not help feeling that I was lucky in having
come to Delhi, for great things were in the air and I would
see history enalcted during the next few years.
The particular section of MO I had been posted to, dealt
with Internal Security. Seldom before had the army been
used so extensively for Internal Security and we naturally
found ourselves extremely busy. The Calcutta riots had
been followed by the Noakhali affair and then the carnage
in Bihar, my home province. I remember that one of my

"Later, Field Marshal and Chief of Army Staff of the Indian Army*
w a t e r , President of Pakistan.
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duties in those days was to flag locations of units on the
map in thcl room of the Commander-in-Chief, Field Marshal Sir Claude Auchinleck. I used to do this early in t h e
morning well before the Chief came to his office
One morning he came earlier than usual and he
saw me flagging the map. This was the first time
I had met a Field Marshal and 1 felt a littlc nervous.
Auk noticed my embarrassment and in a friendly
tone said, "So you flag these maps for me." He
then asked me some personal questions and on my telling
him that I came from Bihar, he remarked, "Your chaps
have been rather naughty. Look at a11 Ihe killings going
on there." That was the first and last time I met the Chief
on whose staff, with several hundred other officers, I served for nearly a year, yet he appeared lo have nemembered
this brief encounter. A week later I was told that the
"young Captain from Bihar" was required to accompanv
the Chief on his flight over the riot-aflected areas of Bihar.
A young officer normally does not relish the idea o i
accompanying such a senior officer on a tour, and to say
the least, I felt) most uneasy. Although I come from Bihar,
I do not claim to%knowthe names of all the villages of my
State. I spent a whole night studying the map and memor ising ad1 the obscure names of places we were likely to fly
over. Luckily, however, I was told the next day that the
tour was cancelled and I could breathe a sigh of relief!
These riots did not stop with Bihar. Like wild fire they
spread westward, steadily gaining momentum. Garhmukhteshwar, Peshawar and Rawalpindi were now affected. The
peak fury, however, was reached in the Punjab where
communal passions were in full flood. In Junci 1947, partition was announced but the riots continued unabated, if
anything, their ferocity had increased.
At General Headquarters apart from flagging maps, preparing reports and issuing instructions, we also partitioned ourselves. A portion of the directorate had to go to
Pakistan to form t h e nucleus for the MO Directorate of the
new Pakistan Army. Even the old files dating back to the
1857 Mutiny and earlier had to be divided between India
and Pakistan. Alongwith an officer earmarked for Pakis3
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tan, I was sent to our Records Section at Simla for a week
to divide several thousands of these files. Of course it was
impossible for the two of us to do full justice to our
assignment in so short a period. IIowevtlr. we did somehow manage to complete our task, and what was more, we
did so in complete amity. In the process a large number ol'
old files had to be destroyed.
Having had a strenuous year as a staff officer, I longed for a change to regimental duty. I applied for a
p s t i n g back to my regiment. My request was turned down
and I had to serve another four years on the staff beforl?
I could revert to regimental duty. I was offered the ap2 (Operations)
pointment of General Staff Officer-Grade
in a new Command Headquarters that was to be set up in
Delhi. As this meant a promotion when I was not due for
one and when I least expected it, I could not have any
reasonable grievance.
The Punjab Boundary Force comprising both Indiai~
and Pakistani troops had failed as an experiment. With
effect from 1st September 1947, the two dominions assumed direct responsibility for the maintenance of law and
order in their respective parts of the Punjab. Ln India, we
first had two independent areas, Delhi Independent Area
and East Punjab IndIependent Area, but a fortnight later.
an operational Command Headquarters was set u p to command both these Areas. Th,is Command was to be known
as Delhi and East Punjab Command and Lieutenant General Sir Dudley Russell, KBE, CB, DSO, MC was designated its commander. The new Command was to have onlv
a skeleton staff. The headquarters was to be located at
New Delhi but when away from New Delhi, in a special
train comprising coaches of thle old Viceregal Train, which
had been placed a t its disposal.
On the 14th of September 1947 I lent a bland in rolling
off Army Headquarters Operation Instruction No 2 addressed to General Russell. He was given the task of restoring law and order in Delhi and East Punjab and controlling the evacuation of refugees from these parts. The
following day, I acted as courier of this instruction to the
General and took with me my posting orders to serve on
4
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his staff.
Although at times 1 felt tired and frustrated working
behind those massive walls of the Secretariat, where things
cften moved in a proverbially slow manner, i t was not
without a pang that I left my old directorate and several
old friends. I carried memories of some hectic and exciting
time. There had been occasions when we had been constaintly on our toes and had kept night long vigils. I remember one such instance when we had to prepare a large
map showing the location of all units of the Indian Army.
One of us by mistake had shown proposed locations on this
map as against the actual locations a6 they then were. We
discovered this mistake late the previous evening when we
were breaking off for the day and this map had to be got
ready for an emergency meeting of the Cabinet presided
over by Lord Mountbatten, early in the morning on the
following day. There was consternation amongst us. When
we sheepishly brought our error to the notice of our boss,
Colonel Manekshaw, expecting him to explode at us, he
merely smiled and said, "Sweety, you have the whole night
before you." We spent the night in the Viceroy's House
putting up a new map and flagging locations. The
Gc:verncr-General's staff, however, was very considerate
and having a few Defence Eecurity Corps arrned sentries
throughout the night.
I also remember that in those riot-torn days we used to
move about armed at all times. On one occasion I had to
move out cf my office in South Block armed with my pistol
and having a few Defence Security Corps armed sentries
with me to disperse a rioting crowd near the Secretariat.
The "magistrate" with me was Mr. Dundas, the Defence
Secretary, who was to continue in the same appointment
in Pakistan. And then like Muhammad Tughlak shifting
his capital, we moved our Army Headquarters from South
B1c;ck to the Red Fort and back again to Scuth Block withi n a month. In retrospect I now feel that these were certainly unusual experiences for a staff officer of Army Headquarters. The old General Headquarters formation sign
which we then wore on our arms (the five-pointed star
atgalinst a ried and blue background) brings back to me
5
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memories of such hectic days. In passing I may mention
that someone had started the joke that this sign represented, "the Star of India rising out of an ocean of blue ink
into a sky of red tape" and I confess that in certain respects
this analogy was not far wrong. However, in those troubled
times we had more than the norrnal share oi' excitement
which is so unusual for the placid and tranquil life of a
staff officer at Army Headquarters. Anyway, I had now said
good-bye to the rather static life a1 Army Headquarters
amd I was now to be in a mobtile hcadqunrters which would
move on a special train.
With an old pair of crowns on my shoulders (these were
my grandfather's police crowns-silver
plated but turned
yellow through age, and could therefore by used by an
army officer), I reported to my new commander, Generai
Russell, in his office. IIe sat in a bare room with hardly
any furniture, perhaps thinking of the new responsibilities
that had dlevolved upon him. A distinguished s ~ l d i e rof the
last war, he had commanded the famous Eighth Indian
Division throughout the Italian campaign. His division had
earned a great name in the Allied armies for its famous
river crossing operations and he had rightly chosen his
divisional motto, "One more river". The obstacles
that now faced him were more difficult than those Italian
rivers but he was confident of success. A few months earlier he had successfully discharged a somewhat similar responsibility as Commander of the Fifth Indian Division
during the Bihar riots. However, there was no gainsaying
that his pew task was stupendous and his resources limited.
He had to build the edifice of a new Command charged
with such grave responsibilities and he had a bare half a
dozen officers on his staff. The normal compliment for such,
a headquarters is nearly one hundred officers.
Russell welcomed me to his staff and at once struck a
personal note. I soon discovered matters of common interest
with my new commander. Having just come from Bihar,
he knew many parts of my home province. He had served
in the Intelligence Bureau blefore the last war and knew
my father who was then in the Bureau in the Central Secretariat. Another link lay in the fact that he too in his
6

Younger days, over twenty years ago, had served in the
directorate from which I had just come. The result of this
bricrf' interview was that I came out of his room full of
l'eyalty and enthusiasm for my new commander. And these
are essential ingredients in the relationship between the
staff and its commander.
My first task a t the new headquarters was to get some
furniture for our offices, particularly for the Army Commander's room and to set u p an Operations Room. In those
days of transition it would have taken a long time to obtain
the necessary furniture and stationery if one followed the
normal official procedure. I had, therefore, to exploit my
Army Headquarters connections and do a lot of "scrounging". I did both, but my difficulty in the beginning was to
convince some people of the existence of our headquarters!
An irate civilian officer of the office of C h e f Administrative
Officer vehemently protested that no Government notification had been issued nor necessary financial approval accorded to the setting up of the alleged Command I claimed
to represent. He appeared most reluctant to accept my plea
that seldom if ever was an emergtncy declared with prior
financial concurrence! However, we did ultimately manage
to get all our essential requirements. Our officcs were soon
set up, the furniture and fittings I~eingvery austere compared to the air-cooled and carpeted rooms of Army Headq ~ a ~ r t ein
r s the Secretariat. But we prided in this austerity
for we were an operational and mobile headquarters designed for emergency work.
Approximately three infantry divisions were deployed
on Internal Security duties in Delhi and East Punjah
when the new Command came into being. Troops were
operating in the interior of almost all districts of the Punjab. The civil administration in these parts had virtually
ceased to exist and we had almost completely taken over
responsibiility for thte maintenance of law and order. The
Punjab Emergency Act gave the Army wide powers of
search and arrest. Apart from ensuring the security of life
and property of the people, we also had to escort large
numbers of refugees both by foot and on train. Mass rnigrations on a scale unprecedented in history were in progress
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and escorting these large refugee columns to the Pakistan
border was indeed a very dificult problem. The trains carried eight to ten thousand refugtes each (most of them
packed in goods wagons) and the fccjt columns often extended upto 30 miles in length. There had been several unfortunate incidents and these pcor refugees had been
attacked time and again both in India and in Fakistan.
Russell was determined to implement the Government';
firm decision of affording maximun~security to the Muslims in India. He evolved a fool-proof drill for the protection of the Muslim refugee trains. The rnain line from Delhi
to the border in Amritsar was divided into five sectors
with a brigade responsible for each sector. These brigade;
were responsible for enforcing curfew near railway stations and railway tracks when the refugee trains passed.
They also provided mobile infantry and armoured car platrols along the Grand Trunk Road which runs parallel to
and in close proximity of the railway track. The patrols
kept pace with the trains and their assistance was readily
available in the event of any trouble. A separate force
known as the Railway Protection Force including Mahar
machine-gunners was formed with headquarters at Red
Fort, Delhi. This force was responsible for providing close
protecti~nto the refugee trains. There were open fiats at
suitable intervals in the train on which machine-guns were
mounted on fixed lines to cover both sides of the compartments. To make matters further. secure, all the windows
of compartments carrying refugees were covered with
barbed wire to prevent intruders jumping in or throwing
any country-made bombs. In addition, an aircraft flew
overhead to reconnoitre the railway track and give early
warning of any approaching crowds or of sabotage. As far
as I remember, not a single refugee train was attacked
with any success after we implemented this plan. The protection of the 30 miles lung foot columns, however, presented much greater difficulties. Stray assaults against these
columns could not be completely eliminated but their incidence was greatly reduced by these vigorous protective
measures.
Such then was the background against which our new
8

headquarters had been forrned and against whlch we
undertook to go to the rescue of the people of Kashmir.
Soon after the headquarters was set up, we started the
first of our several tours by train. I was asked to prepare
an operation order for this move but I was not quite sure
how to word the intention* paragraph as the Army Commander's programme was rather fluid. After a good deal
of thinking, I wrote, "The Command train will proceed to
wherever the Army Commander directs." The General
smiled when he read this and asked, "What if I direct the
train to Timbuctoo?" I replied, "Fire shall endeavour to
take i t there, Sir." And so for want of a better intention,
a remain unthe intention as worded by me was allowed t
altered in the first operation order issued by our headquarters!
Our Command train was a very elaborate affair. Wc
were completely self-contained and we travelled all over
riot-torfi Punjab in this train. A platoon frcm the escort
company travelled in a compartment near the e n s n e . This
was followed by interconnected saloons with a corridor
running from one end to the other. Behind these we had
some compartments for our Other Ranks-clerks, drivers,
crderlies and signallers, and then the flats for our motor
vehicles and wireless sets. At the tail end travelled the remainder of the escort company. Int~rcommunication on
the train was provided by a telephone system which was
linked on the remote control to wireless sets. Once, while
travelling between Jullundur and Amritsar, I spoke from
my telephone in my compartment, to Delhi on the wireless. Reception was perfect and there were none of the
cbstructions one might fear on a moving train.
Our tours of t h e riot-affected areas were not confined
to train moves only. The General also toured extensively
by road. I remember accompanying him once in his Humber on his tour of Rohtak and Gurgaon districts. We met
*The main task or purpose of an operation is reflected in the
intention paragraph of an operation order. Terminologies have now
changed. What used to be referred to as intention previously is now
called mission.

9
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several units on that day and amorlgst them also was the
First Battalion of The Sikh Regirnent (1 Sikh) at Gurgaon.
One could not but b~ struck by the self-conli,dence shown
by the Commanding Officer of this battalion, Lieutenant
Colonel Dewan Ranjit Rai. His heal-ing was scrc~pulously
correct and a t the same tinle very digniiicld. We spent the
evening with him and Russell talked lo his officers and men.
He could not, however, see the whole battalion that day as
some companies were out on detachment. He appeared
visibly impressed with all that hc saw. Later in the car,
he specifically mentioned this to rrLe and added that n
battalion reflects the personality o l its commander. I am
afraid we could not continue the conversation much further as the General was not in his best mood when he
discovc~redthat the vehicle lollowing us witn his kit had
lost its way! Anyway, we shall presently see how this
visit appears to have influenced him in selecting a battalion
for a very important assign~nent.

Srinagar Saved

Y THE end of October 1947, the situation in
Delhi and East Punjab was fast reverting to normal. With the improving situation, we a t the headquarters felt that we could now allow ourselves the
luxury of breaking off early in the evenings. Accordingly
on 26th October 1947, I left my office snon after dusk to
keep a social engagement, my first cne after several weeks.
While I was at a party in the Delhi Gymkhana Club, I was
summoned post haste to the headquarters. A staff car had
been chasing me all over and had ultimately located me.
By about 10 p.m., the eight of us who then comprised
the staff of the headquarters had assembled in the Operaticns Room. We all realised that there inust be something
very serious for us to be so summoned at that hour, yet
we were completely in the dark as to what it was all about.
The Army Commander had gone for briefing to Army
Headquarters. Major General R,ajendra Singhji,* DSO,
General Officer Commanding, Delhi Area, had also been
called for this conference and he soon joined us. A little
later t h e Army Commander returned and our meeting
started. Of all the military confereilces I have attended,
this was by far the most momentous, but in appearance,
it looked completely non-martial. Most of us were dressed
in our dinner jackets and to add colour to our costumes.
the duty officer was in his pyjama suit! He had dropped his

* Later

General and Commander-in-Chief, Indian Army.
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fcod over his uniform which was still not dry and as such
he ha,d no other alternative. I renlember we were dressed
mcre like the executives of a Ihtatrical comp~any rather
than army officers in a planning conference hardly eight
hcurs before the launching of a military campaign.
R,ussell started the meeting with thc grave announcement that Jammu and Kashmir State had acceded to the
Indian Union and that our Command had been given the
task of defending the State a,gainst the invading tribesmen
from Pakistan. I dare say we were all taken unawares as
we had never visualised the sudden extension of our Command's territorial limits to include the Stalle of Jammu
and Kashmir nor had we visualised such a fighting role
given to us at such short notice. I doubt if Russell himself
had received any previous notice of his new commitments.
Being the secretary of the meeting, I had the unenviable task of taking down the minutes. I can still1 recall
some of the important decisions arrived all that night.
These were as follows:
(a) Our headquarters would directly conduct operations in Jammu and Karhmir.
(b) Troops would be despalched to that State the next
mol~ning-one battalion group by air to Srinagar and
one brigade group by road to Jammu. Our strength
in Srinagar Valley was to be built u p to one blrigade
group before the onset of winter.
( c ) Director General, Civil Aviation, would requisition
all available civilian dakotas and place them at our
disposal for air movement.
( d ) I wals to be responsible for arranging despatch of
troops by air from Delhi till a Rear Air,field Maintenance Organisaticin was formed. In this I was t,o be assisted by some oficers to be made available by Delhi
Area.
( e ) An operation instruction as directed by t h e Army
Commander was to ble prepared immediately and delivered by a staff officer to the battalicn commander
being flown to Srinagar.
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Before the meeting broke off we had sent emergency
signals to 1 Sikh and 50 Parachute Brigade selected for
Srinagar and Jammu, respectively. The signal to 1 Sikh
read something like this:
YOUR BATTALION LESS 'TWO COMPANlES WILL CONCENTRATE PALAM AlRFlELD BY U4Gu HOURS 27 OCTOBER (.)
ONE BATTERY 13 FIELD REGIMEl\'I' 1N INFANTRY ROLE
BEING PLACED UNDER YOUR COMMANL) (.) BE PREPARED T'O FLY ON A N OPERA'I'IONAL MTSSION EX PALAM
MORNING 27 OCTOBER (.) REMA1NDE:II. BATTALION WILL
BE FLOWN 28 OC'TOBER (.) OPEICATION INSTHUCTION
WlLL BE HANDED OVER A T AIRFlELD (.) AMMUNITION
RATICNS A N D WARM CLOTHING WILL BE ISSUED A T
AIRFIELD UNDER AHRANGEMEIVrl'S '1'1-IIS IiEADQUARTERS

Only a fortnight earlier I had accompanied the Army
Commander on his visit to 1 Sikh and I was wondering
how Rai, their Commanding Officer, would react t o the
signal we had sent him. Imagine yourself a battalion commander receiving such orders at the middle of the night
without any previous warning whatsoever and when some
of your companies a r e out on detachment over a radius of
50 miles. It was indeed a difficult assignment but the Army
Commander had specially selected this battalion and they
were socin to justify this selection.
After the meeting broke off, Lieutenant Colonel Mac
Conachie, the GSO 1, and I jointly got down to drafting an
oper,ation instruction to Rai. The intelligence then available to us was scanty and I reproduce below extracts from
t h e "information" paragraph of the instruction issued to
Rai :
1. Kashmir has acceded to the Indian Union and
Sheikh Abdullah has been invited to form a popular
Government.
2. Tribesmen, numbers and arnls unknown but reliably reported to be in large numbers, are reported moving to Srinagar from the Western and North-Western
areas of the State. Situation in Srinagar reliably reported on 26th October to be deteriorating.
13
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I wished we could give Rai more definitc information
regarding the enemy, but lack of tnemy intelligcnc~was
one of the several handicaps we had to contend with a t
that sta~ge.We were not even s u r * about
~~
t h t fate of Srinagar; for ought we knew the enemy might already have
captured the city. This instruction, ti~eref(or.e,also included
the following orders :
If wireless communication between you and SI-inagar
Civil Aviation Centre is not c~tab~lished
and you arc.
not given the land signal, you will not land at Srinagar
but go to Jammu and land there. . . In the event of landing at J a m m u . . . you will requisition local transport
and send a reconnaissance on the route to Srinagar as
close to Srinagar as it can go with saiety and secure
the route as f a r north from Janlmu as possible.
After this instruction had been approved by the Army
Commander, I rushed off to Palam* airport to receive
1 Sikh and to deliver a copy of the instruction to Hai. I
arrived a t Palam a t about 3 a.m., an hour before the
Sikhs were expected. With the cooperation of the aerodrome officials and some officers from Dzlhi Area we started making arrangements for receiving the battalion. The
aerodrome was floodlit to facilitate loading and we had
tea ready for the troops. Ammunition, rations and ordnance
stores were stacked at the airfield for issue to the unit. We
were racing against timle but fortunately things somehow
worked all right and we had everything ready by the time
Rai and his men arrived.
I handed over the operation instruction to Rai and together we discussed it in t h e lounge of the aerodrome over
a cup of tea. He read i t with great care and asked for certain clarifications, some of which I was able to give. The
others I told him would have to await the arrival of Brigadier Mellsop, the Brigadier General Staff who was to
come to the airport to see off the troops. I had been asked
*Troops were flown from Palam Airport on 27 October 1947.
From 28 October onwards these flights were organised from
Willingdon (Safdarjang) airport.
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to emphasise the tasks given to him by the Army Commander. These were personally dralted by him and were
as Sollows :
You willsccure Srinagar airport and civil aviation wireless
station;
( b ) take such action, as your iirst task and available
troops allow, to-

(u)

(i) drive tribesmen away from Srinagar;
(ii) aid the local government in the maintenance of
law and order in Srinagar.
The great importance of Srinagar airport to us at this
stage was obvicus. All reinforcements and supplies to
troops in the Valley had to go by air. The land route was
both very difficult and slow. Srinagar was a b u t 300 miles
from the railhead at Palhankot, connected by a very indifferent road, fit only for occasional tourist traffic. Several
rivers on this road had to be forded and the road also
went cver high mountain ranges. The Banihal Pass, 9000
felet high, through which this road entered the Srinagar
valley would soon be blbcked with snow as October was
nearly over and winter was fast approaching.* Russell,
therefore, had in the first instance emphasised the need
for securing the airfield to facilitate further operations. As
for the civil wireless station a t the airfield, that was to be
our only means of communication for the first few days
until ournheavy wireless sets could be sent to Srinagarr.
After issuing his own orders promptly, Rai requested
me to help his second in command in preparing the aircraft
load tables. He complained that he was rather tired and
said that he would have his "forty winks" on the sofa in
the lounge while we made the necessary preparations. I
must mention here that his calmness was indeed inspiring. He showed no excitement or agitation and appeared,
*Baniha1 Tunnel had not been constructed and all trafllc used
to go across the Pass in those days.
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as always, supremely self-confident. With rny littlcl experience of war, I am convinctd that cal~nnessand selfconfidence during stress and strain arc v e l y important
assets for a gcod leader. Self-confidtmct- in a leader is contagicus, it scon spreads among t h r led, and a self-confidt nt
fighting team is a battle winning factor.
We finished the preliminaries and it was now time for.
tho troops to depart. They all lc~okcciv ~ r yc.hocrlul and ws
wished thcnl g ~ o dluck and good hunting. They got into
their respective aircraft and soon thc dakotas started
warming their engines. One after the oth,cr, the planes
started taking off. As the last dakota was airbornt: in thc
grey twilight of that early dawn, 1 felt a, stnse of great
satisfaction. We had been able to accomplish what at first
~ e e m e dso diff~cult-the despatcli ol troops in so short a
time. The noise of the dakota engines now started growing
fannter in the distance and I turned to go back to the office
t~ await the first reports from Srinagar.
When I got back to my oflice I saw that the morning
papers carried bold headlines of how troops had been
rushed by air to the rescue of Srinagar. They rightly
brought out that t r o ~ p shad to be flown because that was
the only means ~f transport left lo them at such short
nctice. I, however, wondered whether the average reader
would visualise how we struggled behind the scenes 017
that fateful night to make the dramatic dmpatch of these
troops possible.
It would not be inappropriate to pause at this stage 10
consider scme of the difficulties that initially faced us in
Kashmir. Seldom was a campaign begun with troops so
seriously handicapped and a t such shorl notice. Apart from
extremely difficult terrain, almost non-existent surface
lines of communication and a complete lack of intelligence
about the enemy, another major difficulty lay in the fact
that the Army was in the process of being reorganised.
British and Pakistani officers were being replaced by
Indian officers. Several units had been split and had lose
their old personnel who had to be sent to Pakistan. Large
numbers of Indian Army personnel and units were still in
Pakistan and had not yet been brought to India. Moreover,
16
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during the last year- or more, troops had been constantly
cmpluyed on Intcrnal Security duties entailing very wide
dispersion and the sacrifice of their. normal training. As ~f
all this was not enough, there were also some very
disturbing pcrsonal problems. Nearly 75 per cent of the
cfficcr-s and men came from Punjab, and a large number
oi them had lost their homes in F'akistar,. Their f a n d i e s
had been uprooted and in many caseb they had even lost
trace cf them. The officers, except for thc few senior ones,
had in addition been suddenly brought down to greatly
reduced rates of pay and allowances than what they had
keen getting during the British regime. Ironically, the first
cut in our pay almost coincided with the co~nmencc-ment
of these operations!* All these dilfculties never deterred
us fcr a momcnt from putting in our vr2ry best for accomplishing the task given to us. Notwithstanding the
severall drawbacks, the Army worked most loyally and with
great enthusiasm. The gallant achievement of the Indian
Army in spite of these handicaps was indeed an epic.
The enemy had planned the invasion of Kash~nirin
two phalses. The first phase commenced in September 1947
when he carried out several border raids a l ~ n gthe 500
miles Pakistan border. This was in the nature of a deception to force Jammu and Kashmir State Forces to dissipate
their strength. In this he appears to have succeeded for
when his second phase commenced, the State Forces were
dispersed in several small galrrisolis all along the border.
This phase started on 20th October 1947 when over 2000
raiders in motor lorries poured across the border from
Pakistan. These raiders were a motley crowd comprising
Hazara tribesmen, Afridis, Moslem League National Guards
and Pakistan Army personnel said to be "on leave". They
were equipped with the complete range of infantry weapons including machine-guns and heavy mortars. It was
obvious that this large force had been assembled, equipped
and launched into battle by Pakistan. It was a regular in,
*Decades later in 1970 I was given the task of projecling the
case of the Army before the Pay Commission and we managed to
secure substanti31 improvements in the emoluments of all ranks.
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vasion of a peaceful neighbouring State without any of the
Cormalities of declaring war. We had reliable reports about
a British offlcer, recently transferred to Pakistan, having
csrganised the necessary "base facilities" for the invading
tribesmen. Only a few months earlier. I had served under
this officer and I had the highest regard for his professional ability and personal charm. One could not have asked
for a better boss to serve under. He had also been intimately
associated with Russell, having served on his staff during
the last war. However, such situations were inevitable as
only a few weeks earlier we had all belonged to the same
undivided Indian Army.
The main enemy column advanced along the Domel
Road heading for Srinagar, their supreme objective. Their
advance was swift and was made easier by the desertion of
some personnel of the State Forces guarding the DomelAbbotabad roa~d.An attempt was made to put up resistance
at Garhi, 90 miles west of Srinagar, but in view of the
enemy's overwhelming numerical superiority, any such attempt was doomed to failure. Garhi fell to the invaders
on the 22nd of October. Thereafter the enemy developed
a three-pronged attack on the communication centre of Uri
from Muzaffrabad, Domel and Punch. Yet another attempt
was made to stem this advance. Brigadier Rajindra Singh
of the State Forces gaithered a small force of only 150 men
and held out at Uri. He was successful in delaying the
enemy for two very precious days but in doing so, this
small force was almost completely annihilated and its gallant commander killed. Having captured Uri, the enemy
entered Mahura on the 24th, where he damaged the power
house plunging the whole of Srinagar into darkness.
Thereafter he advanced to Rarainula, only 35 miles from
Srinagar.
It was at this stage on 24 October 1947 that the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir sent an SOS message to Lord
Mountbatten, the then Governor-General of In2ia. The
obtaining a t present
Maharaja wrote, "With the conditio~~s
in my State and the great emlergency of the situation as it
exists, I have no option but to ask for help from the
Indian Dominion. Naturally they cannot send the help asked
18
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for by me without my State acceding to the Dominion of
India. I have accordingly decided to do so and I alttach
the Instrument of Accession for acceptance by your
Government. The other alternative is to leave my State and
my people to freebooters. On this basis no civilized Government can exist or be maintained. This alternative I will
never allow to happen so long as I am the Ruler of the
State and I have life to defend my country. I may also
inform Your Excellency's Government that it is my intention at once to set up an Interim Government and ask
Sheikh Abdullah to carry the responsibilities in this emergency with my Prime Minister. If my State has to be saved
immediate assistance must be available at Srinagar. Mr.
Menon is fully aware of the gravity of the situation and
he will explain to you if further explanation is needed."
The Maharalja was indeed in a desperate plight and h e
very rightly decided to sink his differences with his erslwhile opponent, Sheikh Abdullah, in this hour of commcn
peril. He knew that India's assistance could be obtained
only if his request for assistance had the support of thc3
people of his State. Hence his decision to ask Sheikh
Abdullah to join the government, in spite of the fact that
the Sheikh had hitherto always been opposing the Maharaja and his regime. Sheikh Abdullah readily accepted the
invitation c ~ n djoined in the appeal to India for support.
On the 26th, the Maharaja signed Instrument of Accession to the Indian Union. On the same day Government
of India took the decision .to send troops to the rescue of
Kashmir, notwithstanding the severall difficulties and
handicaps inherent in this decision. The Prime Minister
made it emphatically clear that India would give all possible assistance in driving out the raiders from the State
but this aid would not have any strings attached to it. The
people of the State would be at liberty to decide the question of accession to India or Pakistan. Of course there was
no question of ascertaining their wishes till all the invaders
had been driven out. This all-important point is now conveniently glossed over by Pakistan.
With Barjarnula in their hands and the opposition by
the State Forces liquidated, the raiders had only 35 miles
19
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~f tarmac road to traverse to enter Srinagar unopposed,

but the desire for plunder and pillage found greater favour
with them than any tactical or hurnane considei.ations.
Their obvious tactical objective at this stage was t o secure
Srinagar airfield and thereby prevent any aid coming fror~l
India by air. The fact that the Indian Army at that stage
had neither sufficient number. of ti,aillcd parachutists nor
the necessary equipment for an ail borne operation, made
i t all t h e mtore imperative for them to havc given high
pricrity to the capture of the airfield. They also should
have sent a small force to block Banihal Pass, t h e only
feasible land route from India. With winter fast approaching this pass would, in any case, soon get blocked with
sncw. But instead of all this, they decided to plunge Baramula into an orgy of mass violence and brutality. In so
doing, they lost two more precious days and this made
the defence of Srinagar possible by the lndian Army.
The raiders ran amuck in Baramula. They burnt half
the town, sacked houses and shops, abducted and raped
women, and butchered men irrespective of race and reli gion. They shot Lieutenant Colonel Dykes, a former British officer of the Indian Army, and molested his wife,
whose naked body was later found in a well. They sacked
the Presentation Convent and murdered the Assistant
Mother Superior, Sister Terassline as also some patients
and a nurse in the nearby hospital. Their savagery was unbelieveable. Even the crosses covering the graves in the
cemetery and the Holy images in the chapel were not spared their vandalism. Such were their methods of conducting
a "holy war for the liberation of Muslims" in which the
local Muslims suffered as much as non-Muslims, a t the
hands of their self-proclaimed liberators from Pakistan.
It was a t this stage that Rai landed a t Srinagar airfield
on the morning of 27th October 1947. When he sent
us his anxiously awaited first situation report over the
civil aviation wireless net, we at the headquarters breathed
a sigh of relief. We had won in the race against time and
had beaten the enemy in the race for Srinagar. We, however, fully realised that we were still far frorn being out
of thle wood. The tactical situation with regard to the def20
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ence of Srinagar was precarious. We had been able to send
some 300 men only on the first day while the enemy opycsing us was estimated to be approximately 5000 strong.
The odds were loaded heavily against us. However, the
possession cf the airiield had given us the means of rapidly
building up our strength In the Valley. And this we were
determined to do, with all possible speed.
,
immediate proWith the enemy still at B a r a m ~ l aRai's
blem was to decide whether to f~gllthirn a t Baramula or
wait for him a t Srinagar, while in the meantime we rushed
in more reinforcements. He rightly appreciated the need
for bold and offensive action. Leaving one company behind for t h protection
~
of the airfield, he went forward to
Baramula with two companies, one ~f which was the gunner
battery in infantry role. He was able to advance to within
a mile of Bara~nulawhen the first engagement with the
enemy took place on the oukklits i ~ fthe clty. Both sides
were surprised. The enemy did not expect the Indian
Army to come up against him. Rai on the other hand discovered that the enemy was no ill-organised rabble nor
wus he like the tribesmen he hdd known on the NorthWest Frontier of the pre-partition days. These raiders
were led by regular army officers conversant with tactics
and they were equipped with modern weapons like machine-guns and mortars. In view of the enemy's overwhelming numerical superiority, Rai had to withdraw to
a defensive position on the low hills astride the road, about
two miles east of Baramula.
The following day the Enemy ccirmnenced his advance
to Srinagar and socn encounttred Rai's troops holding the
hill feature astride the rcad. The ensuing engagement
lasted for the best part of the day. Our infantry looked
expectantly for support to the gunner "company" with
them, but these gunners were without their guns and could
fire only rifles and light machine-guns! In vlew of the numerical odds, the result of this engagement was a foregone conclusion. The raidcrs tried to work their way round
the flanks of our troops in an obvious attempt to encircle
them. Rai a t cnce realised the danger and ordered a withdrawal to Pattan, half-way between Baramula and Sri21
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nagar. It was during this withdrawal that he was killed
while pulling out with his rear party (last troops to abandon the position). His dclath was a great blow to us and
in him we lost an officer of great promise. He had played
a vital part in the defence of Srinagar during these two
critical days. He had staggered the enemy, had delayed his
advance and had given us time to rush reinforcements. It
was gratifying to find that his gallant action was eloquently praised on the floor of the Parliament and his services
suitably recognlsed by the posthumous award of Maha Vir
Chakra.
In the meanwhile more troops were pouring into the
Valley by air from Delhi. We were fully alive to the critical situation that faced us and we realisled the vital
need for sending maximum reinforcements by the fastest
means. The entire resources of civil aviation were placed
at our dispsad to despatch troops by air but in those days
the number of dakot'as we had was limited and not more
than 30 dakotas could be mustered for this purpose. Most
of these dakotas did two sorties each and we were flying
out 50 to 60 sorties a day from Delhi. A special word of
pralse is due to thte civilian pilotts who cooperated with us
whole-heartedly working almost round the clock under
difficult and hazardous conditions. Flying across the Pirpamjal Range to Srinagar and landing on the dusty fair
weather airstrip there with no navigational aids, required
skill and daring of a high order. These pilots showed that
they possessed both these qualities in abundance.
In fairness to the officers and men who helped me in
organising this airlift, I must mention that by 11th November when a RAMO* (Rear Airfield Maintenance Organisation) arrived in Delhi and relieved us, w-e had despatched over 600 aircraft sorties carrying over 5000 men and
several thousand pounds of stores. At first we found the
task of organising this airlift very uphill as issues of ammunition, ratiuns and warm clothing as also detailing of

*A unit specially organised, trained and equipped for air despatch.
It is now called RASO (Rear Airfield Supply Organisation).
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aircraft loads had to be done almost simultaneously while
the dakotas were warning their engines. But soon by trial
and error we evolved a "bay system" of loading and things
worked smoothly thereafter. I hope the initial lot of troops
we despatched would forgive us for any inconvenlence
caused, as we were new to the trade and were then "experimenting". Neither we nor these civilian pilots had had
any training or experience of organising troop movements
by air and therefore such inconvenience was inevitable.
However, inspite of these handicaps we soon achieved the
peak of our efforts when we despatched over 60 sorties in
cme day.* I may also mention in sing that a couple of
years later, at financial "pundit" discovered in audit that
these aircraft had been used without proper financial approval. He brought out that detailed records of these
flights as required by financial regulations had not been
maintained. He desired that the bill which ran into several
million rupees be sent to me by name and I be asked to
give necessary explanation! I had a difficult and anxiou:,
time trying to "prove my innocence" and in getting the
financial1 irregularity regularised.
We left the narrative of operations with 1 Sikh
falling back to Pattan on the evening of 28th October.
They dug their defences on a piece of high ground astride
the main road and by the 29th the whole battalion was
occupying a good defensive position. Headquarters 161 Infantry Brigade and some elements of another battalion
(First Battalion, The Kumaon Regiment) as also a company
of Mahar machine-gunners had also been flown in. More
*"Six hundred out of the 701 sorties were flown under the direct
supervision of the officers of the then skeleton Delhi and East Punjab Command headquarters. For the first fortnight the daily routine for these officers began a t 4 A.M. They arranged for the flight
of the first wave upto 8 A.M. and then had to work in their offices
upto late hours in the evening, with two or three hours break in
between to lay on the flight of the second wave. At night they had
again to go to the airfield and arrange issue of rations, clothing
and ammunition and to detail aircraft loads for the flights of the
following day."-Defending Kashmir, published by the Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting, Government of India.
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reinforcements were on their way both by land and by
air. We had planned to send a complete brigade group
with 180 days maintenance stocks for the whole writer
before t h e snows isolated Srinagar both by air and by land
from the rest of India. The enemy in the meanwhile was
making bold plans for the capture of Srinagar. He had
already nominated various civil officials to run his administration of the city. I believe his propaganda department
had in anticipation even announced on his radio the victorious entry of his troops into Srinagar.
On the 29th, Brigadier* J. C. Katoch proceeded to Srinagar with his brigade headquarters to take over command
of all troops in the valley. Unfortunately, he was wounded the following day by a sniper's bullet and he had to be
evacuated back t o Delhi. After a couple of days we heard
that Colonell' L. P. Sen, DSO, then servlng as Deputy
Director, Military Intelligence, at Army Headquarters, had
been selected to take over conlmand ol 161 Infantry Brigade in the Valley. Sen welcomed this assignment alnd he
was c ~ n f i d e n tof our ability to save the city. I remember
him saying that he "would soon have the raiders swimming in the Jhelum". As later events showed, he certainly
kept has promise and completely rouled them, but what
I felt was very important at that time was his air of selfconfide~ce. Such confidence in a commander is always reassuring and it acts as a breath cf fresh air in critical situations. I am sure this must hawe been a great morale raiser
for the troops in the field.
After Katoch's evacuation, Russell decided to send a
staff officer to Srinagar to get him a first hand account of
the situation. I was detailed for this mission and I feit
very happy at this opportunity of seeing things for myself.
When I arrived at the brigade h e a d q u a r t e ~ slocated on a
small hillock near the a~irfield,there appeared to be a little
confusion at the headquarters. In the past forty-eight
hours no less than three different officers had commanded
the brigade. And I had just brougnt news of the fourth
*Later Major General.
?Later Lieutenant General.
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and the permanent one ccming soon to take over command.
After Katoch was wounded, the senior Lieutenant Colonel
took over command, but as new battalions with more
senior Colonels joined the brigade, the officiating brigade
commander changed. With the arrival of Sen in Srinagar,
the command situation of the brigade was "stabilised".
At Brigade Headquarters I was briefed about the latest
situation in the Operations Room. The situation was very
tense. Our troops were deployed c;n the airfield and on the
western appr-oaches to the city. 'I'lle Sikhs were still h d d ing out at Pattan and had beaten back two determined
attacks supported by 3-inch morta1.s l o dislodge them. In
this, they were greatly assisted by t h t s u ~ p a r tgiven by
our Air Force. Srinagar Airfield had been ccl~sideredunsafe fcr Spitfires but this was soon proved wrong by two
young pilots. They had come up to support the Sikhs a t
Pattan but they failed to spot any smcike signals with
which the infantry was to indicate enemy positions. They
boldly landed at Srinagar airfield for briefing and thereafter effectively strafed enemy's positicns. Soon a flight of
fighter aircraft was positioned at Srinagar to provide immediate support to the Army. The support given by these
aircraft was of great help, particularly when we had not so
far been able to send up any artillery to S r h a g a r . A section of mountain guns of Patiala Mountain Battery had
been flown in but unfortunately these guns had arrived
minus their sights!
As regards the enemy, our intelligence indicated that he
was trying a three pronged advance on Si-inagai-. His main
column was t o advance along the Baiamula-Srinagar road
with two wide hooks on both flanks. The northern hook
was to ble via Gandarbal and the southern via Badgom.
1 Sikh had been effectively blocking the main en( my axis
of advance at Pattan and we were now despatching troops
to block the other two axes via Gandarbal and Badgorn.
I briefed the brigade staff about the units we were planning to send into Ka,shmir. It was by no means a formidable list but it nevertheless acted as a tonic. It included
three more infantry battalions, a squadron of armoured
cars and a troop of 25-pounder guns. The almour and ar-
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tillery reinforcements were to be brought up by road via
Jammu. Within a week our Srinagar garrison would consist of five infantry battalions. A divisional headquarters
was to be raised and initially located a,t Srinagar. This
division was to be known as JAK Divlsion and was to be
in command of all troops in Jammu and Kashmir. This
included 161 Infantry Brigade in the Valley and 50 Para
Brigade at Jammu. Our position would undoubtedly become secure when all these units had been concentrated in
Srinagar but the immediate problem was to keep the
enemy at bay till this concentration was complete.
the BriAfter our discussions at Brigade Headq~a~rters,
gade Major very kindly gave me a vehicle to go round to
see some of our positions. This enabled me lo talk to various junior commanders and see the troops as also to get
their reactions to the situation. It was indeed inspiring to
see grim determination writ large on their faces. They
were all determined to do their best, no matter what handicap they had to contend with. I had never before seen
such enthusiasm and fervour for duty. Everyone was fully
conscious of the fact that this was free India's first operation being fought entirely by Indian troops led in the field
by their Indian commanders. They knew that the eyes of
the Nation were focussed on them and that they must
shoulder their grave responsibility, both cheerfully and
successfully.
I returned to the airfield late in the afternoon to catch
my plane back to Delhi. I met an old friend, Major Som
Nath Sharma of 4 Kumaon, at the airfield. Only a day
earlier I had despatched him with his company by air from
Delhi. Som ha~d his left hand in plaster and am afraid
was rather disgusted with life when I met him. His complaint was that because of his "wretched" hand being in
plaster, no one would give him an active assignment. His
company was deployed for the locasl protection of the airfield and had also to provide working parties to unload
aircraft. He was looking forward to the rest of his battalion coming up whim he hoped he would be tatken away
from his present commitments and given something really
active. I tried t o impress upon Som the vital importance
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of the airfield to us and in that context the importance of
the task assigned to him. I am afraid this "sermonising"
could dc little to fuliil his desire for being sent further forward. Anyway I spent an hour or so with Som waiting for
my plane. Together we sat on the ground reclining against
his kitbag and drinking a mug of tea. Little did I then
know that within the next forty-eight hours, he was to die
a hero's death and earn great renown, fighting most gallantly in very close proximity to where we then lay talking
so leisurely. He was the first recipient of the supreme
award for gallantry, Param Vir Chakra, our new equivalent
for the Victoria Cross.
I caught my plane late that evening and we took off almost in darkness with no lights to aid us. The take-oft',
I am afraid, was not too smooth as the airstrip was only
a flair weather landing ground and ciue to the recent heavy
traffic, its dusty surface had deteriorated considerably.
However, we were soon airborne, leaving a cloud of dust
rising behind us in the evening twilight. Although I felt
relieved at the safe take-off, I felt wretched at leaving my
friends to an uncertain fate and to difficult living, whilst
I was on my way to sleep in a comfortable bed in Llelhi. I,
however, returned to Delhi with complete confidence in the
ability of our troops carrying out the difficult task given to
them.
The threat to Srinagar airfield materialised when the
enemy thrust reached Badgom only a few miles from
the airfield. Som's desire for being given an active role
was fulfilled for he was despatched with his company to
deal with the enemy at Badgom. He ran into an enemy
force approximately 700 strong, just north of Badgom at
about 2 p.m. on the 3rd November. The enemy attacked
him supported by both 3-inch and 2-inch mortars. He hurriedly occupied a defensive position with his company and
sent a request for reinlorcement. Despite being outnumbered by 7 to 1, he realised that the enemy must not be
allowed to advance any further for that may mean the
loss of the airfield which was the life-line of our troops in
the Valley. He encouraged his men by his personal example with utter disregard to his own safety. His two for-
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ward pl'atoons were overrun by the enemy but he still held
on with his third platoon. The last message ruceived from
.s~
Som a t the headquarters over the ~ i r e 1 ~ r iwas:
THE ENEMY I S ONLY 50 YAHLIS F'i-cOM U S . WE; ARE HOPE:LESSLY OUTNUMBERED. I WILL AVOT Vil'I'HUHAW
ONE
INCH B U T FIGHT TC) THE LAST' lVIAN LAST HOUND.

Soon after, an enemy mortar bomb landed near Som
and killed him. The reinforcemerlt of one company of another Kumaon battalion arrived a l i3adgorn by 5 p.m. but
it was too late. By then our position had been overrun. Som's company had suifered over 5d pel- cent
casualties but had inflicted much heavier casualties on
the enemy who was estimated to h'ave lost nearly
200 men. With the arrival of reinforcements at Badgonl,
the enemy appeared to lose his a ~ p e t l t efor fighting. He
called off his efforts to advance to the airfield. The immediate threat to the airfield was thus removed and the credit
for this achievement went to Som and his gallant balnd of
100 brave K~uinaonis. They were also asslsted by the valuable support given to them by the ~ l i iForce. This accounted for a large number of enemy's casualties.
In view of the enemy's altlcmpt at an cutflanking movement towards Srinagar via Gandai-bal and Badgom, Sen
who had now taken over command of the Brigade, decided
to pull in the Sikhs from Pattan, anci form a closer defence
ring round Srinagar. The Sikhs were withdrawn to a point
on the main road, approximately 4 niiles west of the city.
The Kumaonis barred the route in the south via Badgom
and the Punjabis (First Battalion The Second Punjab Regiment) were deployed to cover the northern rcute via Gandarbal. The withdrawal of the Sikhs from Pattan coincided with the Badgom engagement and perhaps gave an impressicn to the raiders that the Indian Army was retreating. They concentrat~d their effort on the central axis
along the main rcad for a victorious march into Srinagar.
As later events shcwed, this "victorious march"turned outto be their great rout and their hopes of capturing Srinagar
were shattered for ever.
More troops continued tc, pour into Srinagar by air. Re28
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inforcements by the land route via Jammu also started
arriving. On 5th November, Major General* Kalwant Singh
arrived in Srinagar and took over command of all our forces
in Jammu and Kashmir. By the 6th we had completed the
concentration of our forces at Srinagar and our order of
battle in the Valley was as follows:
Tactical Headquarters ,JAK Division
Headquarters 161 Infantry Brigade
One squadron 7 Cavalry (al.moul.ed cars)
One section Patiala Mountain Battery
One troop 11 Field Rcgiment
1!2 Punjab Regiment
6 Rajputana Rifles
1 Sikh Regiment (plus one battery 13 Field Regiment
in infantry role)
1 Kumaon Regiment
4 Kumaon Regiment
Sen was anxious to start his olfensive soon as the raiders were then on open ground near Srinagar where they
could not practise mountain warfare in which they were
adept. He rightly appreciated that if the enemy was
giv'en a hard knock at Shalatang, four miles west of Srinagar where he had now concentrated his main strength,
there would be nothing to prevent us from exploiting this
success and recapturing Baramula. He had three infantry
battalions plus all the available supporting arms for this
task. The remaining two battalions, 6 Rajputana Rifles
and 4 Kumaon, were formed into Srinagar Defence Force
under the command of Colonel? Harbakhsh Singh and were
made responsible for the protection of the airfield and the
city.
And thus on the 7th November, we started our oirensive
against t h e enemy. Sen despatched a force of armoured
cars and som'e infantry on a wide right hook north of Anchar Lake via Gandarbal to take the enemy at Shalatang
from the rear while he attacked the enemy positions along
*Later Lieutenant General.
?Later Lieutenant General.
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the road from the east. This was a brilliant manoeuvre
and it succeeded admirably. The enemy was taken completely by surprise. At first the raiders thought that the
armoured cars coming behind them were Pakistan Army
fighting vehicles come to support them for their final push
into Srinagar! They even cheered those armoured cars as
they approached them but they were soon disillusioned
when the guns on these armoured cars opened u p against
them. The Air Force provided continuous air support
during this battle and took a heavy toll of the enemy. By
the afternoon, the issue was firmly decided in our farvour
and thf enemy fled in complete disorder. He left behind
over 300 dead on the battlefield. Several more killed and
wounded, he took away with him. It was a decisive victory
for us and it malrked the end of the critical ten days of
cperations. The threat to Srinagar had been removed once
and for all. Sen h,ad certainly kept his promise of sending
the raiders swimming in the Jhelum!
Immediately after the Shalatang battle, our troops
took u p the pursuit of the rc treating enemy. We advanced
to Pattan, 17 miles from Srinagais the same day and
were in Baramula the following afternoon. The enemy had
been completely shaken and demoralised after the hard
knock a t Shalatang. He made no effort to put up any determined resistance except for certain small parties which
were easily brushed aside by our troops. I remember we
were at Pathankot in our special train when t h e news of
t h e recapture of Baramula reached us. I immediately took
t h e information to t h e Army Commander who was then
busy examining plans for developing Path4ankot into an
administrative base. He was very pleased with the success and h e sent a personal message to Kalwant Singh,
Congratulations for Baramula. Your success will have
far reaching results. Well done.
He also asked me t o send another message to Mellsop,
the Brigadier General Staff, who was a t the main h,eadquarters at Delhi. This was regarding future operations in
the Valley. He wanted Mellsop to obtain a ruling from
30
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Army Headquarters. He was of the opinion that we must
fully exploit our success while the enemy was on the run
and at the same time avoid getting involved in a possible
open conflict with Pakistan's regular forces. He recommended that we should continue our advance to Muzaffrabad on the PakistanIKashrnir border and demolish the two
bridges on the border over the Kisha'nganga at Domel and
Kohala. Our troops should withdraw immediately thereafter, leaving the Kashmir Police to take over border
policing duties at Domel and Kohala. The brigade
group in the Valley would be available as a mobile reserve
to deal with any further incursions by the raiders which
in the circumstances appeared unlikely, at any rate in the
immediate future. This plan of course prtsumed that Pakistan would avoid an open conflict and her regular army
would not openly invade the State.
In the meanwhile, Sen continued his advance after the
capture of Baramula. Beyond Baramula the road goes
through a gorge running parallel to the Jhelum river and
is flanked by high hills varying in height from 8,000 to
10,000 feet. We realised that an advance through such
difficult country would inevitably be :low but our columns
madle good progress despite the enemy destroying bridges
on the road. Within four days of liberating Bararnula we
had liberated Uri which was entered by our leading
troops on 13th November. The power house at Mahura
was restored and the curtain of darkness over Srinagar
was lifted. Electric lights once again lit the fair city,
symbolising the return of security.
Russell's recommendation for an immediate advance to
Muzaffrabad had not been accepted for we now r d v e d
orders to send a relief column to Punch where a State
Force garrison was besieged. There were some 40,000
non-Muslim refugees trapped in Punch and their security
was in jeopardy. Punch is approximately 20 miles south
of Uri and it was obvious that with the decision to despatch
a relief column to Punch, our westerly advance would
have to be halted, at any rate for the time being. I have
masons to believe that the decision to go to the relief of
Punch was taken at the highest Government level at Delhi,
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prompted by primarily humanitarian consitierations to
succc;ur the besieged refugees. Our leaders ~ e r h a p sa1lowt:cl
themselves to be over influenczd by the alar.rriing r,&ports
fed to them by the Sta'te Fcrce gar~.i:;on ancl the Statc*
Government. It was of course not the) first time in history
when colitical consid~~raticns
outwtigl~eclmilitary requirements. Frum the humanitarian point of vitlw the decision
to proceed to Punch may havll been co~nrnelldable but
militarily it was not a wise mcvc\. 'Ti~trewas no gainsaying that the advance to Muzaflrabad would not have been
an easy undertaking. The difficult terrain was ideally
suited far the delaying tactics of the trikesmtn. The enemy
had destroyed several bridges which in many cases would
have had to be repalired before t h t advancc. could be
resumed, as diversions en these steep hill sides were often
!lot possible. Moreover, our trcops had becn sent I;y air
t
up with them. Lack
and their transport h.ad not y ~ caught
of transport was indeed a great handicap and wmehad
hitherto tried to do our best with lccally requisitioned
civilian buses and cars. There was also thc risk of our
stretching our necks too far forward across a difficult line
of communication which the enemy could cut from the
south. Yet with all these attendant dificulties, I felt that
an advance to Muzaffrabad, when the enemy was off
balance, would have been a calculated risk, well worth
taking. It would have perhaps drawn the final curtain over
operations in the Valley as Pakistan may not at that time
have ventured to launch a fresh incursion with her regular
forces across the border, particularly when she had been
denying her complicity in this invasion. In the event, the
fact that the enemy still held so-called Azad territory from
Muzaffrabad to Uri, not only gave him scope for getting
reinforcements and developing his operations but also gave
him useful propaganda material with which to boost
the morale of his shaken tribesmen, namely his alleged
claim to have halted our advance at Uri. Another fact
which must not be overlooked while considering this issue,
was that our advance bceyond Uri would have forced thl-'
enemy to ease his pressure on the besieged garrison of
Punch. The actual relief of Punch could well have been
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carried out after we had sealled the border by demolishing
bridges and establishing our posts at Dome1 and Kohala
Our quick return from Muzaffrabad after accomplishing
this task would not only have avoided an operl clash with
Fakistan's regular army but would have also ensured that
we wer4c not landed with a l m g line of commu~lication
commitmc~ntin that dimcult coui1t1.y. One may draw an
analogy with the German advance oT April 1941 Leyond
EI Agheila in North Africa. Gmeral Streich commanding
the German 5th Light Division had misgivings abcut the
terrain and the state of his vehicles whcn he was ordered
to pursue the retreating British Forces. Elommel over-ruled
his objections. He wrote, "One cannot permit unique
opportunities to slip by for the sake of trifles." Perhaps
our decision not to continue the advance to Muzaffrahad
was a case of our permitting a unique opportunity to slip
by. I do, however, concede that while examining this
question in retrospect one can be wise after the event.
A.nyway, we had now made the Valley secure, given the
enemy a hard knock, assumed the offensive after having
fought with our backs to the wall at the gates of Srinagar
and had advanced 60 miles to Uri. The dramatic decision
to rpscue Srinagar had been successfully implemented and
thus ended the initial phase of operations in the Valley,
with the balance sheet drawn heavily in our favour.

The First Winter

N THE early days of these operations, our attention
was primarily focussed on the defence of Srinagar and
on the fighting in the Valley. There were, besides, two
other sectors of the State which had also been invaded
but we h~adgiven them low priority. The reason for this
was obvious. The situation at Srinagar had been critical
Being the capital of the State, the city offered a great
political prize to the enemy. Once the situation a t Srinagar had been saved and we ha,d moved more troops into
the State, we could turn our attention to the cither two
sectors. These two sectors were, the remote areas of
Gilgit Agency in the North and nearer the Punjab p1;ains.
the Jammu province.
The enemy tried different tactics in his campaign in
Gilgit Agency. He cleverly subverted the loyalty of a
secticm of the Maharaja's forces. The whole plot for an
uprising had been laid at Peshawar in Pakistan. These
disloyal elements of Kashmir State Forces initially
demanded higher rates of pay and better conditions ol
service. And when the raiders started their advance
towards Srinagar, about 100 of them mutinied. Th,ey surrounded the residence of the Governor, Brigadier Ghansara
Singh and demanded his surrender within fifteen minutes.
The Governor was given the ultimatum to surrender within
that stipulated time or else all non-bluslims in Gilgit would
be killed. He had no option but to accept these terms. The
rebels assumed charge of the Government. Certain British
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and local officers of the Gilgit Scouts (a frontier mifitia
unit) provided the leadership for this coup. Notable
amcngst them was Major Brown, the Commandant of the
Scouts. The non-Muslim elements of the Frontier Scouts
and G Jammu and Kashmir Infantry were largely liquidated. A few survivors, however, escaped and took refuge
with another garrison of State troops at Skardu under
Colcnel Thapa of the State Forces. Pakistan administration
was soon set up in Gilgit and the whole of this area
e x c ~ p tthe besieged Skardu Fort passed into enemy hands.
With Gilgit in his hands and a regular air service from
Peshalwar to Gilgit, the enemy could now threaten Ladakh
which lies to the South-East.
Gilgit is approximately 150 miles north of Srinagar
across high mountain ranges. The majestic Nanga Parbat
(26,000 feet high) crowns one of the ranges on the route
lo Gilgit. Other than foot-paths and mule tracks, there were
no roads leading to this barren, sparsely populated and
highly mountainous area. These foot-paths and mule tracks
go over high Himalayan mountain passes varying from
11,000 to 13,000 feet in height, and these are blocked with
snow for over six months in the year. Even the air route
to this asea is hazardous. Aircraft have to fly at heights
over 20,000 feet in difficult atmospheric conditions and need
pressurised cabins. In 1947 we had very few such aircraft.
It was, therefore, evident that there was little we coul'd do
during the winter months on this arctic front.
The story i n Jarnrnu province was very different. Here
the invasion had followed the pattern of the enemyl.c
incursion in the Kashmir Vale. The raiders had poured
across the border from Pakistan with "shoot, burn, kidnap
and destroy" as their war cry. Helpless women came in
for their special attention and they abducted them in large
numbers. In this sector the enemy had all the advantages
of terrain. He could concentrate in his "sanctuaries" across
the border in Pakistan which of course we could nut
interfere with. Even the flying of reconnaissance sorties
over his c~ncentr~ation
areas was not permissible as that
would have meant the violation of the air space of a "sister
dominion". The area between Pathankot and Jhangar,
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a distance of 140 milcs, offered the raiders a very broad
front for their depredations, with all their objectives within
a radius of 15 to 20 miles from their sanclual-ips. On our
side, the fair weather road frcrn Pathankol to FJhangarl
running parallel to the border and vulnel.able throuqhout its length, provided the only means of conlinunicaiioll
in this ar~ea.This unmetalled roar1 went over. several fords
and ferries across large rivers. It would go oul of cc,mmission for days together when it rained and these parts have
a fair amount of winter rains. The fil-st '70 miles of this
road from Pathankot to Jammu was the life-line lor all
our troops in this theatre. It is a w o n d e ~why the enemy
confined his activities betwcen Pathankot and Jamrnu lo
merely cattle-lifting and women-abducting raids. Perhaps
he was too preoccupied with the "pleasures" of pillage and
plunder to worry about the "cold comfort" of gainin2 any
tactical advantages. Later, perhaps when the tactical sense
dawned on him, it was too late as we had by then
strengthened this sector and Pakistan was ~o.csiblynot too
keen to launch an open invasion from her terrilory when
the case was under reference to the United Nations. It
would be recalled that as mentioned earlier, Pakistan had
at that stage denied any complicity with this invasion.
In early November 1947, I had gone to Jammu to
bring back certain informaticn for the Army Commander.
I found this city of temples unusually calm and quiet.
Unlike Srinagar there was not much tenseness nor that
sense of urgency. Things appeared to move leisurely alnd
the peolple went about their normal work without much
excitement. It is true that they were all deeply interested in
the happenings in Srinagar and the western areas of the
province but they felt there was no immediate threat to
Jammu itself. Although Jammu is only 15 miles frcm thc
Fakistan border, this fact did not disturb their complacency. After all Pakistan had not declared an open war
against us. There were, of course, gruesome stories of raids
acrcss the border but in 1947, such "savagery" was not an
uncommon occurrence. Anyway, they felt that with the
Indian Army now come to thleir rescue, peaceful conditions'
would soon be restored.
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We had moved 50 Para Brigade by road to Jamlnu and
this brigade was concentrated in the town. One of its
battalions, E'irst Battalion, The Second Pun ja b Regiment,
and some arinoured cars h.ad been rushed u p north to
Srinagar.
Sri Ram, the b'rigade major, met me that morning
and we spent a very usef'ul morning exchanging notes
on vali-iousmatters of immediate concern to us at that time.
He expiained the situation to nle on a large map. The
raiders had seized considerable ttrritory adjacent t o the
Pakistan border in the western areas of Jammu province.
Our aircraft had during reconnaissance sorties spottecl
several firts burning in M i r ~ u r Punch,
,
Naushcra and Riasi
districts. The State Forces had been surrolinded in Mirpur,
Kotli, Punch, Jhangar, Naushera, Bhimber, Hajauri an3
Beripattan. Large numbers of non-Muslim refugees had
taken shelter with Ihese besieged garrisons. The eastern
portion of this sector k.etwcen Pathankot and Jammu as
already mentioned had only been subjected to the "loot and
flee" raids. It was evident that we could not undertake any
1-clief c.peratic;ns in the western parts without first making
arrangements for the protection of the vital line of cornmunication between Pathankot and Jaininu.
After obtaining further detailed information about the
strength of the besieged StaSe Force garrisons and of the
enemy surrounding them, I settled down t c a quiet lunch
cn a canal bank with Sri Ram. A lovely garden stretched
in front cf us and th.e flowers were in bloom. Everything
appear7ed so quiet and paceful. While in such surroundings one could hardly believe that war clouds had burst
over the State and that its people were engaged in a grim
life and death struggle.
After the successful rout of the raiders at Srinagar
and the plursuit to Uri, we now hacl to pian operations
for the relief of the several isolated and besieged
State Fcrce garrisons. With winter fast approaching which
would rule out the possibility of any large-scale operations
ill the Valley, the centre of gravity naturally shifted south
to Jammu. On the 15th of November., Kalwant Singh
moved with his divisional headquarters from Srinagar to
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Jammu. In the meanwhile we moved up one additional
brigade from India. 268 Infantry Brigade was moved l o
Jammu to take over the protection of the line of communication from Pathankot to Jarnmu, thereby freeing 50 Para
Brigade for a western advance.
We made a bold plan for the relief of the besieged
garrisons. 161 Infantry Brigade was to send a column
south from Uri to Punch, while 50 Para Brigade from the
south was to advance via Naushera, Jhangar and Kotli.
The two columns were to meet a few miles south of Punch.
This meant that the northern column under Sen had to
advance 30 miles and the southern under Brigadier*
Paranjpye 95 miles. These columns were being sent out on
a mercy mission to bring out 2000 State Force personnel
and 60,000 refugees who were then besieged by the enemy
at different places in Jammu province and at Punch.
Paranjpye commenced his advance on the 13th of
November. He reached Akhnur the same day, where one
infantry battalion was positioned for the protection of his
axis of advance. There was a dangerous salient of Pakistan
territory pointing northwards near Akhnur which we had
named, "dagger".? Akhnur is at the head of this dagger
and is only 2 miles from the border. We had to keep some
troops for the protection of the vital bridge over t h e
Chenab at Akhnur. Two days later, the southern column
reached Beripattan to find that the ferry had been damaged
by the enemy. Although delayed on this account, the
column consisting of one squadron armoured cars, one
troop field guns and two infantry battalions (112 Punjab
and 3 Rajput) continued its westward advance. This
column was scheduled to relieve the Kotli garrison by the

*Later Major General.
TDuring the 1965 w a r Akhnur was the objective of Pakistan's
Chhamb offensive. Due to our offensive in Punjab, Pakistan was
forced to call off her attempt to capture Akhnur. By 1971 the "Dagger" had more appropriately been renamed "Chicken's Neck" by a
dear fri,end of mine and one of our ablest field commanders, L t Gen
Z. C. Bakshi, PVSM, MVC, VrC., VSM. In a brilliant operation when
he was commanding 26 Inf Div, he captured Chicken's Neck.
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18th cjf November but it soon became obvious that it would
not be possible for the column to keep to its time schedule.
The enemy did not put up any serious opposition till after
Jhangar had been crossed but the column's rate of advance
was slowed by the difficult nature of the terrain. Fkyond
Jhangar the enemy put up 47 road blocks which in these
mountain defiles, considerably delayed our advance. The
destruction of the Ban bridge on the Jhangar-Kotli road
by the enemy was another handicap to our speedy advance.
However, a t 2.30 p.m. on 26th November the column
entered Kotli and forced the ei1err.y to raise the siege.
Although i t had encountered no major enemy opposition
en route, this colunln had advanced 92 miles over a uifficultl
route, in a terrain ideally suited for delaying tactics. It
had also in the process relieved Beripattan, Naushera,
Jhangar and Kotli, evacuating several thousand refugees
Due to the stiffening of enemy oppositioil a'round Punch
and the difficulties of fighting a battle at the end of such
a long and difficult route, the plan to eiTect a link with
the northern column was given up. Paranjpye was ordered
to return to Jhangar and hIe commenced his return journey
the following day with the relieved State Force garrisons
and the refugees. The column was back in Jhangar on the
28th. It had been planned that after efleciing the link-up,
Paranjpye would withdraw to Jhangar and thtnce p r m e d
south-west to relieve the Mirpur garrison. In the event,
the relief of Mirpur could not be carried out as the enemy
had captured the town by the time Paranjpye's column
returned from Kotli to Jhangar. There were 600 State
Force troops and some 12,000 refugees in Mirpur. The
enemy attacked Mirpur on the night of 25126th November
with approximately two battaliolls supported by mountain
artillery but the attack was not pressed home. Our aircraft
flying over Mirpur on the 26th had observed gun flashes in
Mirpur and engaged them. The besieged garrison had
displayed a message to the pilot saying, "We are withdrawing." At that time Paranjpye was trying to relieve Kotli
30 miles t o th,e north and it was not possible for him to
rush to the rescue of Mirpur garrison. Tile garrlson
had therefore to fight its own way out, but stlong patrols
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from Jhangar advanced towards Mirpur to help this
withdrawal. 400 State Force troops and 10,000 refugevs
were ultimately brought back safely into J hangar.
The northern column lmown as Sen column after the
name of its commander, started its advance from Ur i m the
morning of 20th November. This column consisted of two
infantry battalions (2 Dogra and 1 Kumaon) and a
mountain battery. It was divided into three groups, the
two battalions forrning No. 1 and 2 groups with all the
transport and other administrative eleinents in No. 3 group.
The latter had a company of Dogras for its protection. The
column's objectives were the relief of Punch and thereafter
link u p with Paranjpye's column. After completing these
tasks the column was to withdraw to Uri.
The Kashmir winter was now on us and I dare say the
crossing of the 8000 feet wind-swept Iiajiplir Pass on the
route to Punch must have been a "chilly affair". However,
by late aftlernoon on the first day, the cclumn had
advanced 18 miles towards Punch, when orders were issued
t o occupy a night harbour. T'ne advance was resumed the
following morning. No. 1 group was across Hajipir Pass
and the rear group containing all the 'soft' elements a few
miles short of it. The enemy decided to attack at this
stage. He attacked the base at Uri and the rear group of
Sen column on the 21st morning. Uri had been left under
the protection of 1 Sikh and they gallantly repulsed this
attack. The enemy, however, succeeded in ambushing the
rear group of Sen's column and burnt some twelve of our
vehlicles. This group held out against the enemy for the
whole day but by evening it was obvious that it could not
hold out for much longer. It was forced to withdraw into
the firm base at Uri. In the meanwhile the other two
groups of the column continued their advance southwards
but another mishap thwarted Sen's plans. The besieged
garrison at Punch had literally burnt its own boat when it
sent a party u p North and destroyed the bridge at Kahuta,
eight miles north of Punch. When we heard of this, I
remember our Chief Engineer a t the Headquarters fuming
with anger. He repeatedly pointed out that this was
against all teaching for carrying out demolitions in war.
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Demolitions must be carried out under the direction of the
highest tactical commander. Faced with a demolished
bridge at Kahuta and with the vehicle column ambushed
in the rear, we had to alter our original plans for the
advance to Punch and the link-up with the southern
column. It was decided to withdraw Sen's column to the
firm base at Uri but before doing so, one infantry battalion
was sent to Punch. The Kumaonis under Lieutenant Colonel
Pritam Singh* scrambled across the stream at Kahuta and
reinforced beleaguered Punch. Although we did not then
succeed in relieving Punch, w? managed to reinforce the
g a r r i s ~ nwhich enabled it to hold out for one lull year. On
the same date in the following year we finally forced the
enemy to lift the siege.
There was also, as we have already seen, a need for
relief operations further North in the Gilgit sector where
Skardu was besieged. Here the fight against tile dements
threatened to be very severe. Not deteri.ed by the grave
difficulties, Sen despatched a ieliel State Force column
frcim Srinagar with two Indian Army Officers, Majors
Sampuran Rachan Singh and Coutts. AnothLr column under
Major Prithi Chand with some voluntecrs was despatched
to Leh, the capital of Ladakh which was also threatened.
Leh is about a, month's trek from Sri.nagar. The track to
Leh went over Zoji Ida which was considered impassable in
winter. Despite all the forbidding hardship, Prithi Chand
and his gallant volunteers succeeded in their hazardous task
during that bitter winter, and reached Leh. The column
to Skardu, however, could not reach its destination. It was
ambushed only a few miles short cf Skardu and its porters
deserted.
When the stumps were drawn at the end of the second
round, our batting scores still remained high. Six besieged
garriscns had been relieved/reinfurced and security had
been brvught to 60,000 marooned refugees. As for the
c n ~ m y ' sbowling analysis, he had sonle local gains to show
but his record still remained unenviable. He had succeeded
in ambushing Sen's vehicle group, and thwarted our plans
X a t e r Brigadier.
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for relieving Mirpur and Skardu, but by no means had he
succeeded in bringing all the "intidels" a t Mirpur or Skardu
under h s sword. These relief opersations may not have
been as dramatic or spectacular as the defence of Srinagar-,
but they nevertheless brought us substantial gains. Apart
from the humanitarian aspect of the success achieved, we
had also advanced '70 miles forward irom Janlnlu. Those
who have seen the terrain in this area and have fought the
ill-equipped tribesmen during the British regime in similar
terrain on undivided India's North-West Frontier, would
readily appreciate these achievcnlents against well armed
tribesmen, aided and abetted by Pakistan.
After the successful conlpletion of our relief operations, the general tactical position in this theatre
was as follows. We were holding the territory u p to
Jhangar in Jammu province. The area both north and
south of line Akhnur-Jhangar was, however, held by the
enemy. Further north, Punch, though held by us, continued
to be besieged. Our garrison in this town was isola~ted.We
had no land link with Punch. In the Kashmir Vale, the
area u p to Uri was firmly in our hands. We had also sent
a small contingent of troops to Leh. And in the remote
north, Skardu was still holding out, but almost the whole
of Gilgit Agency had fallen to the enemy.
Russell was not too happy with the situation in Punch.
There were solme 2000 serving soldiers from Punch in the
Fakistan Army who cculd be classified a.s "potential
deserters" to fight against us in the battle for Punch. W?
had already received ample evidence to prove that large
numbers of these so-called deserters with arms had joined
the enemy and were fighting against us. There were also
reports of tribal1 "lashkars" motoring up to the Puncl?
border and thence infiltrating in large numbers via the
several hill tracks. Russell wrote about operations in
Punch, "It is really in the tribesmen's best interest to use
their normal tribal, that is, dispersal1 tactics. In the
Kashmir Valley, they tried to fight too like regular troops
They gave us a good target, a solid objective and were
completely thwarted. In future, they will eschew open
country. But the tribesman, as you well know, is a far
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more dangerous man, and far nwre difficult to deal with,
when he is playing his own guerilla game in the hills and
this is the game I see him playing in Punch, in strength
and continuously. Should he do this, we would he landed
with a permanent frontier colnmirment, which I might
describe as a running sore, requiring us to lock up a large
and possibly increasing number of troops, from which we
will get very few tangible rcsults. I cannot therefore
overestimate the importance of our avoiding being striously, much less permanently comlnitted in Punch, at
present. "
From the military point of view, Russell had admirably
analysed the pros and cons of holding on to Punch. His
analysis was of course based on h s personal experience
of fighting the tribesmen for several years in srmilar
terrain m undivided India's North-West Froniier. A pull
out from Punch would have enabled him to concentrate his resources in Uri and to regain the initiative for
developing further operations, even possibly an advance to
Domel.
It has, however, often happened in war that political considerations are a t var.lai~ce with the military
appraisal of a situa~tion. It happened so with the British
venture in Greece during the early years of the last war.
In a democracy when such a situation arises, invariably
the political considerations prevail. But it is the soldier's
duty to put u p to his Government the i~iilitaryimplications
of a problem. Once the Government has given its ruling,
then the soldier must implement that decision, implicitly
and loyally. And that is exactly what Russell did with
regard t c operations in Punch both before the despatch of
Sen column t o Punch and also subsequently when the
question of holding on t o Punch was being examined. He
put u p his military appreciation at a very high level
conference but after due deliberation, he was told that
Funch must b~eheld at all costs. HE then asked, "I take
it, Sir, that you consider that the importance of the
retention of Punch justifies all the risks." The reply was
in the affirmative. Thereupon Kussell cheerfully spoke,
"Very well, Sir, you may rest assured that General
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Kalwant Singh and I will do our utmost to rnake a success
of this operation, though we shall want a bit of good luck
on our side." In the event, fortune did lavour us with that
"bit of good luck" and thanks to the magniiicerlt fight put
up by our troops and to the sloicisrn of the civilians,
besieged. Punch was successfully deferldetl for one full year
against heavy odds. But this imposed a conslder*able dram
on our slender 1-esoulSceswhich coulcl perhaps be utilised
more profitably elsewhere.
At the headquarters wcl now started cxarnining plans
for three possible thrusts wlth a view to both relieving
Punch garrison and securing the maximum possible areas
of the State with the limited resoul-ccs then alvailable to
us. The nerthern thrust from Uri could be aitned againsl
Domel but here the climatic conditions were not very
favourable for our undertaking any major. offensive
operation duling the winter months. Moreover, the enemy
had now recovered from his shoclr at Shalatang and had
brought in about 10,000 armed m t n bttween Uri and
Domel. So far as we were concerned, we could n ~ possiblly
t
maintain more than 4000 troops in the Valley during the
winter because of logistic difficulties. The 300 miles long
land route from Palhankot to Srinagar was blocked by
snow a t Banihal Pass. The fairweather airstrip1 was also
not usable for most part cf the winter. This imposed a
serious limitation on the strength of troops that could be
maintained in the Valley. In view ol these d,ifficulties, a
ceiling of 4000 troops htad been fixed for the Valley that
winter. This ruled out the possibility 01 an advance towarcis
Domel or even another relief column to Punch via Haljipir
F'ass. Enemy opposition around Punch had stiffened. Punch
would have to be relieved from the south. A thrust along
Naushera-Kotli-Punch could accomplish this task. It was
appreciated that we required a minimum of two brigade
groups fcrward of Bcripattan to undertake this operation
as one complete brigade group would be required for t h e
Funch link-up while another brigade group based at
Naushera protected the line of communication which was
so vulnerable. The t,h~irdthrust, which Russell called the
southern thrust, could have Bhimber on the ~ a m m u / P a k i s 44
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tan border as its objective. An advance to Bhimber would
secure the Southern fiank of the Central thrust.
Russell had appreciated that the minimum force
required to conduct operations in this theatre was four
brigade groups with a total of sixteen infantry battalions,
but Kalwant Singh had only Ihree brigades with eleven
battalions and was woefully understrength in supporting
arms, particularly art~llery. It was, therefore, necessary
that we built up our strength in lhis lheatre before we
launched any further offensive operations. Logistics
had to be carefully gearcd to support additional troops.
The imprcvement cf roads was of prime importance to
meet the logistic requirements for a large force. It may be
recalled that there was then no bricige at Beripattan (only
a ferry existed which had the maximum capacity of crossing about fifty vehicles a day), and the present ~ a t h a n k o t Jammu. road had not been constructed. The turn round of
vehicles from Pathankot to Jammu used to be three days
at that time, as, apart from the \.cry dusty and uneven road
surface, vehicles also had to ford three large rivers, Ravi,
Ujh and Easantar, which had no bridges over them.
The next phase of cur cperations, therefore, became
primarily defensive, aimed at conso:idating our substantial
gains. However, despite his inadequate resources, Kalwant
Singh did not miss any opportunity of being aggressive.
On the 10th of December he sent 1 Patiala Infantry forward
along the axis for the southern thrust and occupied Chhamb.
Local gains had also been achieved in several clashes and
our patrols had given a good account of themselves in
numlerous encounters. In one case, one of our strong patrols
near Uri comprising young men between 18 and 19, who
had recently passed out from a Boys Company at their
Training Centre, launched a surprise attack on an enernif
held feature and captured it. Later. the enemy counterattacked, supported by automatic and mortar fire but the
counter-attack was repulsed. At the end of the engagement,
92 enemy dead wlere counted, 20 of whom wore badges of
the Frontier Force Regiment of the Pakistan Regular
Army.
The enemy also intensified his activities during this
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period and increasing evidence was now pouring in of the
direct participation of Pakistan regular army in thew
battles. The brigade at Uri beat back sthveral dclcrlninrd
enemy attempts to dislodge thern. Sometimtlb we could
do so only a t the end of savage hand-to-hand lighting. On
one night 1 Sikh a1 Uri had three bayonet encounter;
witlh thc enemy and beat thern back every time. It was
during one of these ~ n c o u n t e r sthat Jamadar Nand Singh
was killed. He had won the Victoria Cross in the last war
and for his gallant action that night, he was postlhl~mously
awarded the Vir Chakra. On another occasion in January,
an Encmy party cf 1500 moved along the northern bank
of Jhelum and concentrated opposite Mahura with a view
to raiding the power housc and disrupting it. Our i~roops
threw a steel cable across the 100 yards gorge through
which flows the rapid Jh(e1um and got acrcss under cover
of darkness. They then fr.11 upon the raiders a t midnight
and took them completely by surprise. The raiders fled in
utter disarray and amongst the dead that night was their
battalion commander. There were several similar instances
during the winter months when Sen successfully repulsed
repeated enemy attempts to capture 01% by pass Uri. The
success a c h i e v ~ dby him during these winter months may
not have been as spectacular as a t Shalatang and the subsequent advance to Uri, but it was no less substantial. It goes
to the credit of this brigade that, isolated Irom the rest of
the Army, i t successfully held out against mrlch superior
numbers and in most trying winter conditions when it had
no winter warfare equipment. In doing so, this brigade
not only held its ground against repeated attacks but also
gave the enemy several severe knocks.
The enemy was able to register a notable success in
the South in late December, when he captured Jhangar on
the 27th. His plans for the capture of Jhangar were
ingenious and he succeeded in achieving surprise. Jhangar
was strategically important to him as it lay on his route
from Mirpur to Kotli and also on his route to Palandri.
The latter was the capital of the so-called Azad K a s h i r
(Free Kashmir) government set u p by him. Jhangar was
a t that time weakly held by us. Being near the border, the
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encmy could quickly ccncentrate his resources against it
during the night, without being interfered with by our Air
Force. The enemy cleverly chose the 24th of December as
the D-day for launchinq his attack on Jhangar because bad
weather a t that time had grounded our aircraft at the
fair weather st:rip at Jammu. Our troops at Jhangar could
not therefore he given any air support. There were two
companies, that is, approximately 200 men defending Jhangar a t that time. The enemy had created a diversion on
the route between Beripattan and Naushera by carrying
out a successful raid aglainst one of our convoys on the
19th of December. He destroyed fifteen of our vehicles in
this raid. Before launching his attack on the Jhangar
garrison, he first cut off the road between Naushera and
Jhangar. This was a game he could easily play as our long
lines of communication running parallel to the border
presented him with a very broad front on which he could
select his objectives a t leisure. On the night of 23rd/24th,
large parties succeeded in infiltrating into our*outer perimeter at Jhangar in Mala and Khambah fort area. Having
concentrated some 6000 men during the night, the enemy
launched an attack a t dawn from both the south and the
west. A grim battle ensued in which a platoon of our
Mahar machine-gunners particularly distinguished themselves. They died on their guns fighting to the last man
but only after they had taken a heavy toll of the attackers
with their deadly fire. Our hopelessly outnumbered
garrison was forced to withdraw and by mid-day the enemy
had succeeded in capturing Jhangar.
A relief column was despatched by Brigadier Usman,
Commander 50 Para Brigade, when he learnt of the enemy
attack developing against Jhangar. This column consisting
of one battalion, some armoured cars and a detachment of
machine-guns set out from Naushera on the morning of the
24th. We hoped that i t would arrive in time at Jhangar.
only 12 miles away, to turn the scales of the battle in o u r
favour. We were soon disillusioned, for hardly 5 miles out
of Naushera this column encountered some 3000 of the
enemy entrenched on hills on either side of thrl road, blocking its route of advance. Despite all efforts this column
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could not break through this road-block and after mld-day
when elements of the Jhangar garrison started withdrawing, it became clear that we wcre iighting a losing battle.
The column was, therefore, given orders to d~sengageitself
and withdraw to our base at Naus1.lt.l.a. The enemy followc-1
this withdrawal and Rushed with victory launched an
attack against Naushera on the follo~ving day. HP made
several attempts to rush our picqutbts \jut O L I K .t r o o ~ sstood
firm and beat back all these atternpis wit11 heavy losses to
the enemy.
We were a little upset about the less of .)hangar but
I remember Russell had remained co~npletely unruffled
He rightly said that in war as in any gainc, one cannot
always have everything m e ' s own way and one must at
timcs acccpt one's advCrusary being successful b ~ l t this
should only help one in one's determination to trounce the
other side more thoroughly at a suitable cpportunity. The
suitable cpportunity did arrive a little later and thc loss
of Jhangar was arnply avenged. Usman considered the
withdrawal from Jhangar a great personal affront. I understand that he took an c.ath not to sleep cn a cot until he
had retaken Jhangar, and he strictly adhered to this vow.
About this time whlen the s i t ~ a t i o nin Jhangar was
critical, I was rung up by a Deputy Secretary from the
Ministry of Relief and Rehabilitation, late one night. He
wanted us to evacuate some non-i\Iuslim refugees from
Alibeg (near Mirpur) thrcugh Jhangar on the following
day. His counterpart in Pakistan had promised to help
and had agreed that he should decide about the route of
evacuation. I tried to explain to him that it was impossible
to evacuate the refugees through Jhangar. Apart from the
short notice, the situation in that area was critical and a
fierce battle was raging thlere. J suggested that the evacuation of these refugees should be arranged through West
Punjab under the aegis of the Military Evacuation Organisation at Lahore. But all my reasoning could not convince
him and he failed to appreciate why a circuitous route he
fallowed via Lahore or Sialkot to Jammu, when Alibeg
was only a few miles from Jhangar. He remained unmnvinced and our telephone conversation ended abruptly
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with him threatening me with dire consequences for my
stubbornness! My eyes fell on a poster on the wall, which
I had brought with me from Army Headquarters where at
the instance of Field Marshd Sir Claude Auchinleck, it had
been issued to all his staff officers. This poster had an
extract of a letter written by the Duke of Wellington in
1810 to Lord Bradford, the then Secretary of State for War.
It read :
M y Lord,
I f I attempt t o answer t h e mass of futile correspondience

that S ~ T T O U ~ m~ eS , 1 should
business of campaigning.

be debarred from all serQi~a

I m u s t remind your Lordchip - for the last t i m e - that
so long as I retain a n independent positlon, 1 shall see that no
officer under m y command is debarred b y attending t o t h e
futile drivelling of mere quill drivlng i n your Lordship's office
- f r o m attending t o his first d u t y - ulzich is, and a l u a y s has
been so t o train and lead t h e private melt under h i s command
that t h e y m a y , without question, beat a n y force opposed t o
t h e m in t h e field.

1 am. M y Lord
Y o u r Obedient Servant,
Wellingloll

What the Duke had written nearly 150 years ago was
equally applicable, even now. Taking my clue from him,
I did not bother myself with the Alibeg evacuation problem
and I managed to survive the Deputy Secretary's wrath.
Later I learnt that these refugees were evacuated by the
circuitous route via Lahore which was, in the circumstances,
the only feasible course.
For political reasons it had been decided that no British
officers of the Indian Army should go to Jammu and
Kashmir. Because of this ban, the Army Commander and
all his senior staff officers were placed in a peculiar position
of not being able to visit the forward areas. Russell could
dilrect operations only from his Htadquarters at Delhi
whidh was several hundred miles behind the front line.
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With his active war record during the two world wars and
also during the intervening years on the old North-West
Frontier, Russell could hardly be expected to be happy
with such restriction. He represented that the curtain
drawn between him and his troops in the field, was fair
neither to him nor to his officers and men. Therefore he
suggested that either an Indian officer should be appointed
to replace him or the restriction on his visiting the forward
are,as should be removed. Government chose the first
alternative. Lieutenant General I<. Rq. Cariappa,* who had
only a month earlier gon,e as Army Comm,ander in the
East, was now posted as our new ~ r - m yCommander.
Russell had started our headquarters from scratch and
led us successfully through some very critical days. His
reassuring smile and his extremely considerate attitude
had been a source of inspiration to all of us. He had given
the best years of his life to th,e Indian Army and he was
t o us, the typica(1 example of the ~ e n e r a lwho would
always and every time place the welfare and comfort of
his officers and men before his own. The changed political
conditions had not in any way altered his enthusiasm for
the Service. He completely identified himself with us and
he always talked in terms of "our officers, our men and
our army". With his personal example, he had built
wonderful esprit de corps in his headquarters and we all
felt sad when he was leaving us. In t h e short time that
h e had been our Army Commander both he and his wife,
Lady Russell, had endeared themselves to all the members
of his staff by their kindness and generous hospitality.
Later, when w e read of his being made a Knight of the
Order of t h British
~
Empire, we all felt a sense of personall
pride over the well deserved recognition of the merit of
our erstwhile chief.
At his last "morning prayersHt which as always was
presided over by his BGS (Brigadier General Staff), Russell
'Later General and first Indian Commander-in-Chief of the
Indian Army.
TThe morning conference of staff officers at the headquarters
used to be commonly referred to as morning prayers.
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very warmly thanked us all and wished us good luck and
success for the future. His letter to Kalwant Singh read,
"I feel that you have been called upon to carry a very
heavy load and though your shoulders are broad, I should
have liked to have been in a position to maintain closer
contact with you and lighten your task and responsibility."
This summed up his view-point regarding his being
allowed to visit the forward areas in Jammu and Kashmir.
General Cariappa took over comn~andof Delhi and E a s ~
Punjab Command on the 20th of January, 1948. As he
was the senior Indian officer in the Army, both during the
war and later, we had followed his career with interest
and pride. It was but natural that all of us at the Headquarters which had by now become hundred per cent
Indian (when we had started in 1947 I was the senior (!)
Indian officer at the h,eadquarters), were only too keen to
give of our very best and offer our complete loyalty to our
new commander. Cariappa was gifted with tremendous
zeal and indefatigable energy. As for the latter, I may
mention that although twenty-five years younger to him
in age, I at times found it physically difficult to keep pace
with him during his lightning tours. From the very first
day hse took over command, he impressed us with a sense
of great urgency. Whether it was a knotty tactical or
administrative problem or whether it was something concerning the minor details of the daily life at the headquarters, like wearing of bush shirts instead of tucked in
shirts or the coir matting in the corridors being in a
straight line, he applied himself to the problem with cqual
thoroughness. At times he was a staff officer's nightmare
when he would give out points by the dozens in a fast
moving jeep while the staff officer tried in vain to scribble
them in his note-book. I often found my note-books filled
with indecipherable drawings instead of any intelligible
notes! But there were also occasions when he would himself write out long letters complete in every asped of minor
staff duties, saying, "Army Conmander directs that.. . .
He would then send them to his staif officer to s i p . As a
staff officer accompanying him on his tours, I often found
myself in the unusual position of signing drafts prepared
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for me by my commander!
Operations in Kashmir were Cariappa's chief preoccupation when he took over his new appointment. He had
a very humane attitude to these operations as he had for
other aspects of life. To quote some examples of the latter,
I may mention that when salt was a rare comnlodity in
salt in his jeep to distribute them to the poor and needy
Srinagar Valley, he would invariably take a bag or two of
he met on the roadside. Once he stopped his jeep to permit
a heavily laden bullock cart to negotiate a steep climb, but
not satisfied with this, he himself got down to push the
cart so as to lighten the bullocks' burden! This humane
attitude to life was also demonstrated in the message he
wrote to be1 dropped over the enemy. His message read as
follows: "I have just taken over comma~ld of the Delhi
and East Punjab Command. I have seen the estimate of
casualties inflicted on you by our troops and I see 2500 are
estimated to have been killed. What a waste of your
splendid people. I have served in Waziristan and in other
palrts of the Frontier for many years and I have met very
large numbers of your kith and kin at various places. I
have pleasant memories of friendly talks with them on
roads, in your village and at sports meeting at our military
camps. Why should you now be sacrificing your lives in
Kashmir, when you all should be engaged in enjoying in
your homes, the freedom we all have got since 15th August
1947.
I hate killing my fellow humfan beings, no matter what
class, creed or religion they belong to. All classes are the
same t o me. I have said this on many an occasion in
Waziristan, and there may be some anlongst you here who
may have hecard it. We are children of the same GodMuslims and non-Muslims.
Should, however, you unfortunately decide to continue
fighting here, I regret I shall be compelled to conduct
operations with greater intensity, using more destructive
weapons i n order to restore lalw and order soon so that we
can all live in peace. In the eyes of God, I shall n&, in the
circumstances, be doing a wrong thing in intensifying our
operations. Stop fighting here and go back to your homes.
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God bless you all."
In late January 1948, when Cariappa took over from
Russell, the enemy had a total strength of approximately 30,000 fighting men in this theatre. This force
consisted of 5000 "deserters" from Pakistan Army, 10,000
tribesmen and some 15,000 ex-servicemen from BaghPunch-Mirplur areas. We had by then concentrated against
this large force some fifteen infantry battalions, one light
armoured regiment, one field and one mountain regiment.
Within a week of assuming command, Cariappa was
inspecting his troops in the forward areas. We flew in a n
auster aircraft. Accompanying him in an auster was not a
very pleasant experience, as one had to sit crouched at an
uncomfortable angle in the luggage/wireless compartment
of the two-seater plane. If in later years I go down with
lumbago, these auster flights no doubt would be the cause
for it. Anyway, Narushera was one of the hrst few places
Cariappa had chosen to visit as it was then the most
threatened point. 50 Para Brigade under Usrnan was located
at Naushera. This brigade had suffered the loss of Jhangar
in December. Both its commander and its men were
anxious to avenge the memory of that defeat. Cariappa
went round the defences of Naushera with Usman. With
his keen eye for mountain warfare, he at once realised the
importance of a feature called Kot approximately five miles
north-east of Naushera. Kot is the highest feature on a
range of hills overlooking the Naushera-Tawi valley. It
was at that time held by approximately one battalion of
the enemy supported by medium machine guns and 3-inch
mortars. To make the defence of Naushera, secure, Cariappa
wanted Kot captured immediately and he accordingly
ordered Usman to do so. The importance of holding Kot
was amply demonstrated only a week later during the
battle of Naushera.
Usman launched his attack for the capture of Kot on
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the 1st of February and very appropriately named the
operation after the new Army Commander. He called it
"Operation Kipper". He had worked out the deception plan
for this operation very carefully. For three days prior to
this operation he had shown considerable movement westwards from Naushera. Armoured cars were also moved in
that direction to make the enemy believe that we were
heading for Jhangar. This deception seems to have been
successful for our attack on Kot achieved complete surprise.
The troops for this operation were concentrated north oF
Naushera under the cover of darkness and a night attack
was launched. About mid-night on the 1st of February,
Usman advanced with two battalions against this range
(212 Punjab on the left and 3 Maratha on the right).
The Punjabis were to capture the Kot feature and the
objective of the Marathas was Pathradi. To ensure secrecy,
Usman had ordered wireless silence which was broken only
a little before early dawn when those dark and silent hills
suddenly eclhoed the Maratha war cries, "Har Har Mahadev"
and "Chhatrapati Maharaj Shivaji Maharaj Ki Jai".
Marathas grappled with the enemy with their bayonets
and soon Pathradi was in our hands. On the left, similar
success attended the assault of the Punjabis.
The enemy suffered about 150 killed in this operation.
Surprise seems to have been complete, for the enemy
left behind a large number of dead on the objective which
was unusual for him. Large quantities of arms and ammunition including one machine-gun lell into our hands. The
Marathas did themselves well in this operation as they
captured 30 goats and could thus have an issue of fresh
meat after a l m g time. They also captured the enemy's
officers mess and found a sumptuous breakfast waiting for
them on the objective. The enemy, however, reacted
quickly and put in a sharp counter-attack against KO$
temporarily dislodging us from that feature. Usman immediately attacked Kot again with his reserves and recaptured it by 10 a.m. The battle for Kot had now been
finally won and the ridge was firmly in our hands. The
enemy made further attempts on the following night amd
on subsequent days to regain Kot, but his attacks were
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repulsed.
The wemy's intention of putting in an all1 out effort
to capture Naushera had been known to us for some time.
We had been receiving reports of his concentrations in
front of Naushera and of his brisk preparations for an
attack. Our operation for the capture of Kot had been
launched to forestall this offensive and to make Naushera
more secure. During the night of 5th/6th February the
enemy brought up a force of approximately 15,000 men
for his offensive against us. At that time our garrison at
Naushera comprised approximately 4500 men consisting of
five infantry battalions, one s q u a d r ~ narmoured cars and
one battery each, of field and mountain guns.
The enemy commenced his assault at dawn on the 6th
of February and attacked Naushera from three directions.
A force of 6000 attacked from the north and came up
against our picquets at Taindhar and Kot. He co-ordinated
this attack with approximately 5000 men from tha west and
another 4000 from the south. These attacks were supported
by machine-guns and 3-inch mortars firing as batteries. Our
picquets north of Naushera, at Taindhar and Kot came in
for his special attention,. He fired approximately 150 rnortar bombs on Kot during this assault. The raiders came in
waves and kept on "pouring in endless stream" The situation was very critical for the first four hours and we
had to "let go everything we had" to keep the enemy at
bay. One machine-gun fired over 9000 rounds at almost
point blank range against these assaulting hordes. Our
fighter aircraft based at Jammu soon joined the battle and
rendered invaluable help to the ground forces.
The fighting on Taindhar hill had been particularly
heavy. I Rajput were holding this feature and they had
a1 platoon, approximately 30 strong, in this picquet. Being
the highest feature in the vicinity the enemy rightly appreciated that Taindhar held the key to Naushera defences
and he made repeated attempts to take this learture. The
Rajput platoon held out gallantly and after three hours
of hard fighting when it had broken up rewated assaults,
it had only three men left, the remaining 27 having been
either killed or wounded. Undaunted by these casualties,
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they continued to hold out till a relief company arrived
and reinforced them. During these attacks on Taindhar,
there had been bitter hand to hand fighting in which on
one occasion the Pathans had penetrated inside our
defences before they could be driven out. It was during
this fighting that Naik Yadunath Singh, a section commander of this platoon, distinguished himself. Despite being
wounded in the thigh and his platoon being so t s d l y mauled, h e charged into the enemy's assaulting wave with a
Light machine-gun and broke up the assault. He got killed
while a t t e m w n g to do so but his daring action saved the
situation. For his gallantry he was posthumously awarded P a r m Vir Chakra. There was also the instance of one
of our non-combatants, a sweeper, gallantly rising to the
occasion. Non-combatants are not armed* but this
sweeper took the rifle of one of his wounded comrades
and joined the picquet in keeping the elleirly at bay. When
his ammunition ran out he got hold of the sword of a
dying Pathan and hacked to death three Pathans who had
got inside the perimeter. He was very appropriately given
a gallantry award.
Many other similar acts of gallantry were performed
by officers and men of 50 Para Brigade on that critical day.
Even the "Balak Sena" (Boys Army) raised by Usman, comprising 158 orphan children of Naushera had performed
gallant deeds. These children, varying from 6 t,o 12 in age
used to throng the men's kitchen for morsels of food.
Usman formed them into a boys conlpany and gave them
shelter and food. Arrangements were made for their education and technical training. Some of them worked as
apprentice in the engineer and workshop companies. During the battle of Naushera, many of these boys acted as
messengers carrying messages from one picquet to another
at considerable risk to themselves. Later, the Prime Minister presented gold watchc~sto three of these boys for their
brave conduct during this battle.
By mid-day of the 6th of February, the enemy's attack
* T h e situation in this regard has now changed. on-combatants
were combatised in 1971.
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had been definitely beaten back. He tried mass tactics,
hoping to crush us by his weight of numbers, but he failed
miserably. His all out bid to capture Naushera proved very
costly for him. The battlefield was littered with his dead
that he had left behind. 963 enemy dead bodies were
counted on the battlefield by our troops but there were
many besides, whom the enemy had managed to recover.
On a conservative estimate the enemy had suffered over
2000 killed and wounded. We also got a rich booty of captured arms and ammunition. Compared to his casualties.
orur own casualties were amazingly small-only 33 killed
and 102 wounded. Thus ended the battle of Naushera with
a complete victory for the defenders. It was the biggest
battle of th'e Kashmir war, and the hero of this battle was
the quiet unassuming Indian Commander, Brigadier
Moharnrnad Usman.
Soon after the battle of Naushera, Cariappa decided
to move1 his tactical headquarters to Jammu. We accordingly moved by road from Delhi to Jarnrnu. I have
vivid recollections of our tiring road jou~neyfrom Pathankot to Jarnmu which took the best part of the day despite
our convoy being allowed priority on the road. The Ravi,
Ujh and Basantar had all to be forded in those days and
it used to take hours before a convoy could cross any of
these rivers. By late in the evening we arrived at Jammu
and set up ourselves in our new location. In the beginning
our tactical headquarters was located in very comfortable
surroundings in the Maharaja's Guest House but later we
moved to the Residency which was permanently taken
over by us. A skeleton staff had come out with the tactical
headquarters. "Rocky" Hira,* the DAQMG, and I were the
two staff officers who had accompanied the Army Commander.
Cariappa wanted to exploit the success at Naushera and
was plamning certain offensive operations during the coming spring. We were at that time examining the possibilities of the following operations:

*Later Lieutenant General
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( a ) Recapture of Jhangar.
-( b ) Advance to Rajauri from Naushera.
(c) Advance to Bhimber thclreby securing our- southern
flank.
(d) Advance from Uri to Domel in the Valley.
Priority had been given to the recapture of Jhangar.
With Jhangar in our hands we could cut off the enemy's
communications to Kotli and to his capital at Pallmdri.
Moreover, the memory of the retreat from Jhangar last
December naturally still rankled with us. Operations for
the advance to Domel had to wait for the snows to melt in
the summer and could not be undertaken during the
spring.
We could not pursue the enemy to Jhangar immediately after the Naushera battle as we did not have sufficient troops at Naushera at that tirne. It had been appreciated that a miniqum of one brigade group would have to
be kept in Naushera all the time as this important commumication centre was vulnerable tu enemy's attacks from
the west, the north and the south. The advance to Jhangar
required another brigade. Therelore the Jhangar operation
had to wait till ure moved another brigade for this purpose.
By the end of thle month, 19 Infantry Brigade was moved
into this theatre and was concentrated in Naushera, thus
freeing 50 Para Brigade for the advance to Jhangar.
When we arrived in Jammu with our tactical headquarters, our forces at Naushera were getting ready for
the Jhangar operation. Kalwant Singh had moved with his
tactical headquarters from Jammu to Naushera so as to
personally conduct the coming operation. Extending from
Uri in the north to m a m b in the south, Kalwant Singh's
command covered several hundred square miles. He had
now under him six Indian Army Brigades plus two State
Force brigades. It was therefore a misnomer to call his
formation a division and Cariappa rightly changed the
name from JAK* Division to JAK Force. It was about
Lhis time that our headquarters also was redesignated. Our
*Abbreviati~nfor Jammu and Kashmir.
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territorial limits were no longer confined to Delhi and East
Puaujab, as the State of Jammu and Kashmir and also the
whole of Rajasthan comprised our area of responsibility.
Moreover, Delhi and East Punjab was quite a mouthful for
a name and Cariappa wanted something "shorter, snappier
and more appropriate". Northern Command, NorthWestern Command and Western Command were all considered as possibilities. Northern Command was ruled out
as it could be confused with the old Northern Comma~nd
of pre-partition days which had gone to Pakistan. The
choice ultimately fell on Western Coinlnand. Some of us
did not feel too happy about our new designation for we
feared that with our flair for abbreviations in the Army,
we may abbreviate it to WC ! In the event, our fears were
not unfounded for it is not uncommon now-a-days to occasionally find this unofficial abbreviation being used in correspondence.
Kalwant Singh had his forces concentrated and poised
a t Naushera for the long awaited Jhangar operation(. We
at Jammu had organised ourselves to follow his progress
on the map. Suddenly, the weather revolted against us. It
rained incessantly for several days turning the unmetalled
roads into a quagmire of mud. No vehicle movement was
possible on these roads. The D-day had lo be postponed
waiting for a break in the weather. In those days, my
mornings used to begin with peeping out of the window of
our operations room to see if there was any trace of the
sun in the cloudy sky and then studying the daily meteorological reports which continued to be pessimistic for some
time. Our disgust at the weather was amply expressed by
Cariappa inl his signal to Delhi, "curse this rain, it is pouring and has continued to hold up our well laid plans."
Thanks to the weather, we were virtually held prisoners
in Jammu. The Pathankot-Jammu road was out of commission; the three rivers on this road were in flood. To
the west we could not go beyond Akhnur as the Chenab
was overflowing. The Jammu airstrip was only a fair weather landing ground and could not be used. Cariappa
thought that he might take a trip north to Srinagar as the
snows on the Banihal Pass may so011 begin to melt. No
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senior commander had visited this snow-bound sector after
the onset of the last winter. We accordingly set out for
Srinagar but half-way at Batot, we nearly got trapped.
There were several landslides on the road and we had to
return to Jammu. The only way of breaking this ring'
formed by the weather, round us was to break out through
Sialkot in Pakistan ! There was a tarmac road connecting
Jammu with Sialkot across the border. It was a peculiar
situation because although Pakistan was fighting us in
Kashrnir, officially the two countries were still at peace
and were sister dominions in the same Commonwealth.
Cariappa asked me to telephone the GSO 1 of Lahore Area
asking for permission to proceed via Sialkot to Lahore
and thence t.o India. We knew that Pakistan would
never agree to this but still it was thought that we might
make an attempt. The Pakistan General at Lahore, General Iftikhar Khan, was an old friend of Cariappa and only
a month ear,lier had invited him to the cavalry week at
Lahore. When I got through on the telephone t,o the GSO 1
of Lahore who was a British officer, he was as surprised
as the operators who I am sure must be listening to our
conversation, out of sheer curiosity. He promised to ring
back after speaking to his General. Later we received a
polite reply that General If6ikhar was out on tour and
Begum Iftikhar was indisposed. Therefore it would be
awkward for them to receive General Cariappa at that
time!
Having made us wait for weeks, the weather did ultimately clear up in the second week of March. We feared
that our concentlrations west of Naushera may have given
away our intention of advancing to Jhangar. Cariappa
therefore thought that we might examine the possibility of
using this as a deception and advancing north to Rajauri.
He asked me to send a long message to K,alwant S,ingh
about this possibility. I drafted the signal and got it approved by him but I forgot to enter the security classification cnn~the message. I discover,ed my mistake only a, few
hours later when I was in the plane on my way to elh hi
for some other important business. To my horror I found
that the typist had put down "unclassified" on the signyal
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instead of "top secret" ais it should have been. The signal
contained various top secret details like the new objective.
the D-day, and the size of the force for the impending operation. Visions of a court martial and the premature ending of my army career conjured themselves before me in
the plane. I spent a most anxious time in the aircraft wailing to reach Delhi. Immediately on landing at Delhi I
used the Army Commander's name to book n clear-theline call to the signal office at Jammu and inquire whether
or not that signal had been despa,tched. To my great and
intense relief I was told that the wir-eless operator seeing
the contents of the signal had on his own initiative graded
it top secret and sent it to the cipher office. I breathed a
sigh of relief and wiped the beads of perspiration from my
forehead. That signalman ha'd saved my commission as
also prevented the security of the plan being compromised.
The plans for the capture of .[hangar had catered
for 19 Infantry Brigade under Brigadier Yadunath
Sin!gh* to establish a bridgehead at Naushera through
whlich 50 Para Brigade commanded by Usman would break
o u t towards Jhangar. Kalwant Singh had very appropriately earm'arked 50 PaIra Brigade for recapturing Jhangar as they had to avenge their defeat of December last.
All ranks of the brigade were delighted at the prospect and
I quote below the order of the day issued by Usman for
this operation:
Comrades of 50 Para Brigade,
Time has come when our planning and preparation for
t h e recapture of Jhangar is to be put to test. It is not
an easy task but I am confident of success-because our
plan! is sound and our preparations have been good. Mora
so, because I have complete confidence in you all to do
your best t o recapture the ground we lost on 24th December and to r'etrieve the honour of our arms.
The hopes and the .aspirations of our countrymen are
based upon our efforts. We must not falter-we must not

* Later Major General.
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fail them.
To every man upon this Earth,
Death cometh soon or late;
And how man can die better
Than facing fearful odds,
For the ashes of his father
And the Temples of his Gocls.
So forward friends, fearless we go to Jhangar.
e x ~ e c t severyone to do his duty,

India

Jai Hind!
Mohammad Usman
Brigadier
The advance lo Jhangar commenced on the 15th of
March with initially both 19 and 50 Brigades advancing on
either side of the road. Deception had also been arranged.
Along with this advance a force was to demonstrate north
from Naushera. Our advance made good progress. Soon
Gaikot Forest and Darhal Fort on the road to Jhangalr were
secured. The enemy fled westwards in panic. The decisive
battle for the recapture of Jhangar, however, was fought
art Pirthal, a steep hill cverlooking Jhangar. The Patialas
and the Marathas of 50 Brigade moved to the foot of this
hill by night. The following day they captured this formidable hill. With Pirthal in our hands, the enemy's p s i tion at Jhangar beca~meuntenable and he promptly withdrew. Our troops then victoriously entered Jhangar. The
whole operation had worked out like a Staff College exercise with everything done strictly according to plan. The
Air Force played a very valuable part in this operation
by giving intimate and timely support to the ground troops.
A large booty fell in our hands at Jhangar, including vehicles, stores, arms and ammunition.
Jhangar, in our hands, became a thorn in the enemy's
side, a thorn which he repeatedly tried to remove but in
vain. Usman and his brigade were firmly installed manning the defences of this strategic position and were deter62
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mined not to allow the enemy another opportunity of
getting into this town.
About this time, towards the end of March the winter
isolation of Srinagar Valley was also broken and Cariappa
rr~anagcdto get up north. 161 Infantry Brigade at Uri had
been successfully holding cut against enenly's attempt to
bypass or overrun its defences during the difficult winter
months. I accompanied the Army Commander on this visit.
As we crossed Mahura on our way to Uri, the enemy started sniping us from the hills at some distance from the road.
Cariappa was unruffled and he would not accept the suggestion of removing his flag and star plates from hls jeep.
He said that he knew the Pathan as an excellent marksman
and he wanted to test whether these snipers were genuine
Pathans! This was certainly not my idea of getting identi-fications of the enemy but luckily wc passed the danger
zorne without any mishap. I can recall a similar incident
at Tithwal where to the great anxiety of everyone, he staocl
in the open near a known enemy inortar DF (defensive
fire) task which was under observation from an cnemy OP
(abserva~tionpost). Soon after we moved away from that
position an enemy bomb landed on that bit of open ground.
He remained absolutely calm and gave a rather contemptuous look towards the bomb which had burst with a
thunder but had failed to do any damage. Cariappa talked
to the men of the Uri brigade, who Lvere, if anything, l m k ing fitter after their winter isolation. It was inspiring to
see them all so cheerful. A sepoy told the General that he
was not worried about going home on leave or being isolat ed by the snows. He first wanted to finish the job in hand.
Cariappa explained to the men that they would have to
wait for another month or so for the summer before we
could launch any offensive operations in the Valley.
- While we had gone up north, Kalwant Singh in the south
was finalising his plans for another offensive, the advance
to Rajauri. Rajauri is approximately 30 miles north-west of
Naushera and lies on the old nlaghul route to Kashmir.
Half-way between Naushera and Rajauri is Chngas, where
the fourth Mughal Emperor, Jehangir, is said to have died
m his way back from Srinagar. The beautiful Nur Jahan
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decided to take her husband's body to Lahore and got ;t
large mausoleum built there for the ldte Emperor. However,
on the advice of her physicians she agrted to have the
dead Emperor's intestines taken out and buried at Chingas.
What interested us at that time about Rajauri or Chingas,
was not their historical association but the fact that we
had received several reports of the enemy perpetuating
barbaric atrocities in that area. Cariappa had ordered
Kalw'ant Sing'h to capture Rajauri after securing Jhangar.
The plans for the advance to Rajauri had again been
worked out in great detail. There had been considerable
enemy activity in Mirpur-Sadabad area presenting a potential th,reat to our southern Hank. It was, therelore,
necessary to have our defences at Beripattan, Naushera
and Jhangar secure to meet this threat. 50 Para Brigade
at Jhangar was asked to demonstrate North towards Kotli
and this deception was to be coordinated with the northward drive from Naushera to Rajauri by 19 Infantry Brigade. The advance to Rajauri started on the 8th of April
and progressed seven miles on the first day. During this
advance the Dogras had assaulted and captured the Barwali ridge. The enemy had well-prepared positions on this
ridge supported by 3-inch mortars but the Dogras proved
too good for him. Later in the afternoon he counter attacked but he was easily repulsed. Beyond Barwali, the advance was carried out on a broad front with the infantry
moving along the line of hills on either side of the road
and the tanks keeping to the road. The engineers did
an excellent job in this operation in clearing the road
of mines to enable our tanks to advance. Rane was awarded the Param Vir Chakra for his outstanding gallantry in
performing this task. We entered Chingas on the 10th and
found it in flames. The enemy was on the run and was
resorting to scorched earth policy. Our advance continued
and on the 12th we were in Rajauri, liquidating en route
several well prepared positions and roadblocks. This operation cost thle enemy approximately 500 dead and it was
yet another success for our arms.
Our jubilation at the capture of Rajauri was, however,
considerably dampened by the sight of the atrocities that
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awaited us in that city. Although our troops arrived in the
nick of time to save the lives of about 300 refugees who
had been lined up to be shot, there were several other unfortunate ones, who had already been disposed of before
we arrived. We found three gaping pits full of corpses,
each 50 square yards in area and 15 feet deep. The enemy
had carried out a general massacr-e of the local non-Muslim
population prior to his withdrawal. These pits were later
shown t o D r Wenger, a representative of the International
Red Cross. The atrocities committed by the enemy at
Rajauri had even surpassed his black record of Baramula.
A press correspondent who had accompanied us to Rajauri sent back a flowery despatch. He wrote : "with snowclad mountains in the North, river Tawi flowing along the
line of temples in the East and green hills with pine trees
in the West, the small town of Rajauri presents an excellent view from a distance of one mile. The green fields
with their golden crust and the crystal clear blue waters
of the Tawi are indeed very pleasing sights. But as one
approaches near, one sees dead bodies of men and animals,
surrounded by dogs and vultures. The city itself is haU
burnt and has an eerie silence about it with all the survivors of the massacre having taken to the hills. Rajauri
is a city of the dead and the dying."
We had no sooner arrived in Rajauri and secured our
positions than refugees in large numbers started corning
down from thc. hills. They were all starved, pale and halfnaked skeletons but they had tears of gratitude in their
eyes for the Indian troops ~ ' h ohad liberated them. S u c ! ~
had been their suffering that in some cases they had 10si
their memory to the extent that they could not even recall
their names easily. They all poured into our perimeter in
their hundreds-both
Muslims and Hindus-and
we were
only too happy to give shelter and protection to these
grief-stricken people.
Summer was fast approaching and the time had now
come for us to undertake offensive operations also in
the Kashrnir Valley. With the set up of command as it then
existed in J m m u and Kashrnir, it was difficult to conduct
operations both in t h e valley and in Jammu province with
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only one divisional headquarters. The size of our force
in this theatre had also been steadily increasing. There
were now .seven Indian Arnly brigades operating in
Chis theatre and we were planning to move an additional
brigade soon. A re-organisation was, therefore, necessary
prior to our starting our summer olic-nsive. The need for
this re-organisation was increasingly felt during the Jhangar and Rajauri operations when Kalwant Sii~ghat Naushera had also to think about his brigade at Uri, a distance
of about 330 miles by road!
The old JAK Force was now split into two divisions with
Sri (Srinagar) Division in the Valley and J a (Jammu) Division in Jammu province. Major General* K.S. Thimayya,
DSO, one of our distinguished commandel-s in Burma dur-.
ing the last war took over command of Sri Division and
Major General Atma Singh was given the command of
Ja Division. Brigadiert M.S. Wadalia, our then Brigadier
General Staff was naturally averse to using "Jam" as an abbreviation for Jammu and our choice therefore fell on
"Ja". Later these names were replaced by numc rals, when
sub area
Sri became 19 and J a 26. A line of con~~nunication
was also formed under the command of Brigadier Jai
Singh.** This Sub Area was designed to take over the administrative commitments of thle Pathankot rail-head and
beyond to the fighting divisions, so as to leave the latte;.
free to conduct operations. Tactical Headquarters, Westeril
Command, remained a t Jammu and was to be in overall
command of all the forces in this theatre.
This reorganisation was completed by the 4th of May
1948 and Kalwant Singh who had hitherto commanded our
forces in Jarnrnu and Kashmir for the past seven months
relinquishe,d his command of the old JAK Force. He now
became the Chief of the General StafY of the Indian Army.
He had successfully carried out a very difficult assignmentStarting from scratch and with limited resources he had

*Later General and Chief of the Army Staff.
?Later Lieutenant General.
**Later Major General.
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conducted successful operations on vastly separated fronts.
He had led his troops from their back to the wall at Srinagar to Uri in the north and to Jhangar and Rajauri in
the south and in the process had liberated several thousand
square miles of State territory.

Our Summer Offensive

T

HERE WAS considerable activity in Kashmir Valley during the early summei- of 1948. We were getting ready for our summer offensive. 161 Infantry
Brigade located in Uri had cleared the hills on either side of'
Mahura-Uri road as a preliminary to the launching of this
offensive. Two additional brigades, 77 Para and 165, had
been moved into the Valley and a divisional headquarters
had been set up at Srinagar. The new divisional commander, Major General Thimayya, with his characteristic ease
of manners and his great capacity to mix with a31 at their
own levels, soon established a very personal link between
himself and his division. He was affectionately referred to
as "Timmy" by even the most newly-commissioned subadtern of his division. The JCOs and other ranks also referred
t o him in similar terms with the suffix "Sahib" added to
his name. This only indicated the measure of his personai
popularity and the regalrd in which he was held by his officers and men. We used to refer to his visits to the units
or his presence among the troops, specially when things
appeared gloomy, as "Tirnmy tonic" for morale. Kurnaonis
whom he had so successfully commanded during the last
war in Burma and who were now in his division, started
a rum cocktail called "Timmy tonic".
With the approaah of summer melting the snows, the
concentration of additional troops and the appointment of
Thimayya, an ace field commander of our army, to command the troops in the Valley, our offensive intentions
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must have become apparent to the enemy. The enemy
could not have had any doubts as to the target of this
offensive. Domel on the KashrniriPakistan border would
be our obvious objective as it controlled the major routes
entering into Kashmir from Pakistan. About this time,
I remember reading an amazingly well-informed article
by a military correspondent in the Pakistan Times. He had
published grossly exaggerated reports of the strength of
our concentrations in the Valley-100,000
more men in
addition to our winter strength of 11 brigades in the theatre ! Howcver, his tactical appraisal was very analytical.
He dwelt on our administrative difficulties over the 300mile long line of communication Erom our railhead at
Pathankot, making the maintenance of large forces in the
Valley a difficult proposition. He brought out that we
would accord priority to an advance from Uri to Dome1 so
as to seal the border and a t the sanie tim drive a wedge
between the northern and the southern sectors of the so
called "Azad" territory. He also appreciated that this
thrust from Uri to Domel would be accompanied by an
outflanking movement from the North-West. He rightly
observed that the nature of terrain between Uri and D o m l
with the road going through a narrow defile flanked by
high mountains on either side, was ideally suited for defence. He, therefore, expressed coniidence in their ability
to h l d out in this sector but he advocated countermeasures by Pakistan to threaten Srinagar valley in the
North via Gurais and in the East via Kargil. This article
had been published only a few days before our advance
from Uri commenced but the surprising thing was how
Pakistan had allowed the publication of such an article in
the newspaper. I t read almost like a military appreciation
prepared by the General Staff of Palustan Army Headquarters. Still more surprising was the fact that the future
course of operations followed by the enemy coincided with
the pattern suggested in this article.
'The objective of our summer offensive was Domel in
Mu~a~ffrabad
district. Domel was over 50 miles from our
forward positions a t Uri. The road to Domel ran close to
and parallel with the Jhelurn gorge flanked by mountains
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varying from 6,000 to 10,000 feet in height. There were
also twenty-two destroyed/destroyable bridges on this
road beyond our positions up to Domel. We had, therefore,
no illusions about the difficulties presented by the terrain
for an advance to Domel. The difficulties of bridging the
Jhelum had also been appreciated and it had been decided
that the main force should advance astride the road and
the hills to the South of it, with only a flank guard moving
along the hills North of the Jhelum. As it was difficult to
achieve surprise during this advance, a diversionary operation had been arranged in the North-West towards Titbwal.
Thirnayya planned to use two brigades for this operatioil
which was given the code name of Behram. 77 Para Brigade under Brigadier Nair was to take over the defences
of Uri from 161 Infantry Brigade who, alter their seven
months in this area, were fully acclimatised to the terrain
and the climate. This brigade, under Sen, was to commence the advance to Domel on the 20th of Mlay. Harbakhsn
with 163 Infantry Brigade located in Handwara-Kupwara
area was to start the diversionary operation towards Tithwal two days earlier, on the 18th of May. Our estimate
of enemy strength opposing us at that time was approximately one brigade group based at Chakothi opposite Uri
and some 1600 irregulars scattered in small parties in Tithwal sector. It is important to remember that we did not
at that stage expect Pakistan Army to openly take the field
against us by moving in regular battalions and brigades
to occupy defences on those formidable hills. Hitherto
Pakistan had been covertly helping the raiders with arms,
ammunition and "deserters" from her regular army to
bolster up the "Azad" units and it was expected that this
pattern of activity would continue.
Sen's advance was to be conducted in three phases. Chinari (15 miles from Uri), Garhi (30 miles from Uri) and
Domel were the successive objectives for these phases. In
the first phase, one bat;t.alion was to advance along hills
North of Jhelum to Pandu, Kathai and the hills overlooking Chinari from the North while two battalions were to
advance to Chinari along the hills South of the river. One
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squadron of armoured cars with one battalion was to advance along the road keeping pace with the two columns
moving over the hills on either flank. In Handwara sector,
Harbakhsh was to advance West on two axes. lle planned
for two battalions from Handwara and one from Kupwara
to secure Dogarpur and Trahagam ridges respectively prior
to the capture of Chokibal. After the capture of Chokibal
he was to attack the 10,000 feet high Nastachur Pass and
advance towards Tithwal.
The order of battle of the two brigades to be employed
for this offensive was as follows :
(a) 161 Infantry Brigade

One squadron 7 Cavalry (armoured cars)
Patiala Mountain Battery
11 Field Regiment less one battery
6 Rajputana Rifles
7 Sikh Regiment
2 Dogra Regiment
4 Kumaon Regiment

(b) 163 Infantry B-rigade
One squadron 7 Cavalry (armoured cars)
4 J and K Mountain Battery
One battery 11 Field Regiment
1 Madras Regiment
1 Sikh Regiment
3 Garhwal Rifles
The concentration of these two brigades was completed
by the middle of May. 77 Para Brigade comprising 2 Madras, 213 Gorkha Rifles, Jaipur Swai Man Guards and a militia battalion took over the defence of Uri firm base, thereby
relieving 161 Infantry Brigade for its offensive task. Issue
of orders and briefing of the men were duly completed.
m e battalion commanders taking part in this operation
were taken out on 'an aerial reconnaissance over the area
of operations. We at the headquarters got ready to follow
the progress of the battles. Everything was now set for
the start of the summer offensive and we were all awaiting
the D-day.
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The operations commenced on the night of 18th119th May
with an advance from Handwara. Harbakhsh advanced on
two axes as planned, the Madrasis from Handwara to Dogarpur ridge and the Garhwalis from Kupwara to Trahagam ridge. Both these ridges which were his objectives
for the first phase were secured by the following day. The
Madrasis had achieved complete surprise and the enemy
fled in small parties but the Garhwalis had to do some stiir
fighting before they could secure their objectives. Enemy
mortars had been particularly active on the Garhwali
front. The next day, that is, the 20th) while the Madrasis
and the Garhwalis were sealling off routes along which the
enemy could escape, the Sikhs advanced through the Madrasis and captured Chokibal. Chokibal is on the foot of the
hill from where the climb starts io Nastachur Pass. Determined not to allow the enemy any respite, Harbakhsh
got the Madrasis to take the lead again. By nightfall that
day the Madrasis were only three miles short. of Nastacbur
Pass. It will thus be seen that these diversionary operations had yielded promising results. We felt that if Nastachur Pass could be crossed quickly there would be a glittering prize awaiting us at Tithwal which was the main
base of the Enemy in that sector. It was, however, anticipated that the enemy would put up a stiff fight on top of
the pass.
When Harbakhsh had reached the foot of Nastachur Pass,
Sen set out from Uri with the main column on the n&t
of 20th/21st May. While Sen's left hook led by the Dogras
advanced towards Salamabad and Point 7300 in the south,
the Kumaonis advanced North of the river towards an important hill feature called Pandu, appro~irna~tely
9 miles
North-West of Uri. The assault on Salamabad failed to
acheve surprise and the enemy got alerted before we could
reach this position. He opened up heavy automatic and
mortar fire. We were held up against Salamabad for a d a ~
but the next day, that is, 22nd May, we captured both this
ridge and Point 7300. Thle Kumaonis advancing on the
right secured Point 6430 the same day and later captured
Pandu on 23rd May. Here a complete ration and ammunition dump fell into our hands. Prisoners belonging to
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regular Pakistan Army were captured. The advance of the
Kumaonis had progressed very satisfactorily and they had
liquidated the opposition put up by approximately one battalion of the enemy. The advance of the brigade South of
the road, however, encountered stifl opposition. Here the
enemy was fighting for every inch of ground in those excellent delaying positions.
Harbakhsh's advance towards Tithwal continued to progress satisfactorily. Having spent the night of 20th/2 1st
May, 3 miles short of Nastachur Pass, the Madrasis advanced the following morning towar-ds the Pass. The Pass
was just out of range of our field guns located at Chokibal
and it was feared that the Madrasis would have to put in
their attack without any field artillery support, but Providence calme to their rescue. The Field Battery Commander
discovered that some of his 25-pounder-s were over-shooting
by about 400-500 yards, and that was just the extra range
we required. The enemy, however, put up only a token
resistance on top of the Pass and after an hour's fighting
the Madrasis captured this formidable defile. The Sikhs
then took the lead and by that evening advanced a further
six miles towards Tithwal. The Madrasis had to spend
that night on top of the 10,000 feet Pass without any greatcoats and blankets as the speed of the advance had outstripped the slow pace of the administrative echelon Pollowing behind on mules. Being over 10,000 feet high this
Pass is extremely cold even in May and like other Himalayan passes, it is notorious for a piercing and ceaseless
wind. The discomfort of the Madrasis, coming from South
India, where cold winter is not known, can wcdl be imagined. The advance beyond continued and by the morning of
23rd May, Tithwal had been captured by the Sikhs. There
w a again the same old story repeated in Tithwall of enemy
brutalities perpetuated against the helpless non-Muslim
local population.
23rd of May marked the high water mark of our success
in these operations. The diversionary column led by Harbakhsh had advanced 40 miles in six days through difficult
roadless country and across a formidable 10,000 feet high
mountain pass. It had in the process accounted for 67
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counted killed of the enemy, arkd captured a large
number of prisoners and arms including one 3-inch mortar.
Sen's main column, on the other hand, haci advanced 11
miles in three days against a well-deternlined and wellorganised enemy holding excellent defensive positions on
dominating heights. It had also infilctt-d heavy casualties
on the enemy and had counted 126 corpses left by the
enemy on those hills. Despite stil? oppositiorl, Sen continued his advance but this was now inevitably slow as the
fighting had become a "hard slogging match" with certain
hill features frequently changing hands.
By the 27th it was obvious that the frontal assault towards Dome1 from Urusa (11 miles from Uri) had slender
chances of success. Increasing evidence was now pouring
in of the direct participation of the rat-gulai
Army
in these battles; we had also captured several regular Pakistani soldiers. It had now been fuliy established that opposing Sen astride the road near Urusa was a Pakistan
brigade comprising four regular battalions (4115 Punjab
Machine Gun Regiment, 4/lti Punjab Hegiment, 1/13 Frontier Force Rifles and 4/13 Frontier Force Hifles). This brigade had its headquarters at Chakothi.
In view of the strong opposition along the road,
Thimayya now decided to revise the plans and attlempt an
outflanking manoeuvre. He concentrated 77 Para Brigade
under Nair behind Pandu feature and gave this brigade the
task of advancing along the hills North of Jhelum to
Point 6065 near Kathai approximately four miles behind
the enemy at Chakothi. With Point 6065 in our hands we
hoped to dominate the enemy's link of communicatioll and
this threat to his rear might force him to abandon his forward positions opposing Sen. This hook to Point 6065 was
to be completed by 31st May and thereafter Sen was to
break through the enemy positions at Chakothi. To coordinate with this revised plan, Harbakhsh was asked to
send a battalion column from Tithwal towards Muzaffrabad.
Eoth the columns, to Point GO65 in Uri sector and
towards Muzaffarabad from Tithwai, moved on animal
transport basis. They wlere dependent on the air for main74
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tenance and offensive support. 'I'hey were advancing
through roadless and mountainous country where field
artillery pieces could not be taken and hence the necessity
for reliance on the air for both maintenance ar,d offensive
support. Nair's column from Pandu made a good start and
captured a 7,000 feet high feature some two miles beyond
Pandu. It was at t h s stage that the weather suddenly took
an adverse turn. It rained inci-ssantly for several days
grounding all our aircraft at the fair-weather airfield in
Srinagar. Even the mules with these columns could hardly
move along those slippery and narrow mountain tracks.
Surprise had been lost and the enemy soon moved in
reinforcements to block our advance along these routes.
In view of these developments, this operation had to be
reluctantly called off and troops w e l t ordered back to their
firm base.
Our qdvance from Uri to Urusa and from Handwara to
Tithwal appears to have spread great alai-in and despondency in the enemy ranks. Our capture of Tithwal, only
18 miles from Domel, had become a dangerous salient for
the enemy. It was at this stage that 9 Frontier Division
of the Pakistan Army, commanded by Major General Nazir
Ahrned was moved into the Kashmir Vale to reinforce
enemy troops already in this sector. This division had a
brigade a t Chakothi which had been contacted by Sen's
column and another brigade under Brigadier Gulzar
Ahrned facing us in Tithwal. The latter brigade comprised
218 Punjab Regiment, 3/12 Frontier Force Regiment, -1/12
Frontier Force Regiment and posslbly also 5/12 Frontier
Force Regiment. The third brigade of this division was
located a t Domel itself.
With the arrival of these fresh troops there was now
heavier fighting a t the forward positions. A division against
another division in that defensive country did not provide
the requisite superiority for a successful ofiensive. In
Tithwai sector the enemy started lierce counter-attacks
against the Sikhs and the Madrasis supported by heavy
artillery and mortar concentrations. These attacks werl?
sUccessfully repulsed with heavy casualties to the enemy
after hand to hand fighting between the opposing troops.
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The attack against the Sikhs had started on Friday the
1st June and against Madrasis on Friday the 8th June.
We later discovered that Friday was considered an auspicious day by the enemy for opening his attacks and he used
to work his troops to a state 01 religious frenzy after the
"Jumrna" prayers. 163 Infantry Brigade in Tithwal had
now cleared the area up to the line of the Kishenganga
river and destroyed the bridges across the river. Oh the
Urusa front also the enemy had been active but had been
effectively dealt with by our troops. Later he brought
5.5-inch medium guns and shelled our positions. We in
turn also brought up medium guns by air from Arnbala
to Srinagar and thence by road to Uri.
His plans for a right hook having f'ailed in the Uri
sector primarily due to bad weather, Thimayya now
attempted a wide left hook from Uri. 77 Para Brigade was
recalled to Uri and it again relieved 161 Infantry Brigade
for this wide sweep. 161 Infantry Brigade now advanced
south from Urusa towards Pirkanthi and Ledigalli. Both
Pirkanthi and Ledigalli are over 10,000 feet high and are
about 6 miles south of Uri-Dome1 road. To co-ordinate with
the southern advance of 161 Infantry Brigade, the brigade
at Punch wlas to demonstrate towards Bagh.
Sen commenced his southern advance on three axes and
by 14th June the first objectives on these axes were all
captured-Jaipur Swai Man Guards captured the 10,658 feet
high Khilla Dher feature, 6 Rajputana Rifles Point 8356
and 213 Gorkha Rifles Point 8570. This advance had forestalled a dangerous outflanking move by enemy along
P i r h n t b i ridge towards Uri with a view to cutting off
our line of communication behind Urusa. With the capture
of these initial objectives, the stage was now set for the
assault on Pirkanthi and Ledigalli. The initial assault
against Pirkarnthi by the Gorkhas on the 21st failed but
the Gorkhas were determined to take this feature despite
all difficulties. A week had to elapse ('bad weather
intervened during this period) before we could put in our
second attack. A friend of mine, Major Pathak, who was
wounded in the assault while leading his company to the
top of Pirkanthi, later gave me the details of this assault.
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The Gorkhas formed up for the assault under cover of
diarkhess and put in a silent attack against this position
which had now been further reinforced by the enemy after
our first unsuccessful attempt. The objective was a few
thousand feet above the start line but the Gorkhas
confidently scrambled up the steep climb. The enemy,
however, got alerted as our troops approached his position
and started lobbing grenades down the hillside which
accounted for a large number of leg wounds amongst the
assaulting troops. Undeterred, the Gorkhas went forward
shouting their famous war cry "Ayo Gorkhali" (th.2
Gorkhas have come) and made short work of the enemy
with their kukhris. The enemy ran in panic leaving behind
54 of his dead on the feature. There were several more
wounded and dead amongst the enemy-many of the latter
having been recovered by him. Our casualties during this
assault' were 7 killed and 51 wounded. Pirkanthi, which is
10,930 feet high, was the highest feature hitherto assaulted
by us and its capture had a special significance for our
subsequent advance to the lower hill features in that area.
On the same day, that is 28th June, Jaipur Swai Man
Guards captured Ledigalli, a 10,000 feet high feature.
Immediately after the capture of Pirkanthi and Ledigalli, we received orders from the Government to stoy
further offensive operations in Jarnrnu and Kashmir. This
decision was in response to an appeal made by the United
Nations. A period of static operations now set in, in which
as we shall see later, the enemy temporarily gained the
initiative.
Thus ended our summer offensive in the Valley. Our
final objective, Domel, remained in enemy hands. Examining these summer operations in retrospect one feels
that we would perhaps have done better to undertake this
offensive with a bigger force despite the difficulties of
maintenance. There was of course the eternal shortage of
troops and commanders had to make do with whatever that
could be made available. A reserve brigade to exploit the
success at Tithwal and turn that operation from a diversionary thrust into an outflanking manoeuvre may have
got us into Domel before the enemy's reinforcements came
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to his rescue. The maintenance oE this brigade would halre
been a great strain om the quartermaster-s but air supply
may have provided the answler and in the event, the weather rerr~ainedall right till the tlnd of May. For the present,
however, we had to accept Ihc fact, that the weather, the
terrain and Pakistan's fresh reinforcements had prevented
vs from reachinq our goal--Domel. Yet our gains had been
substantial and in this respect
hat1 got the better of the
enemy. Our advance may have been slow but in every single encounters we hacl got Ihe measure of the cnemy's
strength and dekated him in almost elrery engaqement.
~Ir
terms of territory, we liberated 35U square miles during
this offensive.
While our summer offlensive for the advance to Dome1
was in progress, the enemy was acting elsewhere in the
Valley in accordance with the counter m~easuressuge;gested
by his military correspondent in the Paltistan Times. He
had been carrying out depredations in the Gurais valley,
50 miles North of Srinaqar, and had also been advahcing
into Ladakh. He had captured Kargil, 90 miles east of Srinagar in May. These activities presented a danqer to Sriaagar both from the North and from t1hle East. Thimayya
promptly decided to deal with this rnenace and sent a
two battalion column of 1 Grenadiers and 214 Gorkha Rifles
~ m d e rLieutenant Colonel* Rajinder Singh to capture Gurais. Another battalion, 1 Patiala Infantry, which had been
moved u p from t h e Jammu province was sent to block the
eastern approach into Srinagar across tlhe Zoji La.
Gurais is a narrow valley through which the Kishenganga flows from East to West, flanked on either side by
high mountain ranges going LIP to 16,000 feet in height
The route from Srinagar to Gurais goes over the 11,500
feet Razdhanangan Pass and beyond it the track goes arross the Burzilbai Pass to Gilgit. The enemy had been moving into this valley both from the West along the Kishenganga and the North from Gilgit. From Gurais he could
move south-west along the Tile1 valley threatening
the road running East from Srinagar towards ~ a d a k h

* Later Brigadier.
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via Zoji La. He could also come down South across
the Razdhanangan into Ihe Srinagar Valley. At that
time we had received infoi*mation that there were
about 1000 enemy troops in Curais valley comprising the Front icr Constak~llary, 1h e Chit ral Scouts and
the Gilgit Scout<; led by rc.gular officers of the Paltistarl
Army. According to enemy messages intercepted on t h ~
wireless it appeared that he was e x p ~ c t i n qfurther reinforcements shortly. It was, therefore, necessary that we
struck quickly and cleared Gurais before the threat in this
area assumed dangerous proportions. The capture of Gurais would also help us in developing our operations towards Skardu where our garrison was still holding out.
By 22nd June, Rajinder Singh concentratted his column
of two battalions and one mountain battery at Traghal. On
the 24th the Gorkhas carried out a diversioalary raid and
the following day the advance to Gurais con~menccd.This
operation involved the assault of a series of steep snowcovered hills. The first assault was on a 12,857 feet feature
and i t culminated in the sucressEu1 attack on the forbidding
14,218 feet Kesar peak in a blizzard. The Grc n a d i e ~ ~ on
s,
crossing Rasdhanangan Pass, a d v a n c ~ dto Gurais via Viji
Gali while the Gorkhas advanced to lcanzalwan. This operation was succlessfully concluded by the evening of the
27th when both Gurais and Kanzalwai~were captured. The
enemy fled in disorder to the North leaving large stores
including blankets which came in very handy Tor our
troops.
With the Gurais valley in our hands, we succeeded in
eliminating the threat to Srinaqar from the North. The
Patialas, sent East into the Sonamaig valley, encountered
small parties of raiders that had come across the Zoji La.
They soon chased the enemy beyond the pass. Thus the
threat from the East was also successfu'lly removed.
While in the Kashmir Valley, we were advancing towards Dome1 and Gurais, Atma Singh cornn~anding36 Infantry Division in the South was consolidating his positions
in Jammu province. Intensified and vigorous patrolling was
carried out from our firm bases and several local gains
achieved. A relief column was despatched from Rajauri
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towards Punch under Brigadier* Yadunath Singh commanding 19 Infantry Brigade. This column set out from
Rajauri on the 15th of June and linked u p with a battalion
column from Punch a t Potha, half-way between Rajauri
and Punch on the 17th. Yadunath's column returned via
Mendhar after the link-up, bringing back 1000 refugees.
In this link-up operation we had inilicttlrl 122 counted killed
on the enemy at the cost of 11 killed and 17 wounded to
ourselves. As we did not then have sufficient troops to protect the road, this link-up was only a temporary phast and
Punch again reverted to its state of isolation from our other
positions.
Brigadier Mohamad Usman had been hailed as the
hero of Naushera, all over India. He had, however, also
attracted particular hostility of the enemy. Pakistan, which
had been formled on the basis of the two-nation theory
sprung from religious intolerance, could not appreciate the
role of a Muslim in "Hindu India". Our attitude in India
then was, as happily it has always been, that religion is not
the basis of nationality. A Muslim is as much an Indian
as any Hindu. In secular India, unlike theocratic Pakistan,
there is of course no question of the minorities being treated as second class citizens. Usman was a patriotic Indian
and the Government had very rightly given him a position
of trust-the command of one of our forward brigades in
the fighting line. He amply justified the trust reposed in
him and had very deservedly won popular acclaim.
We used to hear that in Pakistan a prize had been
announced for Usman's head. By virtue of serving in the
Indian Army he was regarded as a "traitor to the holy
fold". The shattering defeat which he had inflicted on then1
had further intensified their hostility towards him. At times
the enemy had even spread deliberately false rumours of
his death. I rremember that in late June, one such false
rumour had been spread and had perhaps even featured
in the Pakistan press. On hearing this report, Usman's
brother had made anxious inquiries from us. Brigadier
Sarda Nand. Singh,* our Brigadier-in charge, Administra -

* Later

Major General.
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tion, had sent a signal to Usman inquiring about his welfare.
He received a cheerful reply from him, "fit and flourishingstill in the world of living."
It was ironical that we rewived Usman's reply a few
hours after he had been killed. When I received the sad
news of his death on the telephone, 1 could hardly believe
it, for only an hour earlier I had i.eceived his message for
Sarda Nand. But alas, it was true. He had been killed
during the enemy shelling at Jhangar on the night of 3rd!
4th July. The enemy artillery had been very active that
night and had fired some 600 shells into our positions. One
of these shells had landed near Usman's bunker and had
killed him instantaneously.
Usman had distinguished himself as a fearless and outstanding soldier in action. He had also won the esteem and
affection of both his men and the local civil population. At
his death there were rejoicings in the enemy camp. But
his death was a tragedy for us and for me it was a personal
loss. I had had the privilege of knowing hinl for some time
and he had always impressed me with his quiet simplicity
and genuine sincerity. The Government decided to give
him a State funeral with full military honours and his
body was flown to Delhi for the last rites. Delhi citizens
turned out in their thousands to pay their last homage to
this brave son of India who had laid down his life fighting
for his country. As the last post was sounded at Mehrauli
that evening and his body laid to eternal rest, I raised my
hand in salute. I recalled the fainous lines from Horatius,
which Usman had quoted in his order of the day for his
victorious advance to JhangarAnd how can man die better
Than facing fearful odds,
For the ashes of his father
And the temples of his Gods.
After all attempts to secure a satisfactory settlement
by direct negotiation with Pakistan had failed, Government of India, as a last resort, had appealed to the Security Council in December 1947. Mere attempts to secure
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settlement or referring the case to the Council of Nations
without doing something positive to help the suffering people of Kashmir would have entailed sacrificing them at the
altar of convenience. It would have. been an act of cowardice and thlis would not have been compatible even with our
fervent desire for peace. Hence the decision to send troops
to Kashmir. Even Mahatma Gandhi. thc great apostle ef
non-violence, had appr*oved of this step. The decision to
defend our helpless countrymen in Kashmir against this
brutal invasion was therefore in no way contrary to our
devotion to the ideals of peace or to our illustrious Ashokan
heritage based on the ideal of "live and let livcl." We had
recently emerged independent after a long era of eclipse
but as one of the oldest nations of the world vre were determined t o maintain our unequalled and unique traditions
of peace set by the great Ashoka. The foreigner who has
k e n led away by false propaganda should view our intervention in Kashmir in the correct perspective.
After months of deliberations, the United Nations decided to send a commission t o India and Pakistan so as to
find an amicable solution for the Kashmir tangle. This
commission arrived in India in early July 1948 and issued
an appeal to both India and Pakistan to refrain from any
offensive action in Kashmir that would prejudice negotiations for a settlement. India immediately responded to this
appeal. As we have seen, after the battle of Pirkanthi and
Ledigalli, we received orders to stop further offensive
operations. Pakistan, on the other hand, paid scant heed to
this appeal and continued with her offensive activities.
Committed as we were to a defensive policy, Pakistan now
found i t convenient to gain the initiative from us. We shall
presently see how Pakistan intensified her activities on all
fronts after the arrival of the UNCIP (United Nations Cornmission for India and Pakistan) on the Indian sub-continent .
Pakistan had hitherto been denying her complicity in
the invasion of Kashmir. She had been trying to convince
the world that the trouble in Kashmir had arisen over
India's intervention in favour of the Hindu Maharaja
against the popular uprising of the local Muslim population
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of that State. She argued that some Pathans and tribesmen
had gone to Kashmir to rescue their co-rt ligionists and she
pleaded her inability to control the incursions of these
tribesmen. Her inability to prevent her nationals from invading another country was indeed a strange and perhaps
unique argument any government could put up in its defence. That these invaders had large bases in Pakistan,
that they were armed with modern weapons of the Pakistan
Army, that they had several "deserters" fro111 the Pakistan
Army and that there were also regular formations of the
Pakistan Army fighting in this theatre, were facts which
Pakistan conveniently glossed over. Therefore, we at the
headquarters were collecting the mass of irrefutable evidence held by us of showing Pakistan's hand in the invasion. Captured documents, arms and equipment were all
being carefully catalogued. Prisoners of Pakistan Army
were being brought to Delhi to be presented before the
UNCIP. Amongst these prisoners were two Muslim soldiers
of 8th Punjab Regiment whom I had defended in a general
court martial in Indonesia in 1946 against charges of desertion and waging war against the Ring. Though convicted,
these soldiers were released by Pakistan when she gave
amnesty to all prisoners after Independence. Thereafter
these soldiers had joined an "Azad" Kashmir Battalion and
were taken prisoners by us in a battle around Punch in
early 1948. These prisoners readily admitted that
regular units 'of Pakistan Army were fighting in Kashmir.
Pakistan took the wind out of our sail by openly
accepting for the first time, that she had sent her
troops to Jammu and Kashmir to stem our summer offensive which she felt had threatened the security of Pakistan!
We had not foreseen this volte-face and our atttmpts a t
cataloguing and collecting all the available evidence of her
complicity were wasted. When the UNCIP visited our
headquarters, Pakistan's complicity in these operations had
already been accepted by them as a fait accompli.
About this time when we were briefing the members
of the UNCIP in our operations room a t the headquarters,
the enemy opened his assault against Pandu in Uri sector.
Two battalions of the enemy attacked 2 Bihar on 23rd July
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supported by heavy concentrations of artillery. Due to
inclement weather we could not send any reinforcements
to the Biharis nor could we arrange any offensive air support to deal with the enemy. The Biharis were forced to
withdraw from Pandu on the following day. The enemy
had also moved up his medium guns in this sector and had
started intermittent shelling with them. In Tithwal
sector the enemy had similarly registered a local
gain. He attacked a Madras piquet North of the Kishenganga on the 8th of July. This picquet was held by two
platoons, approximately 60 men, and the enemy launched
a battalion attack against it supported by heavy artilllery
concentration. Our platoons were lorced to withdraw across
the Kishenganga.
Skardu in the remote North, though besieged, had been
successfully holding out for the past ten months. The
enemy concentrated his resources in Gilgit against this
small besieged garrison of a handful of State Force troops
(approximately 200) who had escaped into the Fort before
the onset of the last winter. This garrison was under the
command of Colonel* Sher Jang Thapa of Kashmir State
Forces. Some 300 non-Muslim refugees were also besieged
with this garrison in the Fort. The enemy had laid a siege1
all round them for the past ten months.' Any large scale
operations to relieve this garrison during the winter in
this "arctic" region was not possible. We were planning
to despatch a strong relief column to Skardu after our
summer offensive towards Doinel. With the change in operational policy to a defensive role, at the request of the
UNCIP in early July, the plan for this operation was now
of academic interest. In August 1948 we found that the
enemy's activities round Skardu had considerably increased. The garrison had suffered several casualties during the
repeated enemy onslaughts of the past ten months which
it had hitherto always successfully repulsed. The stocks of
rations and ammunition inside the Fort had clangerousl~

*Later Brigadier.
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fallen below the subsistence level. We could not arrange
air supply for the garrison as Dakotas without pressurised
cabins could not be flown at those forbidding heights,
which air maintenance of Skardu entailed. We used
our fighter aircraft on a few occasions to send UF
some urgently needed supplies but regular maintenance by Tempests was neither an economic nor a
feasible proposition in view of our limited resources
and our other commitments for our fighter aircraft.
Moreover, the weather in these parts being so uncertain, it greatly hampered the possibility of regular air
maintenance. The sending of a reinforcement column by
land across 80 miles of very difficult terrain, entailing the
forcing of several high Himalayan passes, required the
launching of a major offensive operation w@ch we had
agreed not to undertake for the time being. The garrison
had either to fight its way out from the Fort or to fight
there to the last man last round. There was not much
chance of the garrison fighting its way out though 80 miles
of such difficult terrain dominated by the enemy. Further,
in either case we could not prevent the massacre of the 300
refugees who had taken shelter a t Skardu, The enemy
commander in this sector knowing the plight of our garrison
had sent a flamboyant message to Thapa which read something like this : "in the name of Allah, I demand thy surrender and I swear by the Iloly Book that no harm would
come to thee and thine if thou surrendereth." It was a difficult situation. Cariappa decided that Thapa must continuo
to hold out as long as possible but when resistance appeared impossible, he should surrender. And ultimately at 8 a.m.
on the 14th of August this gallant garrison was forced to
raise the white flag. The enemy was jubilant over his vicbory and we heard that the commander of the victorious
Pakistan troops reported back to his headquarters: "All
Sikhs shot, all women raped."
After the fall of Skardu, the enemy started moving into
Ladakh in large numbers and was now threatening Leh,
the calpital of this Buddhist province, where the monks
strictly practise the non-violent teachings of the Greah
Buddha. Enemy troops were reported at Nimu, only 8
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miles from Leh and they had brought up their mountain
guns in this area. We had only a small detachment of Gorkhas in Leh but they were cut of% by the land ~ ~ o u t e
from Srinagar. The enemy had captured Kargil in May and
there was now over 200 miles of enemy held territory
between our troops at Zoji La and the garrison at Leh.
Further South in Jammu province, there had been a
similar intensification of enemy activities. The besieged
garrison of Punch was brought under fi1.e of enemy
25-pounders in September 1948. The enemy had made the
airfield unusable thereby cutting the only means of communication Punch had with the outside world.
It would thus be seen that Pakistan had not only not
responded to the appeal issued by the UNCIP to refrain
from offensive action, but she had also exploited the
change in our operational policy. This change was not in
any way due to any "Maginot line complex" developed by
us of remaining inside our bunkers and refraining from
any offensive action. This change had been made in response to the appeal of the UNCIP. Be that as it may, the
initiative now passed to the enemy during these months.
With no fear of any offensive by us he could now concentrate his forces against suitable objectives and develop his
operations at will. Our troops lought back valiantly and
except for Pandu, a hill feature near Tithwal and for Skardu Fort, we had not allowed the enemy to gain ground
anywhere. However, the threat to our besieged garrisons!
at Leh and Punch had definitely increased. I t was now imperative that we relieved these isolated positions so as to
prevent the Skardu story being repleated in these places.
Although committed to a defensive policy, we at the
headquarters had to be prepared for all eventualities and
the General Staff at Western Command was exanining
plans for the following possible operations :
( a ) DUCK (capture of Kargil with a view to link up
with Leh. This would also eliminate the threat to the
Jammu-Srinagar road from the East through Kishtwar.)
(b) EASY (Link up with Punch from Hajauri and
thereby prevent enemy infiltration from this area to86
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~ 3 r Riasi
d ~ and on to the Jarnmu-Srinagar road from
the West.)
(c) CAMEL (Capture of Hajipir Pass. This would liquidate the threat to Uri from the South as also afford a
link-up with Punch.)
(d) SNOOK (Capture of Bhimber and thereby remove
the threat to Naushera from the South.)
( e ) STEEL (Capture of Kotli.)
(f) CRAB (Capture of Muzaffarabad.)
(g) BLOOD (Capture of Mirpur.)

The first three operations mentioned above, Duck, Easy
and Camel were really in the nature of defensive operations as they meant relieving our besieged garrisons against
whom the enemy had intensified his activities. They could
therefore be mounted with the prior approval of the Government. The remaining four, Snook, Steel, Crab and Blood,
could not be mounted as they were essentially offensive
operations and as such contrary to our Government's
declared policy.
The Government had decided that Leh and Punch must
be held a t all costs. Operations Duck and Easy would not
only relieve these garrisons but would also remove the
threat to the Jammu-Srinagar road both from the West
and the East. We received approval to mount these operations. Our plans for the other operations were shelved for
the time being and we put them in the safe custody of our
steel cabinets to be referred to only if their need arose in
the future.
All attention was to be concentrated on Duck and Easy.
The former had to be given higher priority as speed was
essential because with the amroach of winter, all the passes
would again get blocked with snow, suspending operations
for six months.
A certain amount of reorganisation was also necessary prior to the launching 01 these two defensive operations. With his other commitments outside Jammu and
Kashmir, the Army Commander felt that he could not
devote as much time to these operations as he would have
liked to. There was, therefore, a ncccl for an overall com87
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mander to co-ordinate operat'ions in that theatre. Major
General Srinagesh*, who was then Adjutant General, was
promoted Lieutenant General and appointed Corps Commander for this theatre. Tactical Headquarters of Western
Command at Jarnrnu was wound up and in September 1948
we handed over to V Corps Headquarters. This was,, however, a skeleton headquarters with minimum operational
st& as it had no administrative responsibilities.
We now got down to preparing plans for the two defensive operations to link up with Leh and Punch. It was nice
to shake off the virtual stalemate that had set in, during
the previous two months. Fresh enthusiasm must have
dawned on our besieged troops at Punch and Leh on hearing of these relief operations. To the remaining troops in
the field it was also welcome news. With regular Pakistlan
Army formations now openly operating against us, we
were keen that the enemy should feel thc weight o$ our
strength. These sentiments augured well for the success of
these operations-and
as we shall see, they also augured
well for the restoration of peace in Kashrnir.

*Later General and Chief of the Army Staff.
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The Relief of Punch

ITUATED ON the confluence of the Batar and the
Suran rivers, the town of Punch, surrounded by hills
on all sides, has a very picturesque setting. The traveller by air who suddenly comes over thls town after flying
across endless hills, is struck by its prosperous look and its
beautiful surroundings. As he approaches, he sees the
famed Moti Mahal (Pearl Palace) of the Raja of Punch. I t
stands out prominently in the midst ~f other buildings of
the town. Punch was the capital of thls Raja who was a
vassal of the Maharaja of Kashmir.
The two rivers, Batar and Suran, join to form the Punch
river which flows South-West and ultimately merges with
the Jhelum in Pakistan. This river goes through a valley
along which lies the most accessible approach into Punch.
In the past, therefore, most of the traffic into Punch used
to be idong this route from Jhelum and Hawalpindi, now
in Pakistan. With the rest of Jarnrnu and Kashmir, this
town was connected only with difficult goat tracks. This
accounted for the tactical isolation of Punch a t the commencement of hostilities in this theatre. ' l k s isolation
proved a great handicap for the defenders and it enabled
the enemy to lay siege to the town for over a year. It required great cour~ageand determination to defend this town
despite heavy odds. Both these qualities, however, were
amply found in Brigadier Pritam Singh, the Indian Commander at Punch and his gallant men. Punch could thus
successfully hold out through those difficult months. Its
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defence became an epic and we used to call it the Tobruk
of Kashmir. However, unlike Tobr.uk, Punch never changed hands.
My association with Punch began very early in my
army career when I was serving with the J a t Regtment in
the pre-partition days. All the men of my company were
Punchi Muslims and I remember that it was then one of
my ambitions to visit the home town of my men. Little did
I know then that I would one day go to Punch but under
very different circumstances. After Partition, these men
had gone to the Pakistan Army and we had had reports
that many amongst them were now serving with the
"Azad" Army against us. My old Subedar, Pahalvan Khan,
was now commanding an "Azad" battalion !
When I visited Punch in 1948, I recalled with great
relief haw one of the proposals put up by me in 1945 had
been turned down. While in Burma I had got officiating
command of my compaity and had to write a, monthly re4
port on my men's morale and welfare. I consulted my
second-in-command, Pahalwan Khan, and on his advice
wrote a long note on the desirability of having an d l weather road from Rawalpindi to Punch. I had even worked out the number of bridges that would be required on
this road and had suggested that we should subsidise a portion of the expenditure involved, from our regimental
funds. I had put u p this recommendation as my men going
home on leave used to suffer great hardships as a result
of poor road communications. My Commanding Officer,
Colonel Newell, had a hearty laugh when he read my report and told me that every battalion of the Regiment had
repeatedly put up for this road for the past 100 years but
nothing had been done by the State authorities. And the
fact that nothihg had been done, now proved to be a blessing in disguise. If this road had then been built, it would
hawe enabled the enemy to bring in more troops and heavier
weapons against Punch, making its defence a far more
difficult undertaking. Therefore, I now felt relieved a t the
thought that my Commanding Officer had not taken any
notice of my recommendation!
When the raiders began their march into Kashmir in
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October 1947 there were two State Force battalions
located in thls area. The remnants of these two battalions
with some 40,000 refugees took shelter in Punch and were
holdihg out against the enemy's attempts to annihilate
them. It will be recdled that on the 22nd oi November
1947, Pritam Singh had led his Kurnaon battalion into
Punch and reihforced the besieged garrison. He soon
realised that it would be some time before the land route
to Punch, either from Uri or from our positions in Jammu
province in the South, could be opened. Six thousand refugees voluntarily provided the necessary labaur for the
construction of a landing ground. They feverishly worked
day and night and within a week completed the comtruction of a dakota airstrip. The geographical isolation of
Punch was broken and it was now l ~ n k e dby an aerial h g h way.
Apart from defending Punch we also took on ourselves
the responsibility of sheltering the 40,000 refugees in the
town and providing them with the necessities of life. Their
feeding and welfare became our concern. There were occasions when the supply position was tight and our troops
willingly agreed to share their rations with these refugees.
Pritarn Singh also raised, equipped and trained two militia
blattiiulions from amongst these refugees. They proved a
valuable addition to our fighting manpower in Punch and
they acquitted themselves creditably in subsequent operations. The enemy repeatedly attacked Punch but he was
beaten in every engagement. However, to make our defences further secure, we decided to send another regular
baittalion to Punch by air. 319 Gorkha Rifles were accordingly airtansported to Punch in January 1948.
Being isolated by land, Punch could only be maintained
by air. Our Air Force took on this responsibility and thus
made the defence of Punch possible. Rations, ammunition,
equipment and other stores for these troops as also for the
refugees had to be flown daily from Jammu. The returning dakotas brought back refugees froin the besieged town
so as to ease the maintenance load. Several thousand refugees were flown out from Punch in those returning
dakotas. Our young pilots engaged in this nlission excelled
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themselves. Flying to Punch was not an easy undertaking
because of the hills ad1 round the airfield. Enemy apposition
had further increased the hazard involved. There had been
ocoasions when our pilots had to run the gauntlet of enemy
shelling on the airfield to land urgently needed sbres.
There had also been an occasion, when a young dakots
pilot answered the call from the ground troops to pick up
a serious casualty. At great risk to himself, he landed his
dakota at Potha in a fantastically small bit of open ground
for landing and picked up the casualty. The grim determination of these brave $pilots, often personally led by their
gallant commander, Air Commodore Meher Singh himself,
enabled us to defend Punch.
In March the enemy brought up 3.7 howitzers against
Punch. His intention appeared to be to make yet another
bid to reduce the defences. He started heavy shelling of
Punch with his mountain guns late in the evening of the
17th and fired over 200 shells inside our perimeter that
night. The airstrip was naturally his main target. His
shelling continued the following day doling considerable
darnage to the runway. Pritam Singh requested for some
25-pounder guns for counter-bombardment of enemy guns.
A section of 25-pounders was flown in dakotas to P'unch
but this operation had to be cialled off when the first dakorta
got damaged due trol enemy shelling w h l e it taxied down
the airstrip. It was considered too hazardous to attempt
this lahding by day and therefore a night operation was
decided upon. The dakotas now personally led by Meher
Singh c a m back over Punch again after dusk that day. In
the hazy moonlight they landed their precious cargo. Their
mission was successful. The following day, these %-poundem were in action against the eneiny guns. With their
greater range and their heavier shell they compelled the
enemy guns to withdraw, rendering the airstrip safe once
again.
After our 25-pounders had made the enemy guns ineffective a temporary lull set in, the operations around
Punch. This may also have been due to the fact that there
was a popular uprising of the local Muslim ~opulation
against the atrocities of the Pathans in enemy-held terri92
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tory. And it were these Muslims, their co-religionists and
"as such their co-nationals", whom the enemy had set out
to liberate. This uprising, however, was put down with
great severity by a Pakistan Ariny Brigadier.
During this lull in the summer of 1948 and when all
attention was focussed on our oflensive towards Domel,
Atma Singh decided to effect a temporary link-up with
Punch. As already mentioned, the two columns from Punch
and Rajauri met almost half-way at Potha on 15th of Juhe
and thereafter retired to their respective firm bases. Due
to paucity of troops we could not maintain tlhis link permanently.
There were also several local operations carried out by
the Punch brigade during this period. To supplement their
meagre resources, troops were often sent out on grain collecting operations. This meant temporarily securing enemy
held territory to permit our refugees to cut the crops and
then return back to our perimeter at the end of the day.,
We had no desire to live off the country but these operations were forced upon us on account of t,he necessity for
providing food for so many refugees in Punch. Moreover,
many cases these refugees had a moral right to these
crops because it was their land which they had sown and
which the enemy had taken over.
Towards tlte end of August, the enemy again intensified
his activities against Punch. He put in a brigade attack
against Tetrinot ridge, South of Punch. This attack was
successfully beaten off. He, however, continued his concentrations around Punch. In September he brought up
25-pounder guns in this area and started shelling Punch
again. The airstrip was again under enemy fire and was put
out of commission, snapping the only link Punch had with
the outside world. A few years later I met an old friend,
Mohammad Nawaz of Pakistan Army, on a diplomatic
assignment in Delhi. In 1946 Nawaz and I had been st&
captains in the same headquarters in Indonesia and we
had been good friends. He bold me that he was officiating
as a brigade commander at Punch in September 1948 and
had had those 25-pounders man-handled to suitable positions from where they could shell the airfield. The Kashmir
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war was queer in this respect as there were several cases
of old friends fighting on either side. This, however, was
inevitable for olnly a few months earlier we had all belonged to the same undivided Indian Army.
. We could not1 allow the enemy to continue with his depredations around Punch indefinitely. The cutting off of
the vital air link to Punch and the t~ghteninqof the enemy's
ring round the besieged garrison called for immediate
action. Our Government had already decided that Punch
must be held at all costs and it had permitted us to effect
a link-up by land with the garrison. It was, after all, primarily a defensive operation. The stage was now set for
the relief of Punch.
For administrativ~~
reasons, it had been decided that
the link-up with P ~ ~ n cwould
h
be effected from Rajauri
in the South instead of from Uri in the north. Although the
latter meant an advance of only 20 miles as against over
40 miles from Rajauri, it presented greater administrative
difficulties, The link-up via Srinagar and Uri would have
added an extra 200 miles t o our line of communication from
the rail-head at Pathankot t o Punch. The Uri route also
Baniinvolved the crossing of two Himalayan passes-the
ha1 and the Hajipir-which
got blocked with snow during
the winter. Therefore we chose the Rajauri axis for this
link-up, despite it entailing a longer advance.
In September 1948, the enemy had three brigades deployed between Raja,uri and Punch-3 Infantry Brigade at
Jalan, 6 miles South of Punch, Tarzan Brigade at Mendhar
and Raj Brigade opposite Rajauri. The latter brigade
had sent two battalions East into Riasi and Budil area with
a view to threatening the Jammu-Srinagar road from that
direction. There werle besides three other brigades in the
area around Punch-two to its North and one to the West.
These brigades, however, were not expected to materially
affect our link-up operations from Rajauri as the enemy
was not expected to withdraw them because of his other
commitments and the threat posed by our troops deployed
at Uri.
To effect a link-up with Punch against opposition by an
enemy division through 40 miles of mountainous c o u n t ~ y
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devoid of any roads, was not an easy undertaking. It
required very careful and detailed planning including the
concentration of a large force to effect the link-up. We
planned on the main thrust from Rajauri to be undertaken
by two brigades with another ad hoc I~rigadeto support the
flank of the advance. A s troops operating beyond Rajauri
would have to be dependent entirely on animal transport
we also had to arrange for the concentration of some 900
mules at Rajauri prior to this operation. There was,
besides, also a need for constructing a road behind our
advancing troops so as to facilitate Iheir maintenance and
ensure the move forward of field artillery to support their
advance. This meant the concentration of necessary engineer
resources and labour at Rajauri. To make the complexities
of the problem appear psychologically not so difficult,
code name "Easy" was given to this operation.
It was reckoned that it would take about a month to
launch Operation Easy. This would allow suficient time
for the concentration of the required resources at Rajauri.
Cariappa, however, was keen to take on some offensive
mission quickly. He directed Atma Sirlgh to undertake an
operation North of Rajauri with a limited aim. Thanamandi,
lying about 10 miles north of R a j a x i , was the objective
for this operation. It was our intention to drive a wedge
between the enemy main force and his two battalions now
operating to the East in Riasi and Budil area, threatening
the Jarnrnu-Srinagar road. The task of the capture of
Thanamandi was given to Yadunath Singh. This operation
was kept a closely guarded secret. Except for the Army
Commander and of course the Division and Brigade Cornmanders and a couple of selected s t d officers, no one knew
anything about this proposed operation. Even Army
Headquarters were not in the picture about this operation
during the planning stage, a fact which they did not
particularly appreciate when they heard about it later.
We concentrated two battalions (2 Rajputana Rifles and
1 Kumaon Rifles) together with some light tanks and a
battery of mountain guns at Rajauri. The operation
commenced with a deception. We pretended to go for
Sadabad in the south and then quietly moved north on
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the night of 20th/21st. The infantry advanced six miles
along the hills right of the main road and secured a hill
feature, Point 6454, during the night. The following morning, Yadunath Singh demonstrated along the main track
with light tanks and some infantry so as to deceive the
enemy to think that we intended to advance along this
track. On tihe next day, the infantry again advanced along
the hills right of the track and secured Point 7710, the
highest hill feature in the vicinity. The feature was
held by two enemy companies supported by 3-inch mortars
but the enemy was forced to abandon his position and flee
towards the north. A hailstorm and a thick mist had
proved providential for us as they provided a natural
smoke screen for our assault on this fleature. Our casualties
in this operation-only
3 killed-were
indeed negligible
against enemy's 42 counted killed. With Point 7710 in our
hands, the enemy defences around Thanamandi had become
untenable and on the same day, that is, 22nd September,
we entered this township. Two enemy battalions in RiasiBudil area were in the bag. These battAalions were operating
in small parties and we now proceeded to liquidate thlem
in this pocket.
After the successful completion of the Thanamandi
operation we had to wait for nearly a month for launching
Operation Easy. Apart from the concentration of an
additional brigade at Rajauri, we also had to secure our
vulnerable line of communication in this area. Our 150
miles long axis of maintenance to Rajauri via Naushera
ran parallel to the border from Pathankot lo Nausihera
and was vulnerable throughout its length. To make it
secure, we planned to position two more battalions in this
sector. For protecting the portion of this road between
Naushera and Rajauri from its vulnerable western flank,
a preliminary operation was necessary. Pir Badesar, a
dominating hill feature in this area, had to be captured.
With trhis feature in our hands the threat from the West
would be countered. The capture of Pir Badesar was,
therefore, the first phase of Operation Easy.
The link-up with Punch was planncd in six phases :

LeJt: Lt.-Gea, Sir Dudley R ~ s s e l #Id&
! ~ CA DhtO, MCS60CICa-C
Delbi $ Bast Pu 'ab Cotnwd, lam red&
Olj OU) WesEera
Csmnwd. Right: ?&n, K.M. Crrrkapga, GOG 4WWmq Ulm-

mand (Jm4s to Jan 49)

r

Left: Lt.~Gen.S.M, Shrinagmh, GOC V G o r p 4 (I~pt
48 to Jaa 491
Wight :Maj .-Gene Kalwaat Singh, G OC JAK Foso (PlFov 47 to
May 48)

Left: Maj.-Gen. K.S. Thimayya, DSO,GOC 19 Infantry D,ivision
during 1948-49 operations in the Srinagar Valley. Right: M~J.-Gen.
Atma Singh, G6C 26 Infantry Division during 1948-49 operations

in Jammu.

Left: Ah Commodore Mehar Singh, DS0. He was i
corn& of
the Air Force mmployed in kmmu and Jksbmb, ACdphf ::Brig C.P.
Sea DS9, Commander 161 infantry Brigade whieb routed the enemy
in 16. battle of Shslatang and advanced from Srinagsr to Uri

b:

h r Bdg. Q3obammd Illman, C - e
$0 P@raBIPMe
ia 'czacS ar crashing deket on the memy L the kW.48 ~f N8whcra and
war killed dlwring the shelling d Jhlanw in July 194B. Wbh2: Isrig,
P.L. Atal, Cornandot 77 Para Bripd~.He i d the mop&
IS^. the battle eP Zoji b.
Lefi: Maj. Som Nath S h r m of 4 Kumaon who was killed in acrian
at Badgom in Nov 1947. He was posthumously awarded Param Vir
Chakra. Right: Lt.-Col. Dewan Ranjit Rai, OC 1 Sikh. He was killed
in October 1947 while withdrawips frpm Baramula. He was poothnmously awarded Maha Vir Chakra.
- .

A view of Bararnuh after it had been set ablaze by the invaders.

Troops landing on fairwaathar airfield at Srinagar and setting out in

a civilian bus.

Brig. Harbaksh Singh, Vr.C. Commander 163 Jnfantry Brigade
with his brigade staff. The officer on his right is the Brigade Major,
Maj. Z. C. Bakshi, Vr.C. (now Lt.-Gen. 2.C. Bakshi, PVSM,
MVC,Vr.C., VSM)

A patrol on a snow-covered l ~ i l slope.
l

A 23-pounder gun in action at Zoji La
0

Left to Right-Maj.-Gen. K. S. Thimayya, DSO. GOC 19 Infantry
Division, Lt.-Gen. S.M.Shrinagesh, GOC V Corps, and Lt.-Gen.
K. M. Cariappa, GOC-in-C Western Command during operations at
Zoji La.

A Gorkha signalman at Zoji La.

A Gorkhs examining a captured Sinch mortar at Zoji La

The fir~~st
aamplrsne to land at Leh, the then highast airfield in the wmld.
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( a ) Phase
( b ) Phase
(c) Phase
(d) Phase
(e) Phase

1-Capture of Pir Badesar.
2-Concentration
of troops alt Rajauri.
3-Capture of Pir Kalewa.
4-Capture
of Sangiot.
5-Break-out
from Sangiot and the
link-up with Punch.
(f) Phase 6-Reorganisation
including construction of
a jeep track to Punch.

Pir Badesar is a 5430 feet high feature, Piorth-West of
Jhangar and overlooks the Seri Valley through which
passes the route to Kotli. It also over looks the Naushera
Valley to its East in the area of Chingas. By the middle
of October we had had reports of an enemy brigade being
brought up towards Pir Badesar with a view to cutting off
c u r line of communication at Chingas. Our operations
towards Pir Badesar eliminated this threat and upset the
plans of this brigade, which had been given the name of
Bijli Force. Brigadier Harbhajan Singh, commanding
268 Infantry Brigade a t Jhangar, launched the operation
for tihe capture of Pir Badesar on the night of 14th115th
Octbber with two battalions. He secured his objective by
the foI1lowing afternoon. Brigadier Dubey*, who had a few
months earlier taken over as our Brigadier General Staff
from Brigadier Wadalia now in England, was at Jhangar
t o see t h e start of this operation. On return to the
headquarters he gave us a very- graphic account of the
operation. Our troops had advanced 14 miles in 24 hours
along a difficult mountainous track against enemy opposition. When dawn broke they were at the foot, of Pir
Badesar and the Tempests flew over to give necessary fire
support for the assault. The enemy suffered 102 killed in
this operatian and also lost nine prisoners besides arms
and equipment which he was forced to abandm.
We had undertaken the Pir Badesar operation primarily
to protect the western flank of the road from Naushera to
Rajauri. In the event, it also turned out to be an excellent
deception. From intercepts of enemy wireless messages it

* Later

Major General.
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appeared that the enemy anticipated an advance by us
from Jhangar to Kotli. This offered tempting possibilities
for deception and Cariappa decided to exploit the situation.
It was decided to modify the subsequent phases of the linkup operation. We were now to advance to Punch via
Mendhar instead of via Sangiot. An advance towards
Mendhar being in the direction of Kotli would force the
enemy to commit his resources around Kotli and thus
facilitate our link-up with Punch in the North. This
change in plan also suited the engineers for they found
t l q t the construction of a jeep track via Mendhar would
be am easier proposition than via Sangiot.
While we were proceeding with the concentration of
our force at Rlajauri, the second phase of Operation Easy,
the enemy had been very active all along the f r m t between
Pathankot and Naushera. There had been several sharp
encounters indicating that the enemy was concentrating
his resources in this sector to divert our attention from
our offensive towards the north. We had, however, already
catered for this and two battalions (1 Marathas and 6 Jat)
were on the move from Hyderabad to further secure this
sector. In the meanwhile, we proceeded with the third
phase of Operation Easy which was the clapture of Pir
Kalewa, a commanding feature on the Ra,jauri-Thanamandi
road. 5 Infantry Brigade under Brigadier Umrao Singh,*
which had recently arrived in Rajauri, successfully secured
this feature on the 26th without much opposition.
Perhaps aware of our concentrations and of our
offensive intentions, the enemy made a bold bid in area
Chbamb to divert our attention. He attacked our positions
on the 29th of October but failed to gain any success. He
later opened heavy artillery fire with his 25-pounders
and medium guns firing over 300 shells in the forward
company localities of the Marathas who had only a few
hours earlier arrived in this sector from Hyderabad. We
were determined not to allow this diversion to interfere
with our well-laid plans for the relief of Punch. This
sector was reinforced by a squadron of medium tanks of
* Later Lieutenant General.
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the Deccan Horse, which was moved post haste from
Jarnmu across the Chenab to Chhamb. The crossing of the
Chenab river had to be carried out over rafts as t h e bridge
would not take the load of Sherman tanks. There was an
unfortunate incident during this crossing when one of the
tanks slipped from the raft into the fast flowing river
and most of the men on the raft including the crew got
drowned. We had to request the Navy to send us divers
tb help in locating the tank and salvaging it. Two divers
were sent up from Bombay and they ultimately succeeded
in locating the missing tank which was later recovered. By
their presence, these divers provided the third dimension
for these operations. Hitherto only the Army and the Air
Force had operated in this theatre. Now the Navy was
also represented. I believe t.hese two divers are the only
personnel of our Navy entitled to wear the General Service
Medal with the Kashmir clasp.
Ey t h e 5th of November, we had completed our concentrakion at Rajauri. The troops concentrated for this
operation were approximately a complete infantry division
and were under command of Yadunath Singh.
These units were as follows :
(a) 5 Infantry Brigade : Brigadier Umrao Singh*
4 Madras Regiment
5 Rajputana Rifles
114 Gorkha Rifles

(b) 19 Infantry Brigade: L t Col Jagjit Singh
112 Punjab Regiment
2 Rajputana Rifles
1 Kumaon Regiment
(c) Rajauri Column : Lt Col Ajit Singh Sodhit
212 Punjab Regiment
3 Assam Regiment
618 Gorkha Rifles

* Later

Lieutenant General.

f Later Brigadier.
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(d) Armour and artillery
Two troops Central India Horse (Light tanks)
16 Field Regiment less one battery
One battery 13 Field Regiment
One battery 22 Mountain Regiment
On the night of 6th/7th November, we commenced our
advance from Rajauri. 19 Brigade advanced along the left
aind 5 Brigade on the right, both securing a successiori
of hill features. The capture of the left and right
shoulders of Bhimber Gali were the tasks given to thes?
two brigades. By the evening of 8th November the two
brigades secured their respective objectives covering a
distance of over 18 miles through the hills. As they
approached near Bhimber Gali, enemy resistance stiffened
but they pressed their advance successfully, sometimes
even without art'illery support as they had outstripped the
range of their guns. The engineers were feverishly building
a jeep track behind these leading brigades to permit guns
to move forward to support these attacks. Machine-guns
and mortars had of course to be man-handled from one
position to another.
On the following day, the Rajauri column also set out
and captured Ramgarh Fort, five miles north-west of
Rajauri securing the left flank of the main force at
Bhimber Gali. This fort is on top of a steep pine-clad
projection and its 'history dates back to the Mughal days.
"Brigadier" Rahmatullah (a State Force deserter) was in
command of the enemy's troops in this area but he soon
gave up the fight and withdrew. By mid-d.ay of the 9th
we captured the fort and ceremonially hoisted the Indian
tricolour on its flag mast. The enemy had fled in small
parties after suffering heavy casualties and leaving a big
dump inside the fort. On the same day, 19 Brigade from
Bhimber Gali secured a feature, Point 6207. This feature
gave a panoramic view of enemy concentrations at l'urti
about six miles south of Mendhar. There were about 1000
enemy with mules concentrated in the open space at Turti
and they provided the ideal dream target for our gumers.
The havoc caused by our shelling was i m m e and the
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enemy fled in panic leaving behind a very large number
of hls dead in that area.
The initial success of Operation Easy augured well for
the future. We had already dealt a damaging blow to the
enemy around Rajauri and we were now confidently looking forward to the success of our subsequent phases. About
thls time, Umrao Singh, commandirlg 5 Infantry Brigade,
was wounded and was relieved by Yadunath Singh. Atma
Singh now personally took over command of thls force
and was determined to proceed further with all possible
speed. We had also received reports of the enemy mtending to bring up his medium tanks against isolated Punch
e
corlilrmed that he had
and our air r e c o ~ a ~ i s s a n chad
developed the Hajira track to Punch for this purpose. This
made speed imperative for our further advance.
The advance continued beyond Bhimber Gali towards
Mendhas on a two brigade front with 19 Brigade on the
left and 5 Brigade on the right. Our deception by changing
the axis of our advance from Sangiot to Mmdhar and also
our demonstrations towards the North frorn Pir Badesar,
appear to have fully convinced the enemy of our intention
to advance to Kotli. 19 Brigade advancing on the left
encountered heavy opposition and were held up against al
feature, Point 5372, held in strength by the enemy. The
approach to this feature was extremely difficult. This
feature appeared to be closely linkeci by fire with other
enemy positions round Mendhar and a frontal assault1 was
the only feasible approach to it. It was appreciated that
a frontal assault against this formidable feature would
islevitably mean heavy casualties. At this stage we again
decided to exploit possibilities for another deception. We
switched 19 Infantry Brigade less one battalion from the
left to the right reinforcing 5 Infantry Brigade which had
so f a r reported weak enemy opposition. This was a bold
move and involved the switch over of forces across hills
through difficult country but it obviously had great
potentialities. To keep the enemy unaware of this move,
one battalion of 19 Infantry Brigade continued to
demonstrate against Point 5372 and dummy air drops were
arranged behind its positions. On i h ~ .18th of November,
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the two brigades concentrated on the right sector turned
North and advanced towards Punch. By the 20th, these
brigades captrured Point 5982 and Topa ridge a few miles
south of Punch. Pritam Singh advanced south from Punch
and joined up with this relief column at 2 p.m. on the 20th
of November.
The enemy had been taken completely by surprise during
the final phase of the link-up and a considerable amount oi
booty fell in our hands.
It was a grcat day for the
defenders of Punch as their year's isolation had been
successfully broken and the siege had been lifted. After
effecting this link-up Atma Singh sent 19 Infantry Brigade
to the South aglain, to take on Mendhar defences from the
rear. The morale of the enemy had been broken and he
was now in no mood to put up stiff opposition. IkIendhar
was captured on the 23rd of November. In the meanwhile,
our jeep track under construction by engineers had reached
beyond Bhimber Gali and soon Punch was linked by road
via Mendhar.
Thus ended Operation Easy as a resounding success for
our troops. We had deceived the enemy and broken the
hard core of the resistance put up by his division in this
area. During this operation the enemy suffered 363 killed
and 633 wounded and besides lost large quantities of arms
including mortars and machine-guns and a number of
prisoners. 800 square miles of enemy held territory was
liberated and the locals including 10,000 Muslims eagerly
came forward to us for resettlement. This large number
of Muslims coming to us for shelter unhinged the enemy's
propaganda fanning religious fanaticism.
From the tactical point of view, however, the most
important result of this operation was that the isolation
of Punch was broken. No longer would the defenders be
required to spend anxious days and sleepless nights with
the enemy all round them menacing their life-line, the
airfileld. On the maps in our Operation Room we rubbed
the blue marks all round Punch and showed a continuous
red line from Rajauri to Punch.*

*

In those days we still used red to ind~cateown troops and
blue to show the enemy's forces.
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EYOND THE 11,578 feet high Zoji La (La means a
pass) lies the semi-arctic and barren, Ladakh district. The average height of this area is over 10,000
feet. part from its geographical and climatic isolation this
region appeared unaffected by the sands of time. It was
as if time 'had stood still in these parts for many centuries.
Lad,akh is a land of the Lamas. Politically it is a part of
Jammu and Kashrnir State and its administration is controlled from Srinagar.
Surrounded by 20,000 feet high mountains, Leh which
is itself at a height of 11,500 feet, is the capital of Ladakh.
I t is the largest town of the district and for that matter
one of the largest towns in the world at that height. Tucked
away in its Himalayan isolation, beyond h g h mountain
ranges, Leh had not been very accessible to the outside
world. It is approximately 230 miles Ealst of Srinagar and
only the first 40 miles of this route was then motorable.
The other route into Leh is via the roadhead at Manali in
Himachal Pradesh and this is a 200 miles long mule track
across high mountain passe,s.*The events of 1948 broke the
geographical isolation of Leh. With its newly built
landing ground, it now appeared on the air map of India
and this f ~ a dhas since been the principal promoter of Leh's
clbser association with the outside world. However, in
May 1948, when the first dakota landed at Leh, the locals
* A motorabk road has now been built broadly following this
alignment. Thus Leh is now conlrt~ctcd by roi~ds both from thc
West and the South.
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turned up at the airfield with grass for "the celestial
horse"!
I knew that conditions prevailing in Leh were very
different from the rest of Kashrnir and I had heard
interesting stories of life in these parts. My curiosity tg
explore Leh for myself had been roused and I heartily
welcomed the opportunity when I was told that I had to
go to that "remote front". Flying to Leh over those snowclad mountains is always an interesting experience, t~hough
at times it is a trifle uncomfortable. One has to almost
constantly fly at a height of over 20,000 feet and there are
severatl air pockets in the atmosphere at that altitude.
Moreover, Dakotas which were the only transport aircraft
we then had, were not, ideally suited for such high altitude
flying. I was in the cockpit of the plane with the pilot
when I saw a formidable peak from a distance. The pilot
pointed out that it was the famous K2. Perched at a height
of 28,250 feet, K2 dominates all the surrounding mountains and is the second highest peak in the world.
According to local custom we invoked the blessings of the
spirits that reside on these passes and high peaks, by dutifully bowing to K2 but apparently the spirits residing on
K 2 *re
no4 too pleased with us. Soon the peak was
m e r e d by a cloud and we were given a nasty jolt by a
big air pocket.
I got out of the Dakota, w h l e the plane kept its engine
running lest it had starting difficulty at that altitude. We
had landed at the then highest airfield in the world. It
had only recently been constructed by us on a gentle
gradient. There appeared no signs of life at the airfield
except for the nearby Indus which, being close to its source,
is in its infancy. Here it is only a narrow fast-iiowing
stream with crystal-clear water. There was a gompa
(monastery) on a hill-top near the airfield, but beaides this
gompa I could see no other evidence of habitation anywhere. I, for a moment wondered whether we had lost our
bearings. Soon, however, the patch of clouds cwering the
town of Leh disappeared and I could now see Leh rising
on a hillside with snow-covered ridges on the top providing
an idyllic background. Leh looks like a miniature Lhasa
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from a distance. The several storeyed Raja's palace with
its hundred or more rooms built centuries ago is a marvel
of the engineering skill of the modern Ladakhi's fbrei
fathers.
A jeep had now arrived at the lanaing ground to fetch
me. Being an infantryman used to marching on my feet, I
felt very important at being privileged to travel in the
m e and only motor vehicle in Ladakh. Thls jeep had been
flown by us to Leh and was used for local duties alround
the town. Travelling in that jeep that morning, I wondered
why man should fight battles in such peaceful surroundings.
But human beings would not spare even the land of Lamas
and Ladakh had seen many battles in the past. The
historian would tell us that when we went into Ladakh in
1948, it was the third time in recorded history that
the Indian Army had entered these remote parts. The first
occasion was in the seventeenth century when Emperor
Shah Jahan had sent a force to help the Haja of Leh
against an attack from the North. The Raja had therrlafter
regularly paid tribute to the Mughal Emperor. The second
occasion w a in the last century when Zorawar Singh, a
famous general of Maharaja Gulab Singh of Kashrnir, had
annexed this district. The fort built by Zorawar Singh at
Leh and the guns at its entrance remind tlhe visitor of his
remarkable campaigns fought over a 100 years ago. And
now we in 1948 had provided the third occasion. But we
had come on a different mission. To put it in the words of
a Lama whom I met that day, "The Indian Army has
come to Leh to protect our 'chortens' (ashes of our fathers)
and our 'gompas' (the temples of our God). May the
blessings of the Buddha rest on them." I wondered if the
Lama had studied Macaulay.
While at Leh I took the opportunity of visiting a gompa.
It was awe-inspiring to see a hundred Lamas turning the
prayer wheel and quietly chanting their sacred hymns in
that incensed hall. There were innumerable statues of the
Great Buddha in the monastery. Coming as I do from the
land of Buddha, I felt a sense of parochial pride at his being
held in such great reverence even in these inaccessible
regions. It was, however, interesting to find that the Lamas
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had also hung the pictures of Mahatma Gandhl and General
Cariappa on the monastery wall. O l ~ ecould understand
Mahatma Gandhi's picture being hung in such sacred m d
non-violent surroundings but I n u s t say I was amused to
see my Army Commander's picture also in tlus monastery.
Later, I was told that the General's picture symbolised the
Indian Army which had come to Ladakh, lo "rescue the
religion of the Lamas".
The Chief Lama of the monastery took a kindly interest
in my intrusion. He even gave me "prashad" which
consisted of 'perhas' and Tibetan tea. I am afraid the latter,
with Yak's milk, butter and salt, made nle terribly sick.
I, however, colltrolled my feelings, and gulped the tea
for it would have been bad manners not to drink it. As
for the 'perhas', the chief Lama told me that years ago
he had brought them from Gaya when he had gone there
on pilgrimage. This had special interest for m e
Gaya
is very near my home and is the place of my birth. Despite
the lapse of years, the 'perha' was still very tasty. I
remembered how as a child I had worried my grandmother
by quietly eating a large number of Gaya 'perhas' while
I was running high temperature. I am told I was down
with remittent fever for several weeks after this escapade.
I wondered whether eating the several years old 'perha'
would now give me any such fever again but the semiarctic conditions of Leh provide a natural frigidaire for
preserving food. The Lama asked me, "How long more is
this trouble going to last?" I assured him that it would all
be over soon. He then inquired whether the plane service
would stop afterwards and on my kllng him that the air
service to Leh had perhaps now come to stay, he did not
feel too happy. But he was not the only person I met that
day who was not too enthusiastic about the air service. I
also met an old European lady of a Christian mission
who had stayed in Leh for the last 30 or more years. She
complained that in the old days she got the London
Times after five to six months but now-a-days she w'as
receiving it within 4 to 5 days of its p~.tblicationin Londm.
She did not seem frightfully interested in being up-to-dab2
wibh news but she did appear to resent the letters she was
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now receiving from certain enthusiastic ornithologists in
England who were wanting her to send them bird's eggs
from these Him'alayan heights. Apparently they had read
an account that had appeared in the papers of the pioneering work done in this area by her.
Anyway, during my short stay in Leh, I found traces
of contact with the outside world gradually appearing in
the lives of the common people in this remote region. I
was very amused to hear young Ladakhi boys merrily
singing a popular film song in the street, "Meri jan, meri
jam, Sunday ke Sunday ana." Apparently they had picked
up this song from our troops stationed in Leh without
having any idea of what the words meant. I also saw
Lamas in their flowing red robes playing volleyball in
the town square! It presented a queer mixture of the
ancient past with the modern present.
As I got into my plane for the return journey to
Srinagar I bade "Jule Jule" (Ladakh~for good-bye) to Leh.
I, however, returned determined to visit this interesting
place again and learn more about its people, when peace
was restored in this area.* For the present, there were
much bigger things at stake to permit of such pleasure
trips and, as it was, the fate of Leh itself hung in the
balance.
When operations commenced in the Kashmir Valley,
there was a platoon of the State Force stationed in
Leh. The enemy's activities in Gilgit had presented a
potential threat to the security of Ladakh and volunteers
from the local populace came forward to fight for the
defence of their homes. We enlisted them in a militia
battalion that was raised in Lei?. Notable amongst these
volunteers was the Raja of Leh who enlisted as a Sepoy.
After some time this young Raja was commissioned as a
Lieutenant. He comes from one of the oldest ruling d y n z ties of the world and claims to be a direct descendent of
the founder of his dynasty who ruled in the ninth century

*This desire was f u l t i l l ~ d some twenty years late1 whcn I
commanded a battalion in these parts for over two years.
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A.D. The Raja was on6 of the several volunteers who
was enthusiastically helping us in our bid to defend Leh.
Once, when one of our picquets had run out of ammunition
and replenishment seemed difficult, a young boy of 12
came to the picquet's rescue. He volunteered to bring
ammunition from the base even though it enbailed going
right under the nose of an enemy plcquet at a distance
of only 400 yards. This boy brought some ammunitlion in
a blanket going past the enemy post, whistling and throwing pebbles giving the impression of being an urchin
wandering aimlessly near his village.
The monasteries of Leh were well-known for tlheir
wealth and we had feared that that would attract the
enemy's lust for loot. In February 1948 we had sent Prithi
Chand and a small band oE volunteers in a hazardous trek
across Zoji La in the winter covering over 200 miles to
Leh. They defied the elements and despite all the hardships
inherent in winter operations at altitudes above 10,000 feet,
they got into Leh to organise the defence of the town.
They were tlhe first Indian Army troops to arrive in Leh
during these operations and they formed the nucleus
around which we gradually built our strength a t this outpost to deal with the enemy threat as it developed.
As suggested by the military correspondent of the
Palustan Times, the enemy started threatening this area
in the summer of 1948 as a counter to our offensive from
Uri towards Domel. Thimayya had already positioned
1 Patiala at Sonamarg prior to launching his summer
offensive. The Patialas effectively dealt with enemy infiltrations towards Srinagar and sooil established themselves
on the western approlaches of Zoji La rendering the Srinagar
Valley secure from the East. We could not undertake any
operations beyond Zoji La as our resources did not a t that
time permit us to undertake such a venture when we were
heavily committed in other sectors. The enemy took
advantage of this situation and captured Kargil in May
which was then held by a small State Force garrison. The
remnants of this garrison fell back to Leh.
Kargil is an important communicalion centre half way
between Srinagar and Leh. It also lies on the route from
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Gilgit in the north to Leh. We realised that the best way
to ensure the security of Leh was to capture Kargil and
cut off the rear of the enemy operating agaihst us in
Ladakh. But this was an operation which we could not
undertake for some time. We, therefore, decided to reinforce Leh for the time being, to enable it to hold out till
such time as we were ready to launch our operation for
Kargil. The obvious choice for these reinforcements fell
on the Gorkhas as they come from the Himalayan regions
of Nepal and as such would be better suited to stand the
rigours of Ladakh climate.
Fortunately for m, our troops at Leh managed to
construct an airstrip with the help of a local engineer.
Mehar Singh and Thimayya landed at this airstrip on "the
roof of the world". on the 23rd of May. Theirs was the
first plane in Leh and their flight over an unchartered
route had been a hazardous undertaking. Mehar Singh
who was piloting the plane was known enthusiastically to
t a h on such difficult tasks and as for Thimayya, he was
in his elements in any enterprise that involved risks. Two
companies of Gorkhas, one each of 214 Gorkha Rifles and
218 Gorkha Rifles were now flown to Leh in MayIJune.
Their flight had t o be spread over a long period as in
these regions aircraft are greatly dependent on weather
conditions. Moreover, at that time we had only one oxygen
fitted Dakota which could undertake flights to Leh. Allowing for maintenance and for the weather, this dakota could
not do more than three sorties a week. However, these
reinforcements arrived in time. Soon after their arrival
the enemy made a bid to capture Leh. He attacked one
of our forward picquets with a battalion supported by
3.7 ho'witzers. He had only recently brought his mountain
artillery in this area. This attack was easily repulsed.
Later, one of our long range patrols led by Prithi Chand
penetrated deep into tihe enemy's positions and captured
one of the enemy's howitzers. This patrol could not bring
back the gun with it and therefore decided to destroy it.
After the fall of Skardu on the 14th of August, the
enemy further intensified his operations against Leh. He
was now operating in Nimu about 8 miles west of Leh. It
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was reported that he was sending further reinforcements
and we therefore decided to strengthen our garrison of two
companies at Leh. One more company of 218 Corkha Rifles
was flown from Srinagar and the battalion less two compahies moved up by the land route from Manali. Our.
limited aircraft resources did not allow us to send more
than one company from Srinagar and still cope with the
maintenance lift for Leh. We thei-efore had to send the
battalion less two companies by the land route.
The Gorkhas marching from Manali in late August must
have had an interesting 200 miles trek through these
mountains. Their route went over five passes above
12,000 feet, the highest of them being the 16,000 feet Baralacha La. It had been planned to send six months' stocks
witlh them. This meant a load of 4700 ponies. The administrative staff rightly pointed out that it would require
considerable time to concentrate such a large number of
animals at Manali. We on the General Staff pressed for the
early despatch of these reinforcements on account of the
worsening tactical situation around Leh. A compromise
was ultimately struck whereby this column, which had
been given the code name Arjun, took only 30 days' supplies and 800 rifles for the local militia.
Although by August we had three oxygen-fitted Dakotas
at Srinagar, they could not cater both for daily maintenance
and tlhe building up of stocks for the winter. The llatter
required a lift of over 300 sorties. We had, therefore,
planned to send the remaining supplies through Zoji La
but this involved a major operation to break through this
pass which was then held in strength by the enemy. In
the event, as we shall presently see, our plans to break
through Zoji La in September proved abortive. There was,
therefore, again the need for the despatch of another
column with supplies. It had been planned to send the
remaining 150 days' stocks before the winter set in, by
opening the Zoji La route in September. Brigadier Sarda
Nand Singh,* who had been our Brigadier Administration
from the very early days of these operations, and his pains* Later Major General.
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takihg administrative staff had to do some hectic planning
to despatch a second column with supplies from Manali.
This column was given the code name Chapati. With the
Baralacha La threatening to be completely snow-bound by
7th October, Chapati column had to he despatched almost
weie across the Pass
immediately to ensure that the por*te~-s
towards their home in Manali before that date. The administrative staff excelled themselves in improvisation and
speed. They despatched Chapati column from Manali on
the 12th of September with 400 mules and 1000 porters,
all carrying supplies. This column was met half way by
another column of mules and porters sent from Leh. Loads
were transferred enabling both the columns to get back
to their respective bases before the Baralacha La was
closed for the winter.
We all had great admiration for our administrative
staff for so successfully tackling the maintenance problem
of Leh. They had an extremely difficult task throughout
these operations, which were a logistical nightmare. The
undeveloped state of con~munications in this theatre,
together with our limited resources for air supply as also
isolated positions like Punch, Leh and Skardu, had stretched our slender administrative resources to the farthest
limit. We were, however, fortunate in having Brigadier
Sarda Nand at the head of our administrative staff with a
long 'Q' background and a flair for administration. Later,
I had the privilege to serve as his brigade major in a
frontier brigade and found that watching him tackle both
tactical and administrative problems that came up before
our brigade was a great education. I am sure he will
forgive me if I mention an amusing incident connected with
one of the junior members of his staff. This officer was SO
engrossed in keeping maintenance figures at various places
that he liad not kept himself up-to-date with tactical d e w lopments.
A couple of weeks after the fall of Skardu, he
got up a t a conference to complain that he had not received
stocking figures from the Skardu garrison and that he
would send them a reminder! I mentlon this incident not
because it then provoked great laughter but because I feel
11 1
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it brings out the need for the administrative staff at all
levels always keeping abreast of tactical developments.
In late August 1948 when Arjun column with reinforcements for Leh had commenced its long trek from
Manali, we had also made out plans for an assault on Zoji
La. These reinforcements were expecled in Leh by the
middle of September and the period u p to that time was
critical for the defence of that r~emoteoutpost. It was, therefore, necessary that we commenced our operations against
Zoji La early so as to keep the enemy engaged in this sector therebly relieving the pressure against Leh. The task of
breaking through Zoji La was given to Brigadier Atal,
Commanding 77 Para Brigade. Atal concentrated his brigade at Baltal at the foot of Zoji La by the end of August.
His brigade comprised 5 Maratha Regiment, 3 Jat Regiment
and 115 Royal Gorkha Rifles supported by a battery of 3.7
howitzers. 1 Patiala Infantry holding picquets around
Baltal, covered the concentration of this Eorce.
Our information about the enemy indicated that he had
a complete battalion on either shoulder of Zoji La defile on
the features Chabutra ridge and Mukand ridge. He also had
positions in depth on another ridge behind these forward
ridges which we had named Machine-gun ridge. This batd 3-inch mortars, machine-guns and
talion was s ~ p p o r t ~ eby
3.7 howitzers. An assalult against a battalion entrenched
in caves on precipitous height over such a formidable
defile presented a very difficult problem. The enemy was
holding hill features, 16,000 feet or more in height, which
dominated the barren low ground in the front for several
hundred yards. Our a~ssaulting infantry had to climb up
through this bullet-swept area.
Atal's plans for this assault, which I am afraid had
been named rather ominously Operation Duck, catered for
a wide left hook by the Gorkhas via Botkulganj to Dras and
a frontal assault against Chabutra and Mukand ridges by
the Jats and Marathas respectively. A company of 5/11
Gorkha Rifles at Khanabal was at the same time to carry
out diversionary operations towards Kargil via Suru.
Operation Duck commenced at 11.30 a.m. on 3rd S ~ P tember with the Gorkhas proceeding on the left hook to112
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wards Botkulganj and another company of Gorkhas at K h nabal advancing towards Suru. The operation progressed
satisfactorily till the 6th. The Gorkhas on the left had
secured Botkulganj pass and were now advancing to Point
18,098. The main column advanced towards Zoji La and
the Marathas secured their initial objectives by the morning. The diversionary column towards Suru was adso
making good progress. It was at this stage that the tide of
battle started turning against us. The Gorkhas on the left
hit a snow glacier and found further advance not possible.
The enemy on the main front recaptured the position ocd
cupied by the Marathas forcing them to withdraw. These
setbacks made it necessary to modify our plans for the operation.
Atal now withdrew the Gorkhas from their forbidding
heights leawing a company to hold Botkulganj. The remainder of the battalion was concentrated at Baltal to be in
reserve during the Maratha and J a t assault on Zoji La.
More elaborate artillery fire support was provided. Air
Force participation in the battle was also arranged. The
second operation commenced on the 14th preceded by an
artillery bombardment of 2000 shells. The two assaulting
battalions advanced up to a few hundred yards short of
their objective but found the final climb to the top of the
ridge impossible against the enemy's heavy automatic fire.
The battle ranged all day at a height of 15,000 feet but no
further advance could be made. The attack had failed and
we had to r#eluctantly cad1 it off for the present. Our
casualties had been heavy compared to our lmses in other.
similar engagements in this theatre. We lost 29 killed, 72
wounded and 34 missing. As for the enemy, we had no information of his casualties but firing from inside his strongholds in excellent defensive positions, he could not have
suffered many casualties. Despite these two failures,
Cariappa was dekrmined to try again and succeed. When
asked for further orders about this operation, he said,
"Change the name from Duck to Bison but continue we
must, witk our plan to get across Zoji La and ca~pture
Kargil."
Although Operation Duck had failed, we had neverthe113
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less succeeded in keeping the enemy engaged and perhaps
prevented his reinforcements in Kargil proceeding towards
Leh. As mentioned earlier, the failure of this operation also
klrought out the necessity for despatching a sccond supply
column from Manali which was duly sent by our administrative staff. We had now to take stock of the reasons for
our inability to force Zoji La so that we co~tltlprofit from
these lessons in our subsequent effort. Cariappa was confident that he could force this pass before the winter.
The enemy also appeared to have guessed his intention. It was perhaps for this reason that Colonel Gilani,
oommander of enemy's Task Force 140 comprising amongst
&hers 118 Punjab Regiment, had given orders for the assault on Leh in the middle of November. He must have
appreciated that with our concentratiorl against Zoji La it
would be better to delay this operation at Leh till the winter, when the snows would block the pass and his flank at
Zoji L~aiwould be secure.
A conference was held of all the comnlanders engaged
in this operation at Srinagar. Cariappa presided and Shrinagesh, Thirnayya and Atal attended the conference. Our
new GSO 1, Lieutenant Colonel Badshah* who had replaced
Lieutenant Colonel Bajwa, now BGS (Brigadier General
Staff) to General Shrinagesh, represented t h e Command's
General St& a t this conference. The reasons for our failure
to blreak through Zoji La were analysed. It was agreed
tihat, against enemy positions dug in caves on those precipitous heights our artillery and air would have little effect.
That was the reason for our assaulting infantry in Operation Duck, encountering such stiff opposition despitle all
the fire support given for the attack. There was, therefore,
a need for a weapon with a flat trajectory which could
advance protected through the enemy's bullet-swept area
and effectively engage the enemy's positions to enable the
infantry to climb u p to the top. The distance to the objectives and the climb it entailed ruled out the possibility of a
night attack as the infantry could not reach the objective

*

Later Brigadier.
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during the hours of darkness. The tank was the ideal weapon to give necessary support to the assaulting troops but
it was a big problem to move tanks up to these heights. It
w s also agreed at this conference that there being no room
for manoeuvue due to the difficult nature of the country,
we would have to accept a frontal assault against Zoji La.
If the inlantry had to advance with the tanks along the
road they had to be protected and the workshops were
ordered to build overhead covers 101- tracked carriers, reminiscent of the "Kangaroos" used during the 1944 Normandy operations.
We now set about implementing the dec~sionsof this
confer-ence. I am afraid Army Headquarters did not appear to share Cariappa's confidence in the success of Operation Bison (revised name for Duck) and Boucher, the
Commander-in-Chief, wrote to him that, "Bison is a very
hazardous military undertaking involving a great element
of risk and luck for success." He directed that it was not to
be undertaken until 70 per cent chances of success were
assured. Cariappa, however, was 100 per cent sure of success and future events justified his confidence. Zoji La1 had
to be forccid before that winter, otherwise, like Skardu, the
fate of Leh would be sealed. Due to the very uncertain
weather at the pass, Cariappa decided to leave the final
decision on the selection of D day for this operation with
the locab commanders.
While we were preparing plans for Operation Bison, the
enemy in an effort to divert our attention had further intensified his activities against Tithwal and Uri. In Tit'hwall
he made yet another determined bid to dislodge us from
those positions. A brigade attack was launched against our
forward positions preceded by heavy artillery concentrations but this attack was successfully repulsed and his attempt to outflank us by a move to the Nastachur Pass was
also checked. Some very savage fighting took place on
Richmarigali, south of Tithwal and in this fighting I Sikh
again distinguished itself. A Param Vir Chakra was awarded to Lamce.Naik Karam Singh in t h s action. The threat
to Tithwal had necessitated the switching over of the Jats
from Zoji La to this sector. This required the bringing u p of
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another battalion from the South-4 Rajput Regiment-for
Operation Bison. As for the Uri sector our medium guns now
in position in that area had been engaging the enemy and
providing an effective answer to his heavy shelling with
both 25-pounders and 5.5-inch medium guns.
The two major decisions of t h e Srinagar conference held
in late September, which had to be implemented were the
move of a squadron of light tanks to Baltal and the provision of tracked carriers with overhead cover for the infantry. The move of light tanks over the 200 miles lonq
Jammu-Srinagar road and then another 60 miies north-east
to Baltal was not easy. Soever-a1bridges on this road were
of low classification which would not stand the weight of
these tanks. Diversions near most of them were not possible and the construction of so many new bridges would
have tlaken a long time. This in its turn would have delayed the launching of this operation. However, the engineers
had to build three new bridges. Thle Stuart tanks of 7 Cavalry with their turrets removed, were winched across the
numerous brridges. It was indeed a remarkable achievement for both the armoured corps and the engineers to
move these banks upto Srinagar Valley within a fortnight.
It was also n~ecessarythat the enemy should have no indication of the movement of these tanks, otherwise the success of the operation would have been jeopardised. It was
fully realised that with a few anti-tank weapons and some
anti-tank mines on Zoji La's narrow defile, the enemy
could e~asilystop our tanks. Therefore, compllete secrecy
was imperative. This was ensured by moving the tanks
only at night and keeping them covered in harbours by
day. A curfew was imposed in Srinagar town wh,en these1
tanks were moved through the town to Badtal. As for
covered carriers for the infantry, the electrical and m c h a nical engineers in our Command W-orlrshop got busy preparing models for overhead covers for carriers. Twelve of
these covers, after they had been finally approved, were
flown post-haste to Srinagar. I was present during their
trials and I felt they would give our infantry a great measure of protection against enemy's small arms fire. WP
could not, however, use them in battle as it was found at
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Ealtal that the carriers could not cope with the extra
weight of these covers and negotiate the steep climb at that
height. The infantry, therefore, had to accept having to
make do without these carriers. One was reminded of
Wavell's famous saying, "The infantry-man bears the brunt.
His casualties are heavier. He suffers greater extremes of
discomfort and fatigue than the other arms."
By 18th October, 77 Para Brigade under Atal was again
concentrated at Baltal and poised for another assault over
the now familiar ground to Zoji La. The brigade had been
given additional tire support for this operation. Besides a
squadron of light tanks and armoured cars, we also had
two batteries of 25-pounders and one battery of 3.7 howitzers to support the attack. The three battalions of this
brigade now were, 4 Rajput Regiment, commanded bay
Lieutenant Colonel Girdhari Singh, MC, 115 Royal Gorkha
Rifles by Lieutenant Colonel A S . Pathanla, MC* and
I Patiala Infantry by Lieutenant Colonel Sukhdev Singh,
MC.? These three commanding ofiicers had ably fought on
different fronts in the last war-Airica, Itaiy, Burma and
Java-but the operation in which they were now about to
participate was to be unique from the point of view of
hazards imposed by the elements. At their head was their
calm, patient and unperturbed brigade commander, Brigadier Atal, who had for some time been successfully defying
both the enemy and the elements in this theatre.
While troops were being concentrated at Baltal for this
operation, the engineers were feverishly working on a jeep
track up to the 11,578 felet high pass. i t entailed working
in full view of the enemy's ~ositionsand work in the
later stages could only be carrled out under cover of darkness by night. This track was of great importance to us
as our plans for this operation visualised the tanks crossing
the pass to take on enemy positions on the far end, the pass
being about 2 miles long. The tank drivers familiarised
themselves with this track by driving soft vehicles over it
and by foot reconnaissance.
'Later Major General.
-$Later Brigadier.
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Due to the terrain not affording any room for manoeuvre, a frontal assault against the enemy-held dominating
ridges had been accepted at the Srinagar conference. The
infantry was to assault the two ridges late in the afterno011
with the Rajputs on the left and Gorkhas on the right. The
tanks were to support both these assaults and thereal'ter.
push across to Gumri basin on the far side of the pass followed by the Patialas. As a measure of deception, we had
again arranged for diversionary operations towards Suru
on the right and for westlward nloveme~ltby day from Baltal towards Srinagar indicating that we had given up plans
for an assault on Zoji La. We also prepared a fake Command Operation Instruction for operations from Gurais
towards Dras.
The D-day for this operation was initially fixed as the
20th of October but the weather intervened and it snowed
incessantly for several days. From our experience in this
terrain, we had learnt that the ground became very slippery
after fresh snowfall making it difficult for the infantry to
climb steep gradients. D-day was, therefore, postponed
first to the 25th of October and later to the 1st of November. With the winter fast approaching when the pass would
be completely blocked with snow, it was imperative that
this operation be launched early to allow time for necessary stocking beyond the pass for the winter. 1st of November was the last possiblle day to which we could safely
postpone the commencement of this operation that year.
Any further postponement would ha,ve meant delaying this
operation till the spring of the following year. This would
have made our position at isolated Leh very precarious,
particularly when we had had information that enemy's
Task Force 140 was to launch its offensive against Leh in
late November.
For a while, the Gods of weather appeared to be merciful and the meteorological forecasts predicted that the
weather would be clear on 1st November. It had even
stopped snowing on the previous day. Wireless messages
were flashed between different headquarters that D-day
would be the 1st of November. But when the 1st of I\jovember dawned, snow-fall started again and there were signs
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of a snow b l i z ~ a r d .The weather prospects for the next few
days were also bleak. The Air Force could not operate on
that day because of weather conditions. If the operation
was launched it would have to be without any air support.
Thimayya was faced with the very difficult decision as to
whether or not he should launch the operation. He showed
great determination and the capac~tyto accept risks. He
decided that Zoji La must be assaulted as any postponement
now would mean a postponement till the following year.
This decision was a bit of a gamble but then war itself is
gamble and a successful commander has often to be a, determined gambler.
Due to heavy snow-fall on the hill-tops, plans for the
assault of Chabutra and Mukand ridges had to be modified.
The tanks were now to start a t 10 a.m. to get across to the
Gumri basin followed by the Gorlrhas. T h y were to engage the enemy from behind while the Rajputs and the
Patialas assaulted those positions frontally. The whole success of this plan depended upon the enemy not being atware
cf the presence of our tanks. With only a few anti-tank
weapons he could easily block that narrow track.
Sitting in our operations room that day I remember that
when the clock struck ten my thoughts were with our
troops starting from Baltal. I picturned to myself the tank;
rumbling up to the pass and the Gorkhas advancing behind
them with khukris. I cursed myself for being a staff officer
who could only see these operations through cryptic situation reports rather than being with the troops actually engaged in the operation. Anyway, we soon started receiving
reports of how the operation was progressing. The tanks
had completlely surprised the enemy and he was reported
to be fleeing in panic. They had got across to Gumri basin
by 2 p.m. that afternoon and were now shooting up the
enemy from the rear. Thimayya himself had led this advance in the leading tank across the pass. Although his
presence at the head of this column must have been a
source of great inspiration to the troops, I am afraid it was
a risk which we could ill afford to take. Divisional commanders are not supposed to expose themselves in battle
like a leading scout. But Thimayya was a very unusual
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divisional commander. Anyway all's well that ends well,
A snow blizzard had started when the tanks were advancing towards the pass. This blizzard proved providential for it had reduced visibility providing natural protection to the infantry advancing behlnd those tanks.. Later
we intercepted interesting wireless messages exchanged
between the enemy command and his troops in the field.
The latjter reported the presence 01 these tanks but their
headquarters would not believe that tanks could be brought
up to Zoji La. A prompt reply was received from their
headquarters that, "these so-called tanks must be camouflaged jeeps." However, their illusions about camouflage
were soon dispelled.
It was now decided to exploit the successful breakthrough at Zoji La and give up the plan to assault Chabutra
and Mukand ridges. The enemy was in any case fleeing
from these ridges in disorder. The Patialas went forward
through the Gorkhas who had gone with the tanks and
bhey were ordered to assault Machoi on the far end of the
pass that very night. A night operation with hardly any
daylight reconnaissance is againsl all textbook teaching
of tadics but the enemy was on the run and we were
determined not to give him a chance to reorganise himself
on the far side of the pass. The attack by the Fatialas was
very successful and amongst other things this battalion also
captured an enemy mountain gun with a large quantity of
ammunition. This was the first artillery piece captured
intact by us in these operations.
By the 2nd, Atal had captured and cleared the whole
of the two-mile long pass and the dominating heights 011
either side of the defile. It had meant some hard fighting
and our troops had to brave the winter cold at those forbidding heights with no special winter clothing. It had been
a great test of their endurance and they had come out of
it with flying colours. Never before in military history had
tanks been used at such height nor had a modern battle
been fought under such hazardous conditions. The troops
taking part in this operation had every reason to be proud
of their achievement but they had no time to rest on their
laurels. The advance beyond Zoji La had to continue as
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Kargil, 40 miles East of the pass, was our objective and the
link-up with Leh was our final goal. Cariappa sent them
a signal on this successful breakthrough whlch read, "Convey my personal message to all ranks employed in Operation Bison my admiration of their splendid work uncier trying winter conditions. Tell them that there is nothing
impossible for them, our gallant soldiers. Dras must repeat
must be captured with little delay.. . . Advance forward to
K a r ~ with
l
all speed. Give no rest to the enemy until you
have joined up with Leh."
The Rajputs took up the chase beyond Machoi. They
captured Matayan 11 miles from Zoji La on the 4th. Our
advance beyond Matayan was held up as the enemy entrenched himself on two dominating features a t precipitous
heights-Batkundi and Point 12967. Two unsuccessful altempts were made by us to dislodge the enemy from these
features but those assaults had failed. The position a t Matayan was much the same as had been at Zoji La. The
enemy was again occupying positions in caves and could
not be dislodged by infantry assault without effective fire
support. One mountain battery (25-pounders could not
cross the pass) which had come up to Matayan could not
provide all the support that the infantry needed. It was
decided to bring up t h e tanks again, but a track had first
to be made before thley could be brought up beyond Gumri.
The engineers were ordered to blasl the hill-sides and improve nulla beds to enable the tanlrs to move up. The
whole operation was held up waiting for the tanks to concentrate at Matayan. This, however, proveci a blessing in
disguise for it enabled the administrative echelon to catch
up with the progress of the operation. We commenced
stocking for the winter, beyond the pass.
Cariappa appeared impatient with the delay a t Matayan.
He wanted the enemy opposition liquidalted as soon as possible and the advance resumed. The enemy must not be
given any respite for in these hills he could organise several
delaying positions. Moreover, it was necessary that Dras
was captured soon for that was the only place near Zoji La
which could be developed as our base for the winter. The
Army Commander called me one day and gave me a m~es121
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sage from Thimayya which read, "1s at first you do not succeed, try try again. I know nothing is imposslblt~for our
troops. I must have Dras a t any cost in the next day or
two. Good luck to you all." I was also ordered to proceed
to 77 Para Brigade Headyualrters at Matayan and iunction
like one of Montgomery's liaison officeis sending messages
direct to the Army Commander, cutting out the normal
channel via division and corps and thereby saving on time.
I welcomed this opportunity of seeing these operations
fiisst hand and proceeded to my destination. I was in Baltal the following day and soon after, set out for Matayan.
I was given a horse to ride across the pass lo Maltayan and
I was assured that it was a very sure-footed and a sober
animal. Not being a good rider, I was not too enthusiastic
about riding in these mountains. The track at some places
was very narrow, hardly two feet wide, and it was flanked
by high hills on one side and a deep gorge on the other.
The latter was over a 1000 feet deep. The engineers were
at that time using explosives to blast hill-sides and improve
the track to take tanks to Matayan. The echo of every
explosion reverberated for several minutes in those hills
and m y horse did not appear to take too kindly t o those
sounds. It was difficult to continue riding on a1 shying
horse where one false step would have taken us a thousand
or more feet down the gorge. Being an infantryman I felt
more sure on my two feet and I dismounted to walk the
rest of the distance. The horse in the meanwhile turned
and ran back to Baltal where, returning alone without his
"rider", he caused some consternation.
At last, late in the afternoon I suddenly came across an
open bit of flat ground with a two-roomed traveller's bungalow in the centre. I consulted my quarter inch map
(larger scale map of this area had not been printed) and
recognised that place as hgaiayan. From a distance one
could see a lot of activity in the area of the small bungalow
and I appreciated that the brigade headquarters must be
lodged there. On arrival a t the headquarters I was greeted
kindly by Atal whom I had known when he was a1 staff
officer at Army Headquarters. I made friends over a mug
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of tea with hls brigade major, Niranjan Slngh,* who had
had his first bath after a fortnight that day. It was very
cold and ice crystals got formed 111 the bearus of Sikhs
Niranjan had his beard covered with a piece oi cloth not
only to give it a proper shape Lui, alsu to prevent ice
crystals forming inside it.
I felt awkward in tagglng myseli to the brlgade headquarters as I feared that commanders in the lield would
think that I was "spying for the b~;: boss". liowever, my
fears were soon set at rest by Atal's k ~ n dand N~ranjan's
friendly attitude. I on my part made it a polnt to show all
my reports to Atal before despatch.
The engineers were proceeding expedltlousiy with the
construction of track for the tanks. By the 13111 this track
at
had at last been made and the tanks were con~~entrated
Matayan. Sniping and patrol action continued dur-~ngthis
period of enforced lull in the operations. Atal, with a big
staff in his hand, continued lo v ~ his
; iorwal-d positions
and I was told that he had also gone out on patrols with
his men. I t was so inspiring to watch hirn proceed witn
his duties in his usual calm and unperturbed manner. 1
heard him give out his orders for the assault without a
trace of excitement and it almost appzared as: ~f we were
listening to orders in a training exercise. There was, of
course, almost constant enemy snlping and rnach~ne-gunfire
from the nearby hills to remlnd us of the war that we
were all fighting.
I was ordered to return to our headquarters at Delhi
and I proceedled on my return journey on the 13th afternoon. I felt sorry for not having been able to stay on for
the attack that was to go in that night but I returned wlth
the consola6ion that circumstances had aHorded me the
opportunity of getting a good glimpse of this front. Atal
suggested that I should take an escort with me for my return trek to Baltal. I felt it would be wrong of me to deplete the strength of our forward troops on the eve of this
attack by their having to provide such extra duties. An
endless convoy of ponies engaged in stocking covered al"Later Major General.
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most the entire route from the pass to the brigade headquarters and I pointed out that the men in this convoy
would provide the neclessary security lor my trek of 13
miles. I, therefore, returned alone. While I was returning
Atal asked me to convey to the Army Commander that the
Patiala Sikhs had resolved to celebrate Guru Nanak's birthday in Dras, which th1altyear fell on 16th November. From
what I had seen of the situation, I returned conlident of
our ability to break through Matayan that night and of the
Sikhs keeping their promise.
On my return journey I committed the mistake of trying to explore a short cut on my own. I left the pony track
in an attempt to do so. Some time later I discovered that
I had climbed the wrong hill and had lost my way in the
process. To make matters worse I had also sprained my
ankle which forced me to take a llttle rest. For the small
enemy parties skill lurking on those hills, a solitta~rystarf
officer would have been a good bag. 1 tried to memorise
every detail of Atal's plan for the attack on Batkundi with
the Gorkhas and Patialas and the plans for his subsequent
advance to Dras and beyond. I had made notes of these
plans in my notebook which in t'he circumstances I could
not now carry for fear of ca~pture. After having memorised
my notes I destroyed them and proceeded to find my way
to Machoi. It soon got dark as the sun sets rather abruptly
in winter in these parts. Although I knew the general
directlion in which I was to move, I was not too sure of it
in the dark night. Thle odds were even of my u l ~ a l t e l y
fetching up with our troops or walking into the enemy or
for that matter finding James Iiilton's Shangri La. There
is a pass marked Shailgri La on the map not far from Zoji
La and it is possible that it was this Shangri La which had
inspired Hilton to write his famous book, Lost Ilorizon.
Anyway after a tiring and anxious trek across those snowcovered steep hills, to my great relief, I located some lights
on a far hill. Though far away from where I then was,
these lights radiated much needed warmth to me at the
thoughrt of finding shelter for the night. It would have
been deadly to spend the night in the open on t~hes n o ~
at that altitude. I knew it was against all orders to have
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any exposed lights at night but I was all the same very
grateful to whoever the person was who had disobeyed
these orders. My m l y fear was that the lights may be
extinguished before I got to the foot of that hill and I may
lose my way again. There could of course be no doubt that
those lights must have been lit by our troops as enemy
patrols or small parties trying to escape would not dare
tot do so.
I ultimately managed to walk up to those lights and
found tlhat they were coming from the traveller's hut at
Machoi where an animal transport company was staying
for the night. It had been an exciting and exacting trek
for me. Apart from the risk of bumping into an enemy
party it also at times meant wading through ice-cold freczing water in the streams which I kept crossing and recrossing that night. Every time I came out of the water
I felt that my legs had been chopped off. The water on the
trousers would freeze and my boots would collect more
snow and pebbles. It was a wonder how I managed to escape frost-bite that night. While I was groping my way in
the dark towards Machoi, I could already hear the noise
of art(il1ery and machine-gun fire in the distance. Atal had
commlenced his assault on Batkundi.
A daffadar at Machoi came to my rescue. He vigorously rubbed mineral jelly on my feet to prevent frost-bite
and helped me to get to the advance dressing station at
Gumri where the doctor gave me some preventive treatment, the most important and welcome item being a glass
of rum. The jeep track from Baltal to Gumri across the
pass had now been made and I managed to get a lift in an
ambul'ance jeep going back that night with a casualty.
I later discovered that ours was one of the first few jeeps
to cross the pass. Crossing a pass at night is easier for the
nerves. One is kept blissfully ignorant of the driving
hazards as one cannot see gaping gorges in the dark!
Atal's assault proceeded according to plan while I rested
in the warm comfort of seven blankets at Baltal. The following day I started for our headquarters and submitted
my report to the Army Commander. We had in the meanwhile already received reports of our successful break125
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through and the advance to Dras which was entered by the
Patialas on the 15th afternoon. They had kept their pro-.
mise and were in time to celebrate Guru N a n ~ k ' sbirthday.
The locals turned out to greet our troops and organised a
civic reception for Thimayya. The Sikhs gathered all the
chiildrl?n from the villages ancl distl-ibutecl sweets among
them. A village elder came up with tears of ~:ratitude and
renlarked about the great difference between the enemy's
c~mmanclcer.ing"and our "distributing" ~nc:tl~ods. About
this time while the Sikhs were distributing sweets to tho
village children and Thimayya was being feted witlh s
spontaneo~~s
civic reception at Dras, we received a, siqnal
from Army Headquarters, "Again emphasisc that behlaviour
of our troops must always be exemplary at all times so
that no opportunity is afforded to enemy press to make
anti-Indian propaganda." This signal had of course been
sent in good faith and perhaps showed enthusiastic staff
work hut the word "again" at the beginning of t11c message
was not likely to make the recipient feel too happy. Cariappa wrote back, "I shall be most grateful i f I am informed
of any information of any misbehaviour of my troops,
which necessitated this reminder.'' We received a prompt
and tactful reply, "It was nct a reminder but a prudent aid?
memoire." I mention this exchange of correspondence to
bring out the necessity for a staff officer selecting every
word of his message carefully. Anyway, 1 suppose such
correspondence adds spice to the dull daily routine of office
work.
Gur advance to Dras had brolten the back of the resistance put u p by the enemy. We continued this advance
and by the 23rd we reached Kargil, the objective of OFration Bison after mopping u p mall pockets en route. In
the meanwhile our garrison a t Leh also took the offensive
and advanced westwards. They drove the enemy from
Khalatse bridge on 22nd November and by the 24th, linked
u p with Atal's troops advancing from Kargil. The who13
of Ladakh had- been cleared of the enemy who had now
taken to the hills in the North towards Skardu.
In this operation the enemy suffered heavily. His battle
casualties totalled 318 killed. Besides we also captured a
(t
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3.7 howitzer gun, mortars ranging from 4.2 inch to 2 inch
and other small arms. The most welcome bag, however,
were the warm jackets, blankets and 3000 maunds of
firewood captured at Dras. They helped our troops to
keep themselves warm in that winter cold. Our battle
casualties had been only 40 killed and 86 wounded, in this
operation. We had fought both the enemy and the elements
in this sector but the latter took a heavier toll of casudlties
from us. We had about 350 cases of frost-bite, most of
which were caused by the sudden and very heavy snowfall
on the 1st of December. As a result of this snowfall, 75
jeeps, 130 Dodges and 59 mules got buried in the snow
while most of their drivers managed to scramble their way
to safeby at the cost of extensive frost-bites. More than
80 per cent of these buried vehicles were duly recovered
next spring and put on the road. The anti-freeze mixture
in these vehicles had saved them during the winter months.
Though our transport fleet being marooned in the snow
was a mishap, all our objlectives for the operation had been
successfully >achieved.We had liberated the territory from
Zoji La to Leh and had liquidated the enemy's threat ta
Ladakhl. Our soldiers had not only decisively beaten the
enemy in spite of all his advantages of ground but had also
mastered the hazards of the bleak heights of the cold
Himalayas. Cariappa's confidence in the success of this
operation and his determination to see it through had
blorne fruit. The Lamas at Leh could once again peacefully
sit a t their prayer wheels and pray for the salvation of the
human soul.

The Cease-fire

UR OPERATIONS in November for tre relief 01
Punch and the breakthrough at Zoji La had not only
removed the threat to Punch and Leh but had also
liberated several thousand square miles of territory. The
enemy's losses had been considerable and what wlas perhaps
more serious for him, was the great loss of face that he
had suffered. Despite the open intervention of Pakistan's
regular forces, he had received a crippling blow in these
battl'es. The United Nations resolution of 13th August
1948 calling for immediate cease fire in Kashmir, though
originally rejected by Pakistan, now began to find favour
among her leaders. As for India, she had accepted this
resolution at the very start and was prepared to1 abide by
it, if Pakistan now changed her mind and also accepted it
as the basis for settling the Kashmir problem.
Pakistan, of course, had to attempt an offensive operation
prior to agreeing to a cease-fire, if for. no other reason at
least to raise the morale of her troops. Moreover, she
perhaps wanted to achieve certa!n local gains so that she
may be in an advantageous position during the cease-fire
parleys. This offensive opened at 11 a.m. on 14th December
when the enemy started heavy shelling of our positions
in Naushera-Beripattan area. More than 5000 shells from
all types of artillery pieces-25-pounders, 5.5-inch medium
guns and 3.7 heavy anti-aircraft guns in ground role-were
fired in 24 hours by the enemy. His main effork appeared
to be directed against 4 Dogra Regiment and 119 Gorkha
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Rifles holding Chhawa ridge and Punjab hill, south of
Naushera. The bridge at Beripattan on the road to Naushera
also came in for his special attention. The Dogras and the
Corkhas held lirm despite this heavy shelling. Later, thn
enemy's fire was thickened by a regiment of Sherman
tanks also joining in the battle against us. This shelling
continued till the 17th when two enemy battalions
advanced towards Chhawa ridge and Punjab hill hoping
that we would have abandoned those positions because of
heavy plastering. The enemy battalions, however, were
sorely disappointed and had to recoil against the fire of
the defenders.
The enemy had concentrated his liqht and heavy antiaircraft guns around his gun posit~ons.Our aircraft found
it difficult to engage these guns due to the heavy flak put
LIP by hostile anti-aircraft guns. Our artillery, however,
responded and engaged enemy artillery in counterbombardment. Althougl~unable to dislodge us from any
of our positions, the enemy secured several hits on the road
between Naushera and Reripattan. The bridge at Beripattan
was damaged and we were forced to open an alternative
route via Sunderbani. Our losses in casualties despite this
heavy shelling were surprisingly low and it brought home
to us an important lesson that a battle cannot be won by
shelling alone, no matter how heavy that may be. The
enemy's advance towards Chhawa ridge and Punjab hill
hlad appeared half-hearted and not well co-ordinated.
Except for this movement, his infantry made no determined
effort to assault any of our positions.* He had, however,
succeeded in temporarily preventing us from using the road
but we had in the meantime opened an alternative route
to Naushera. This was, therefore, only a poor consolation
to the enemy for all the effort he must have put in to
organise this shelling.
Although the situation appeared serious during the
shelling and we were expecting a determined effort by the
*It is interesting to note that this was also the broad pattern
followed by Pakistan Army in the 1965 war. They appeared to
place undue reliance on heavy shelling. The infantry was invariably
shy to press home its attack.
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enemy to cut off our line of communication, we were
confident in our ability to hold out. One only had t o see
t h e troops who were taking all this "punishment" to be
convinced that we would be able to keep the enemy at bay
The cheerful spirit of our jawans going through all that
shelling was a great morale booster for any worried cornmanders in the field.
In the event, all this shelling turned out to be only a
flicker of the flame. The enemy re~alised the futility of
continuing these operations in view of his inability to
secure any local victories and also in the light of his
mounting losses in this theatre. As mentioned earlier, the
13th of August resolution became sudden1y acceptable to
Pakistan.
On the afternoon of the 31st of December, we
received warning orders from Army Headquarters that cl
cease-fire was in the offing. This was later followed by
executive orders, ordering a cease-fire on all fronts with
effect from midnight on 1st January 1949. The New Year
ushered a "climate of peace" for carrying out negotiations
to settle the Kashmir problem peacefully.
We at the headquarters had a sleepless night transmitting orders and issuing further instructions regalrding the
cease-fire. I could not help comparing that night with
another sleepless night we had had on the 26th of October
1947 before troops were despatched to Kashmir. In
1947 I had not visualised that these operations would
be so prolonged o r extensive and now, on the first day of
1949, I again could not foresee the future course of events
creating an endless stalemate in Kashmir.
Soon after the cease-fire, we had a change in our
Army Commander. Our old Army Commander, General
Cariappa, had now been promoted and appointed Commander-in-Chief of the Indian Army. The main burden
for conducting these operations for one full year had fallen
on Cariappa's able shoulders. As the Army Commander
guiding these operations throughout this difficult period,
he had during the past few months led us to victory against
Pakistan's regular forces. With our erstwhile commander
now taking over as the Chief of the Indian Army, we at
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the headquarters felt a legitimate sense of pride.
Lieutenant General Shrinagesh* took over as our new
Commander. Shrinagesh was no stranger to our headquarters for we had all known him as the Corps Commander in Jammu and Kashmir for the past four months.
I had also served in the same brigade with him in Burms
when he was commanding a battalion of the 19th
Hydera bad Regiment.?
A certain amount of readjustment by the st& to
conform to a change i'n the commander is of course always
necessary. But being familiar with the ideas of our neur
commander, we found it easy to adapt ourselves to the
change quickly. Having already operated for four months
in Kashmir, Shrinagesh was well suited to deal with the
"problems of peace" that now faced u s at the headquarters
Cease-fire had been ordered in Kashmir after fifteen
m ~ n t h sof hard fighting. The troops in the field could not
relax as constant vigil had to continue. For us on the staff,
the cease-fire ushered in a period of "paper war". The
operations staff now found itself examining allegations and
counter-allegations of cease-fire vioiations. We had often
to examine these problems in the context of international
formalities and diplomatic niceties. I found myself in
strange surroundings. It had been much easier to deal with
operation orders and situation reports than the innumerable long-worded ahd polite letters that we now started
receiving.
At this stage i t would be worthwhile to consider the
salient points of the 13th of August resolution, which was
the blasis for the cease-fire. This was our virtual bible in
the light of which every problem had to be examined.
Anything contrary to this resolution or the spirit of this
resolution had to be rejected. This resolution visualised
the settlement of the Kashmir problem "in three phases",
as w e would say in army terminology. These phases were
the cease-fire, the truce and the determination of the future

*Later General and Chief of the Army Staff.
tRedesignated
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status of Jammu and Kashmir in accordance with the will
of the people. The last phase was primarily a political issue,
the process of finding out the wishes of the people of
Jammu and Kashmir as to the future staltus o f their State.
The army was directly involved only in the first1 two
phases, the cease-fire and the truce. I shall dwell on these
phases in detail and mention some of their important
aspects affecting us:
(a) The Cease-fire
(i) There was to be an immediate ccase-fire in the
State with the agreement of India and Pakistan. (Note.
This agreement had been arrived at and the cease-fire
was brought about on the 1st of January 1949).
(ii) Neither side should augment its military potential
in the State. (Note: This really meant that neither side
should increase the strength of its forces in this theatre
or stockpile warlike stores. Any attempt to a~bideby
it too literally, led to a lot of difficulties. Even
strengthening of the roof of a broken bunker or the
digging of an additional trench could now be misconstrued as increasing one's "military potential". And
this would lead to endless correspondence and investigations!)
(iii) The Commanders-in-Chief of India! and Pakistan
should meet immediately to agree on local changes in
the dispositions of their forces to facilitate the ceasefire (Note: This really meant the delineation of an
agreed cease-fire line between the opposing forces. As
we shall presently see, it, took over a year lo delineate
this line on the ground).
(iv) The United Nations Commission would appoint
military observers to "supervise the observance of the
cease-fire order."

(b) The Truce
(i) As the presence of Pakistan troops in Jammu and
Kashrnir constituted "a material change in the situaition
since it was represented by the Government of Pakistan
before the Security Council", Pakistan should withdraw
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all her troops from the State and use "its best endeavour
to secure the withdrawal from the State of Jarnmu and
Kashmir of tribesmen and Pakistan nationals." (Note:
The provisions of this clause virtually recognised the
aggression committed by Pakistan against Jarnrnu and
Kashmir but relrained from saying so in so many words.
The non-implementation of this provision of the resolution by Pakistan was the rock on which the plebiscite
proposal foundered).
(ii) On notification of the above withdrawal by Pakistan
which would terminate "the ~itua~tion
which was represented by the Government of India to the Security
Council as having occasioned the presence of lndian
forces in the State", India should begin to withdraw
the "bulk" of her forces from Jammu and Kashmir
(Note: This clause ilnplied the acceptance of our legal
position vis-a-vis Jammu and Kashmir, conceding the
legality of the State's accession to India. Whereas
~ a k i s t a nwas to withdraw all her regular forces and
endeavour al.so to withdraw all her nationals, we wer?
permitted to retain some forces in the State. Ultimately,
this clause led to endless discussions and correspondence
blocking the full implementation of this resolution. No
mutually agreed decision could be reached on the timing
and process of withdrawal nor on the meaning of the
word "bulk" as to whether it implied 51 per cent, 75
per cent or 90 per cent.)
I have given the various aspects of the two phases
pertaining to the Cease-fire and the Truce in some detail
and have endeavoured to annotate some of the clauses so
that the reader may appreciate the niceties of the problems
of peace that now faced us. The annotations in brackets
are of course my own interpretations and do not necessarily
represent any officiai views. Just as during operations in
Kashmir I found it necessary to memorise naines and
locations of obscure places together with their map references, I now found myself learning by heart the various
provisions of this resolution. I had in virtual fact now
become a general staff officer (Cease-fire) instead of a
genaral staff officer (Operations)!
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The two Commanders-in-Chief, General Cariappa ol
India and General Gracey of Pakistan, met at Delhi within
a fortnight of the cease-fire, to give the Cease-fire Line a
more formal basis. This meeting, held on 15th January,
directed that there should be no forward movement by the
two armies from the positions held by them on the date
of the cease-fire. T h s decision required a clearly demarcated line of forward defended localities on both sides.
With a view to securing agreement on such a line, a Truce
Sub Committee of Indian and Pakistan representatives was
formed.
The Truce Sub Committee held a meeting at Delhi on
the 12th of March 1949 and reached an agreement about
the cease-fire line from Munawar in the south to the
Jhelum in the north with the exception of certain disputed
pockets like Aniwas, Pirkanthi and Ledigali. No agreement
could be reached on a line beyond the Jhelum to Keran in
the north and thence east to Ladakh Valley. In these sectors
there were wide gaps of no man's land between the
forward defended localities of the two armies. It was
decided to accept these gaps and maintain the status quo
in these areas. Neither side was to move into these gaps
although both sides had put forward claims and counter
claims.
What with Pakistan's intransigence and repeated
breaches of the cease-fire agreement, the no man's land
experiment proved a failure. Moreover, the 12th of March
meeting had drawn a thick line across a quarter inch map
showing the cease-fire line. On the ground this line covered
a width of 2 to 3 miles. It was, therefore, not easy to use it
as a working basis on the ground. There was a need for a
clearly demarcated line separating the two opposing forces.
With the advent of spring and the melting of snows on
the high mountains which separated the two armies in thle
north during the winter months, cases of cease-fire violations started assuming serious proportions. The major infiltrations by Pakistan were south of the Kishenganga river
i n b the Lolab valley, south of Burzilbai Pass towards
Gurais and south-east of Burzilbai Pass into the Tile1
valley. There were, besides, several other cases of minor
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infiltrations in other sectors. The infiltrations south of the
Kishenganga into the Lolab valley had been most serlous
and had forced us also to advance our positions up to the
line of watershed over the hills so that our line of communication to Tithwal was not interfered wlth. ?'he picquets of the two armies in Lolab were now close to each
other and in some cases only a few yards apart. There had
also been a case in thlis sector when Pakistan irregulars had
at'tacked one of our picquets with bayonets but were duly
beaten back.
These infiltrations had been reported to the United
Naltions Commission and were investigated but the results
were inconclusive. Pakistan had also accused us of ceasefire violations but these accusations had been baseless and
were made only to confuse the issue. The most important
of these accusations was our alleged lnfiltration into the
Tilel valley. The story behind this allegation went back to
December 1948, one month before the cease-hlc. Jemadar
Akbar Khan and a party of Pakistan sepoys had been sent
on a patrol into this valley. They were reported to have
committed several atrocities against the locals, specially
against their womenfolk. The Jemadar had maintained a
"harem" during the short time when his word had become
law for the helpless and unarmed Kashm~riMuslims of
Tilel. On the 16th of December 1948, the locals had murdered all the members of this patrol as a revenge for the
atrocities they had perpetuated. On the date of the ceasefire there were, thlerefore, no troops of either side in this
valley and as such we claimed it was a no man's land into
which neither party could now send any troops. At a
meeting on the 18th of February between General
Thimayya, and Brigadier Sher Khan, Director of Military
Operations of the Pakistan Army, it was decided to send
a joint patrol into Tilel valley to investigate the circumstances under which the Pakistan patrol had been murdered. For twelve weeks our commander a t Gurais tried in
vain to get the opposite local commander of Pakistan to
despatch the agreed joint patrol into this valley. In the
meanwhile Pakistan troops had already infiltrated south
from Burzilbai Pass and there were rumours amongst the
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locals that they were coming into the valley to take revenge
for the murder of their compatriots. There was also acute
shortage of cloth and salt in the valley and the locals repeatedly approached our commander at Gurais for help.
With concrete evidence of Pakistan infiltrations south of
Burzilbai Pass, and in view of the Pakistan commander
not cooperating in sending a joint patrol, our local commander sent a patrol with satlt and cloth on a mercy mission
to Tilel. This was promptly declared by Pakistan as a major
breach of thle cease-fire agreement and she reinforced her
troops in the valley.
, At this stage the United Nations Commission suggested
a full dress conference at Karachi in July 1949 of the military representatives of the two countries to amicably resolve these disputes and arrive at an agreed cease-fire line.
This proposal was accepted by both sides, and the stage
was set for the Karachi cease-fire conference.
Late one afternoon in July 1949 when I was struggling
with the mass of futile correspondence that surrounded
me regarding cease-fire violations, Dubey, who had been
our Brigadier General Staff for over a year, sent for me.
He told me that Shrinagesh was to lead the Indian delegation to Karachi and that I had to accompany the Army Commander as the secretary of the delegation. I nalturally felt
thrilled at this opportunity of being closely associated with
a n international conference which we hoped -,vould draw
the final curtain over military operations in Kashmir.
Dubey felt that as I had been associated with these operations from the very beginning, I should go to Karachi despite the fact that I was such a junior officer. It was indeed
kind of him to have thlought of me for this important assignment; and I felt grateful to him. I had worked under
him through the difficult days of operations and the
"peace" period that had followed. I had always found in
him a very kind and indulgent boss. Being the principal
general staff officer of our headquarters, he had to shoulder
grave responsibilities and tackle difficult problems. He had
led the general staff team very successfully through all thle
trials. He ha,d in the process built great e:prit de corps
amongst us all.
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MY first task as the secretary of the lndian delegation
was to prepare a paper on the "cease-fire line1' for a highlevel conference the following morning. I was not told as
to who all would attend the conference but had reasons to
believe that it would be at the highest level. 1 went through
the mass of paper that we had on the subject and had a
paper ready for Shrinagesh the following morning. I discussed the paper with him and after he finalised it, we proceeded across the road to the Secretariat. We were soon in
front of a room in the Foreign Ministry with a simple unostentatious board displaying no high-sounding appointments nor any of t'he letters of the alphabet after the name.
Even the usual prefixes before the name like Sxi or Mr.,
were not there. The name plate had just "Jawaharlal
Nehru" written on it.
I had not visualised the level of our "high-level conference but stlanding in front of the Prime Minister's room
the importance of our mission began to dawn on me. As
we entered the room he greeted us with his usual disarming
smile, a smile with which I was familiar as I had often
seen it from a distance at public meetings as part' of a
large throng. Not unnaturally, I felt overawed as I entered
his room. I wondered whether he could have guessed the
thoughts that came to me at that moment. I thought of
Nehru the inspiring leader of the masses and the political
heir to the Father of the Nation, and also the Nehru who
had led us so brilliantly in our struggle for independence.
As students wc had regarded him as the syn~bolof the country's youth, although he was thirty-five years ahead of us
in age. He had become this symbol by virtue of the youthful spirit he always displayed and not in terms of his age.
I remembered how he had obliged me with his autograph
when as a schoolboy I had approached him for it in 1936.
how his visit to Singapore in 1946 before
I also
he came to power, had caused a frenzy of enthusiasm not
only amongst the Indian Army personnel stationed there
but also amongst the local hlalayans and Chinese. And now
Nehru was the Prime Minister on whose alble shoulde~s
had fallen the responsibility of shaping the destiny of our
nation.
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He had also become a great i~ttrrnational statesman
who commanded universal respect in the councils of the
world. He was steadily growing into the ~nterr~ational
cvlossus he was soon to become, whose positive contribution to peace would be acknowledged and respected alike
by the most fanatic communist and the most sceptical
westerner. And it was this Nehru, a combinatiorl of several
facets of human achievements, who was sitting before me
in his austerely simple and neat roorn. His room did not
have any of the luxurious fittings that decorate the offices
of the innumerable senior officials in Uelhi. There was no
thick pile of carpet, nor velvet curtains nor any heavily
leathered chairs. Immaculately clean and fitted with all the
necessities of an office, his room with a light blue distempering on the wall', had a very business-like atmosphere.
A bowl of red roses tastefully arranged and placed in the
corner glave a homely touch to the simple sebting. On the
wall there hung only one photograph from the picture rail,
a photogragh with which most of us are familiar-the smiling portrait of Mahatma Gandhi and Nehru reclining
against a "masnad" and sharing a joke.
I was lost in my reverie when my chain of thoughts was
suddenly broken by someone quietly nudging me and asking for a map of Jammu and Kashmir. 1 promptly took this
map out of my briefcase and sprcad it on the table
before the Prinle Minister. Our complete delegation had
assembled. Apart from Shrinagesh, the leader, there were
Thirnayya and Manekshaw, as well a.s the two civilian
members Sri H. M. Pate1 and Sri l'ishnu Sahay, Defence
Secretary and Secretary (Kashmir affairs), respectively.
There were also present at this meeting our Commamderin-Chief General Cariappa, the Secretlary-General Sri Girja
Shankar Bajpai and Sri Gopalaswamy Iyenger. The latter
two had in the past often championed our case at the United
Nations and they gave us some useful tips on the "tricks of
the trade" in dealing with international confercnces.
All the points in dispute regarding the cease-fire line
were discussed at length. We were given a ruling by the
Prime Minister as to the extent to which we could accept
compromise on various issues. I was particularly struck by
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his intimate knowledge of the geography of Kashmir. He
knew many obscure places on the map and would readily
appreciate the peculiar problems of terrain in different
sectors. Being a keen mountaineer he had in his young
days trekked in most of these remote parts and I believe
he had spent his honeymoon in the tr-aveller's hut a t Baltal
which had been the base for our breakthrough operations
at Zoji La. Many of the visitor's books of dak bungalows
in Kashmir had his signature dating back to the lirst world
war and in some he had made caustic remarks.
Another person who impressed me by his brilliance at
that conference was Girja Shankar Bajpai. It was indeed
a pleasure listening to his arguments and the way he would
discuss the pros and cons of a problem. Iiis interpretation
of certain clauses of the 13th of August resolution was enlightening. He maintained that this resolution had conceded
t h e legality of Ka~shinir'saccessioi~to India and as such
no man's land, if ainy, should be controlled by lndia during
the period of cease-fire and truce. This meant that the onus
of proof to convince the Commission of any factual position, on the date of cease-fire, in any dispuled territory,
rested with Pakistan. In the absence of any such1 convincing proof and even if India had no t r o o p on the date of
cease-fire in that area, the disputed territory should automatically come under Indian control. This convincing and
legalistic argument proved a trump card in our hands a t
Karachi. Based on this, we obtained control of several
hundred square miles of State territory where we were not
in position on the date of the cease-fire. 1 remember
B a j ~ a i 'thoughtful
~
advice to me after the conference,
"Young man, you have to be very careful about ail your
secret papers a t Karachi. Keep them under lock and key
in the High Commission and not with you in the hotel."
Armed with the knowledge acquired at this conference
a s also the Prime Minister's personal directive regarding
the compromise we could arrive at, I now prepared a fresh
paper for all the members of the delegation. I tackled the
problem in much the same way as the writing of a tactical
exercise. The problems under discussion and the opposing
viewpoints presented by Pakistan and us had been placed
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on white paper and our detailed notes thereon for our
members were typed on pink paper like DS* solutions and
marked top secret. The distribution of the pink paperas
had of course to be kept very restricted. They included
the possible arguments which Pakistan was likely to puti
up together with our answers for the same. For preparing
such notes I would suggest that one shoulci first have a "dry
run'' of discussions with a syndicate fornled of officers to
represent the opposing delegation. We, of course, did not1
have the time to organise such a preparatory exercise.
After various preliminaries and briefing conferences,
we gob ready to proceed to Karachi in a speciaily chartered plane placed at our disposal. On the rnorning of the
17th of July we assembled at Willingdon airport. Just before our scheduled time of departure a press correspondent came up to me to inquire of the prospects at Karachi.
Never having been approached by a press correspondent,
I felt' at a loss but needless to say I felt important! I felt
his question called for an answer but for obvious reasons
it was hardly right of me to commit myself to anything.
I, therefore, parried his question by saying that the meteorological forecast for the weather at Karachi was bright.
This created a bit of laughter. Later, I was told that my
answer had been in keeping with the occasion!
After flying non-stop from Uelhi over the arid deserts of Rajasthan and Sind, we arrived in Karachi
by midday of the 17th of July 1949. A warm reception
by the Pakistan delegation awaited us at the airport and
there were of course the usual protocol formalities and
press photographers. I must add that the Pakistan Press
appeared to have taken kindly to me for they had overnight promoted me several rungs in the ladder of army
ranks. These papers made me a General and wrote Major
General instead of Major as my rank. Perhaps it was the
printer's devil that had caused the inistake but I certainly
did not feel sorry that such a mistake had been made!

*DS stands for Directing Staff who conduct discussions in training
exercises.
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There was also an occasion when one of our senior diplomats at an evening party had mistaken me for C3eneral
Thimayya, despite the fact that I was wearing a Malor's
uniform. After a few minutes of polite conversation, when
he discovered his mistake, he quietly proceeded to another
corner and I to a corner where one is to be seen and not
heard.
From the airfield we proceeded with a Pakistan escort
to Beach Luxury Hotel, where we were all staying. Only
a few months earlier we had been lighting an "undeclared
war" with Pa'kistan. The social niceties at Karachi appeared a little out of context. Shrinagesh's red and black
flag with the Ashoka chakra on it flown on a Pakistan
Army's black Humber displaying Palristan Army's green
sign of the crescent and star, appeared incongruous. Anyway, the fighting in Kashmir was over for the present and
we were then the guests of the Pakistan Government.
The following day we started our deliberations with
the Pakistan delegation, in Karachi's Council Chamber. I t
was a bit, amusing to see the sullen face of the crowd
assembled a t the gate as we entered the Chamber and then
to see the same crowd break into cheers as the Pakistan
delegation arrived. It was almost like a game of football
where crowds cheer their own teams except that our crowd
was miles away across the border in India.
The United Nations Commission was represented at the
conference by two delegates, Mr Hernando Sampier (Colombia), the chairman, and Mr. Wiiliams (United States).
They had, besides, Lieutenant G.enera1 Delvoie and Mr.
Martin as their military and legal advisers. The chairman
was a young man in his twenties who appeared very affable and accommodating. He sat at the head of a rectangular table flanked by the other member and his advisers.
The white clothes worn by the United Nations representatives (Delvoie, being from the Beligan Army, wore white
uniform) provided a colour of peace balancing between our
olive n e e n on one side of the table and Pakistan's khaki
on the other.
Pakistan was represented at this conference by Major
General W. J. Cawthorn, their Deputy Chief of the ~ e n e r a l
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Staff, Major General Nazir Ahmed. Comnlander of their
9 Frontier Division opposing us ln I<ashmii. and Brigadier
Sher Khan, their Director of hlilitdl-y Operations. Their
civilian members were Mr Ayub and M r Khan from their
Defence and Kashmir Ministries. Cawt holn, who was their
leader, was an old soldier of the Inilian Army. His attitude, I am afraid, did not appear too lritlndly and he wasl
always uncompromising during c-liscussion:;. This may,
however, have been a part of his mental make-up or it
may have been forced upon him as he was a foreign
national leading the Pakistan delegation, but be that as
it1may, I could not help feeling that he did not have the
ideal conference table finesse about him. Nazir Ahmed on
the other hand was extremely friendly and gave the impression of being a happy-go-lucky man. He would often
reduce the tension of a heated discussion by punctuating
it with his keen sense of humour. It was an irony that
Thimayya and he who were so friendly with each other
and had been cadets together at Sandhursl, should now
be the two opposing divisional commanders in Kashmir.
Nazir Ahmed was later said to be involved in the Pakistan
conspiracy case and was taken into detention by his Governmlent. Sher Khan, their other member, appeared to be
the "brain" of their delegation. Cold and calculating, he
impressed me with his detailed knowledge of the points
in dispute and of the terrain in Kashmir. Though puritanic
in his personal habits, he combined a human outlook with
a high degree of professional proficiency. I recalled that at
the time of Partition, he had come to our directorate at
General Headquarters as the Pakistan's Director to Military Operations designate. We had worked together for
a few weeks and I had bought his car when he was leaving Del'h,i in August 1947. He sol6 that car to me for
Rs. 500 than a n actual ofler he had received from a
civilian businessman in my presence. He said that he had
alrealdty fixed t h e price of his car as Rs 500 less fbr a
junior officer of the Service and had agreed to give me
preference. It required a great deal of character to voluntarily accept this loss a t a time when relations between
the two communities in India were so strained and when
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we were parting from each other for good. Incidentall\the first question Sher Khan asked me w h n I met him at
Karachi airport was about his old car. With all his qualities, Sher Khan was an asset to any army. I was sorry
t o hear that later hc died in an air cl-ash soon after he had
been promoted Major General
The first day of our meeting was spent discussing the
rules of procedure and then followed an inconclusive discussion about the plenipotentiary powers of the two delegations. Cawthorn argued that his delegati~n had been
given these powers by Pakistan Government and that the
Indian delegation must also have similar powers. It was
easy for Pakistan tlo argue about plenipotentiary powers
when the conference was taking place at Karachi and the
Pakistan delegation could always easily obtain a ruling
from its government. However, it was ultimately agreed
to tackle problems as they arose instead of trying to argue
unnecessarily about the delegations en joying plenipotentiary powers.
The next day, General Delvoie, who was the Commission's military adviser, presented us with a line which h e
felt was a fair compromise between the conflicting claims
of India and Pakistan. On close scrutiny we found that
this line virtually conceded all the claims of Pakistan. We
had a hurried adjournment to consider Delvoie's line in
detail. We had not visualised that we would be presented
with a line by the Commission a t Karachi. This line could
well have been sent to us by post obviating the necessity for
svch a full dress conference. Our de14egation,however, was
not baffled by the element of surprise this sudden "award''
involved. We realised that if this line was accepted as representing the Commission's views on the subject, our delegation would have an uphill task for we would have to
argue on two fronts-against
the Commission and also
apainsb the opposite delegation. After the adjournment,
we presented our case against the acceptance of this line.
We referred the Commission to its terms of reference
which required it to help the two sides to reach an agreement and not to arbitrate between them. In this context,
it was not correct for the Commission to present a line
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representing its views on the points in dispute. We, however, agreed to accept Delvoie's line as a notional line to
form the basis for discussion but not a line representing
the Commission's views as such. It was very much like
arguing a case in a court of law. Our arguments ultimatt.1~
prevailed despite the opposition from the other side an3
the Commission accepted our con tention. This acceptant?
was a tactical victory for us and it aug~1l.ec1well for our
further deliberations.
Before examining the course of further discussions at
this conference and the agreement finally reached, we
might consider the principles which determined the delin e a t i ~ nof the cease-fire line. These were as follows:

( a ) Factual positions of the two sides as on the 1st of
January 1949, irrespective of previous positions held
earlier during operations, had to be the basis for delineating the cease-fire line.
( b ) Routes for facilitating administration of outlying
outposts had to be borne in mind and where necessary
minor adjustments made to facilitate the maintenance
of outposts.
( c ) As Jammu and Kashmir State had legally acceded
to India, any no-man's land as such, should be made
inclusive to India. Although this was not specifically
accepted as a principle, this was in actual fact followed
when the whole of Lolab and Tile1 valleys were made
inclusive to us.
In the light of the above principles we now proceeded
to discuss the 400 mile long line in great detail. Certain
features in Patrara area near Munawar in the South were
in dispute. Pakistan maintained that we had occupied
these positions after the cease-fire. We proved that their
claim was not correct. We quoted a signal sent by the
Commander-in-Chief of Pakistan Army coinplaining about
our presence in these areas on the 29th of December 1948.
The Pakistan delegation was taken aback a t the evidence
now quoted by us and these features were ultimately made
inclusive to us. We also similarly proved that certain po144
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sitions in dispute around Jhangar were based on our factual positions on the date of the cease-fire and we shouLd
therefore be allowed to retain those features.
We had so far been doing very well in our discussions
and I personally held high hopes of our being able to
secure Pirkanthi and Ledigalli, the two 10,000 feet high
features immediately south of Uri. The former, it would
be recalled, was captured by the Gorkhas in June 1948 after
a difficult uphill assault. Pirkanthi and Ledigalli were
both being disputed. Due to severe winter conditions and
maintenance difficulties we had withdrawn our troops from
these positions in early December 1948 after a heavy snowfall in this area. We had, however, been sending patrols
to these positions up to late December and these positions
were unoccupied till then. Cease-fire was ordered on the
1st of January and our first patrol to these positions after
the cease-fire in late January had found Pakistan troops
in position on them. We maintained that morally these
features belonged to us and further that Pakistan troops
had perhaps occupied these positions after the cease-fire.
Pakistan, on the other hand, claimcd that they found these
positions unoccupied in late December 1948 and occupied
them before the cease-fire. Sher Khan produced evidence
to prove that these two hills were accessible during the
winter from Pakistan-held territory in the south as there
was comparatively less snow on their southern approaches
than on the approaches from our side. It was ultimately
decided that these two hills be made inclusive to Pakistan.
In view of bigger issues at stake in other sectors we felt
that it would be advisable to have a certain amount of give
and take before coming to discuss them. They were not
physically held by us on the date of cease-fire and we
could not convincingly refute Pakistan's contention that
the Pak forces were in possession of these features on that
date.
We moved further north along Delvoie's "notional line"
resolving various minor disputes as the discussions progressed. Lolab valley lying north of Handwara, famed for
its timber and its poultry came for heated discussion. We
claimed a line along the Kishenganga and Pakistan wanted
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the line further south along the factual positions as they
then were in July 1949. Pakistan argued that in this sector
she had operated on the Kishenganga during the operations
and that we had entered the Lolab valley after the ceasefire. We, on the other hand, maintained that this valley
was a no man's land because Pakistan troops had withdrawn north during the winter just as we had done in the
case of Pirkanthi and Ledigalli. Linked with the dispute
about Lolab valley was the question of Tilel valley lying
further to the east which we maintained was also no man's
land on the date of the cease-fire. Therc was, besides, another major dispute about Pakistan troops being south of
Burzilbai Pass towards Gurais. One of our small patrols
from Gurais had reported the area u p to this pass clear of
the enemy on the 28th of December 1948. Sher Khan admitted that Pakistan troops had been withdrawn north oE
Burzilbai Pass on the 25th of December 1948 but would
not accept the contention that this area was no man's land.
He maintained that before withdrawal Pakistan troops had
armed the locals and enlisted them as irregulars and as
such, this area was being dominated by Pakistan. We argued that our patrol to Burzilbai Pass had not encountered
any opposition from these "irregulars" as it should have
if they were armed and if this area was really under
Pakistan's domination. This led to A long discussion on
patrol tactics and Cawthorn tried to bring out that in war
enemy patrols are not always ambushed or dealt with.
They may at times be allowed to operate only with a view
to getting a larger enemy force in the trap when it attempts to move into an area reported clear by its patrols.
There was heated discussion at our conference over
Lolab and Tilel valleys and the Burzilbai Pass. Rumours
of the breakdown of our talks had also started appearing
in the papers. I remember, about this time, we had all
only private
been invited to a private dinner party-our
engagement during our stay at Karachi, the remaining
functions being all official or semi-official-at the residence
of Brigadier Shahid Harnid of the Pakistan Army who was
then Commandant of Pakistan National Guards. Nazir
Ahrned and Sher Khan of the Pakistan delegation were
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also present a t this dinner. We spent a pleasant evening
together without any trace of the heated discussions we
were then having at the conference which had virtually
reached a deadlock. While we were at dinner, a telephone
call was received from Abbotabad. The waiter announced
that the call was from Nazir Ahmed's GSO 1. Nazir Ahmed
promptly disappeared and was talking to his GSO 1 from
behind closed doors for an unusually long time. On his
return he tried to explain that the call was from his wife.
We knew full well that the idea of a telephone call from
his wife was perhaps an afterthought. I guessed that the
call was perhaps in connection with a sharp encounter in
Tithwal sector the previous day when the Pakistanis had
attempted to come into our area. We had already received
intimation of this clash through our channels. With our
discussions at Karachi having almost reached a deadlock
and a serious incident of cease-fire violation having taken
place in Tithwal area, some people anticipated that hostilities may commence again. If they did, it would have been
rather awkward for us to have our Army Commander, our
divisional commander of the Kashmir Valley and our
Director of Military Operations detained at Karachi! We
triad to continue the "pleasant conversation" at dinner that
night but the atmosphere had noticeably become a little
strained after the telephone call.
As we could not reach any agreement on the major
points during discussions, it was decided to have an adjournment during which active lobbying went on behind
the scenes. Shrinagesh took the opportunity of flying to
Delhi for a day to obtain the Prime Minister's ruling over
certain matters in dispute. When the conference reassembled after the adjournment, the two delegations a p
peared to be more prepared to concede to an extent the
demands of the opposite side. It was ultimately decided
that Lolab and Tilel valleys would be given to India and
the area south of Burzilbai Pass would be a demilitarised
zone supervised by United Nations Observers. TO facilitate maintenance of Pakistan posts and as a quid pro quc:
to our getting the first half of the Kishenganga river in
the Tilel valley, it was decided that the Kishenganga river
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on the northern edge of Lolab valley should be made inclusive to Pakistan. This decision meant that Pakistan
was allowed the use of the river and the track running
parallel to it in that sector. To cater for the security of
this line of communication, Pakistan was also given a line
of low hills about a mile south of the river.
Once agreement was reached over these three major
issues in dispute we found it easy to resolve the other differences. Finally, on the 27th of July 1949, aftelr ten days
of daily discussions, the agreement was drawn up. The
draft of the agreement had to be retyped several times before it was approved by both sides. The agreement was
signed well aftaer midnight by the Chairrrlan and the leaders of the two delegations in the presence of their tired
members who in one or two cases were yawning! I for one
felt that I required to catch up with lost sleep badly after
these ten tiring days. We had been attending daily meetings from morning to evening and the time after the meetings was spent in official parties followled by despatch of
reports and preparation of briefs for the following day.
As the secretary of the delegation it had been my unenviable task to draft daily reports to Delhi about the progress
of the conference and to prepare briefs for discussions on
the following day. Our delegation used to hold a preliminary meeting every morning before the full dress conference.
Having at last successfully conciuded our deliberations,
we departed from Karachi on the 28th morning. Pakistan's Air Commander-in-Chief, Air Marshal Atcherly, had
very kindly placed the Governor General's private plane
at our disposal for our return to Delhi. After waiting at
Mauripur airfield for a couple of hours, we had to finally
abandon hopes of journeying through the air in the luxurious airliner of the head of Pakistan State. The gr'oundcrew reported some engine defects in the plane and
Atcherly apologised to Shrinagesh. We were instead given
an Air Force Dakota with hard bucket seats. I must say
it was quite a climb down from the Governor Gener'al's
plane to this Dakota, but when one is very tired even
bucket seats are a luxury!
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While in the plane I tried to reflect on our recent
agreement which had gained for us new territories in
which we had never before operated-400 square miles of
Lolqb valley and the 200 square miles of Tile1 valley.
Except for one small @st that we had to evacuate on the
Kishenganga to facilitate Pakistan using the route for the
rnalntenance of her troops, we had to evacuate no other
position held by us. The problem in our case was now to
move troops into new areas gained at this conference
rather than to withdraw from anywhere. Pakistan, on the
other hand, had to evacuate innumerable positions then
held by her troops. This implied a tacit acceptance of the
f a d that she had infiltrated into areas in violation of the
spirit of the cease-fire. It is true that on the debit side
we had to accept the fact thal we could not get
k'irkanthi and Ledigalli, or that in a few cases as at Punch
and Kargil the cease-fire line did not suit all our requirements. One cannot always have everything one's o w l
way at an international conference. However, from the
~ o i n tof view of ordinary economics, the loss of these
features in face of our large gains elsewnere was readily
acceptable.
With these though,ts in my mind I dozed ofl to sleep in
the plane to wake u p only to put on the safety belt as the
plane was approaching in to land at Palam airport. Our
mission to Karachi had been successful and an agreed
cease-fire line had been drawn on the map. Unfortunately, the exchange of prisoners was not part of the 13th of
August resolution as such, and had, therefore, not been
included in the cease-fire agreement. The two sides
ultimately agreed to exchange their prisoners a year later
and as the Brigade Major at Amritsar I found that our
brigade was given the welcome task of taking over our
prisoners at the border and arranging a suitable reception
for them.
Looking out of the window of my plane which was then
circling over the airfield, I could reco~nisethe familiar
landmarks of Delhi. Our plane descended lower and I
could now see familiar faces waiting to receive US at the
airfield. As I stepped out of the plane with my briefcase
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carrying the text of the Karachi agreement, I felt a sense
of great satisfaction. Nearly two years earlier from the
same airport I had despatched Rai and his troops, and
now I was stepping on to the same airfield after having
witnessed the "finis" curtain being drawn over these
operations.* But above all, the sense of satisfaction and
relief came from the fact that I was happy to be back home
again.

*Later events have proved that I was wrong in visualizing that
peace had been finally restored in Kashmir. Infiltrations and ceaslfire violations were to continue to be the order of the day and wars
with ~Pakistanwere to erupt again in this theatre in 1965 and 1971.
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HREE YEARS later, on a 13,000 feet high snowcovered picquet. First light is about to dawn in
this semiarctic region of the remote North, the
northern-most part of India. The Sun's "left hand" has
caught these hill-tops in a "nose of light". The 26,000 feet
high Nanga Parbat towering above all the neighbouring
mountains is also getting gradually illumined. Nanga, as
we used to familiarly call it, now looks like a large ship
majestically anchored on an ocean af mountains. Having
hitherto defied all human endeavour to disturb its isolation,
it holds its head aloft with great pride.*
The Sun's morning rays have given the entire surroundings a goldentinge. One feels one is witnessing the dawn
of creation. No signs of life nor any chirping of birds.
Nature's natural grandeur, unaffected by human efforts, lies
in front of us. Undisturbed and unconcel-ned, these hilltaps begin to change their golden hue to the sparkling
shine of their snowy surface.
I sit, pensively in my bunker with my rifle close to me
thinking of the past, the present and the future. I think
of that dramatic night on the 2Gth of October 1947 when
we despatched Rai by air to Srinagar.. . of my leisurely
drinking a mug of tea with Som Sharma at the airfield
and later Som getting killed on the outskirts of Srinagar. . .
*Nanga Parbat was later conquered by a German mountaineering expedition.
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of Russell so rightly attaching importance to the defence
of Srinagar airfield, of his cheerfully accepting his recommendations regarding advance to Dome1 and later on
remaining committed at Punch being overruled. . . of
Usman's defence of Naushera and his subsequent signal,
"am still in the world of living", sent a few hours before
he was killed. . . of Cariappa's complete indifference to
the enemy sniping at Mahura and mortaring at Tithwal,
of his firm determination to relieve Leh before the winter
in late 1948 and his decision to launch the assault, on Zoji
La despite all the hazards. . . of our summer offensive and
the article in Pakistan Times. . . of besieged Punch and its
final link-up ... of the Lamas at their prayer wheels in
the gompa at Leh. . . of my exciting and exacting trek
back from Matayan to Zoji La. . . of the meeting in Prime
Minister's room prior to the Karachi conference. . . of the
ten days of endless discussions at Karachi and the final
agreement signed after midnight. . . and finally of our
enthusiastic reception of our returning prisoners at
Amritsar. All these were now matters of the past, matters
on which I could reminiscence sitting on these lonely hilltops.
The "present" is to be spent In nature's idyllic background protecting India's remote frontier in the North
along the cease-fire line. We arle being feted with, nature's
natural' grandeur but have also to be prepared to brave
the fer80cious onslaughts of the elements. The half hour
daily morning "stand to'' is now over and Punras Pun,
my Havildar Major, a stocky sturdy Gorkha with pronounced Mongolian features, whispers if we could "stand
down". I nod my head in approval and the men retire to
the comfort of their blankets leaving a sentry with each
light machine-gun. Inscrutable are the ways of Providence!
Who could have ever imagined that the tranquility of
these parts would be disturbed by the dull daily routine
of a forward area during truce.
As for the future, well, it would be fur the future
historian to assess our intervention in Kashmir to rescue
the people, in the light of future developments. The second
phase of the 13th of August resolution still remains to 'be
t completed with
implemented and the third phase n ~ yet
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large areas remaining under Pakistsn's illegal occupation.
As I am thinking of what the future may have in store, I
hear footsteps on the snow approaching my bunker. I look
up to see Abdul Karim coming towards me. He had been
with us on this picquet all these months and was now
proceeding home. Yes, he must have come to say good-bye
for he was Leaving our service. A loyal and hard-working
porter, Karim had now decided to settle in some business
with his relatives at Srinagar. His village had been burnt
by the raiders during the 1947 invasion. He has, however,
now accumulated his savings to start a fresh life in the
town. He is quite excited about his proposed visit to
Srinagar. This would be the first time that he would be
venturing out to that "far off" city. He innocently inquires
if Srinagar is the biggest city in the world. I reply that
Srinagar is a big city, much bigger than his village in the
valley below, but there are sevel-a1 bigger cities in the
world. And then he casually mentions that he would give
his vote in the village today to decide who would rule
Srinagar. It dawns on me that elections to the Kashmir
Constituent Assembly are being held. And it was for the
freedom of the common man in Icashmir that the Indian
Army had undertaken these operations. Karim is one such
common man who has been able to rehabilitate himsel'f
after the enemy's pillage and plunder. He is now on his
way to peace and prosperity. Soon he starts walking down
the hill, merrily singing a folk song. I feel all our efforts
and sacrifices have been worth while for we have brought
peace and happiness to the common man in Jammu and
Kashmir on our side of the cease-iire line. IIe now enjoys
full democratic rights, which continue to be denied to his
counterpart in Pakistan-Occupied Kashrnir.* To us at the
picqucrt, Karim is the symbol of that common man. One
feels inspired in those remote surroundings with confidence
in the future. It certainly holds great promise for Kashmir.
Winter is fast approaching and it is now time for our
picquet to withdraw to the valley below. As we pull out

* First elections were held

in POK only i n October 1970.
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from Qur picquet we bid adieu to Nanga Parbal. We also
raise our hands in salute as we pass the grave of one of
our fall'en comrades at the foot of our picquet. There are
several such graves of the "unknown soldier" on these
remote mountains. As I go past this grave, I think with
admiration and pride of these dead heroes who gave their
lives so that their countrymen in Kashmir may live in
freedom.
En route to the valley below, we sudcienly run into a
snow blizzard. We lose our mules which slip down into
the gorge along with our warm clothes and blankets. We
grope in the dark to locate our track, which has now been
obliterated by heavy snowfall. After hours of hazardous
search in the dark, where one false step would mean a fall
of several thousand feet in the gorge below, one of my
Lance Naiks, Bhawan Singh Thapa, locatrs with the help
of his bayonet the telephone line buried in the snow. This
telephone line guides us on the track which takes us to a
hut! without a roof. Here we take shelter against the blizzard outside, and we spend 24 hours huddled together at
a heighb of 12,000 feet in late November without a single
blanket-the most gruelling 24 hours I have ever known.
The blizzard lifts and bright sunshine dawns again. We
come out of our hideout to continue our journey "home".
My platoon commander, Jamadar Sattajit Pun, inquires if
the men can sing as they march. I readily give the
necessary permission. Soon those snow-clad hills echo the
tunes of a Gorkhali song sung by the ever cheerful
Gorkhas:
India ko raja le Kashmir ko dhawaile,
Urai layo rail ko hawa le.
Dhalki dhalki na hindnu hola,
Yo kali ma jiu janu ber chhaina
(The King of India has sent us to the battlefield of
Kashmir on the "wings" of the railway train. Do not
wal!k with a swank for it does not take long to lose
one's life in this world of today.)
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I

Soldiering at Thirteen Thousand*
Introduction

P

RIOR TO 1947 operations in Kashmir, the Himalayan
occasionally by keen mountaineers. These mcjuntaineers
heights enjoyed complete seclusion, interrupted only
interested themselves in scaling the highest peaks, and the
not-so-high hill-tops rarely received their attention. Moreover, they confined themselves to visits only-they came
and went. They did not stay at these heights for any length
of time. Operations in Kashmir and the cease-fire thereafter have, however, altered this position. Living on snowcapped hills has become a regular feature for the troops
in this theatre.
Sol'diering at these heights has taught us some useful
lessons. I have endeavourled to reflect on some of these
lessons I learnt during operations in 1947-48 and later after
the cease-fire during my stay on a 13,000 feet picquet.
These reflections may provide some food for thought and
hence this article. These have been considered under four
headings:
( a ) Tactics.
( b ) Tlraining.
(c)' Man Management.
(d) Administration.

1

'Tactics
r

,

Defence. I have often heard commanders a t the
battalion or company level voicing their worries regarding
'the wide frontage they are called upon to hold. My own
company had t o guard a ten miles frontage and this used
.

*Reproduced from an article by the author published in the 1952
issue of the Infant?-y Journal.
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to give me some uneasy moments. Compare this to General
Eisenhower's contention that he was thin on tlhe ground
during the Ardennes counter-offensive-only one division
for every ten miles-and
then you will appreciate the
apprehensions of the company commander. However, there
is one aspect we are apt to ignore if we are not fully
attuned to mountain warfare. On mountains, frontages are
measured in terms of approaches and not in terms of their
width. This is more so in the case of higher mountains.
Hence, depending upon the number of approaches it may
be in order for a company to hold a frontage of ten miles!
Defensive positions on these hill-tops have all the
advantages of ground. Approaches to them are always
Limited and difficult. There are seldom any covered
approaches to these barren objectives-the
tree line is
several thousand feet below. By day, the attacker must
form up in full view of the defender who has the benefit
of an "aerial view" from his dominating heights. The
defender's wide observation can rarely be nullified by a
smoke screen. Moreover, the atmos~hericconditions are
not conducive to the laying of such a screen. It follows,
therefore, that a well-sited defended locality can hold out
against much superior numbers-a
platoon against a
battalion is not an exaggerated ratio.
Attack. From an attacker's point of view also, operations at these heights provide interesting lessons. Objectives will normally be dominating hill-tops, difficult to
scale and difficult to by-pass. Infantry assaulting these
objectives will be very vulnerable to hostile fire. This
disadvantage can only be countered by either night operations or by preponderant fire support, but as we shall
presentdy see, these are both difficult propositions.
Night operations may provide tactical surprise which
otherwise is well nigh impossible to achieve but they are
hazardous undertaking a t these heights. Difficulties of
climate and terrain do not favour movement by night. The
narrow and limited approaches along mountain tracks will
seldom allow room for manoeuvre to assaulting troops and
these approaches will inevitably be covered by the
defender's fixed line fire. Similarly preponderant fire
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support will be difficult to arrange. The terrain generally
precludes the employment of tanks or heavy artillery
pieces. Fire support from ground weapons will be confined
to the 3.7 howitzer or the 3-inch mortars and transprtation difficulties will considerably limit the quantity, of
ammunition that can be made available for either.
Close air support, with no linlitations of terrain, may
provide an effective answer for securing preponderant fire
support. If our own Air Forces have air superiority, then
it should not be difficult to provide such air support. As
objectives would be dominating hill-tops of the surrounding area, the neighbouring ridges may not interfere with
the fly-in or fly-out of aircraft. Further, hostile anti-aircraft
fire will be confined to machine-guns only as the terrain
may not permit the use of anti-aircraft guns. Weather
conditions will, of course, considerably affect flying but at
these heights they equally affect ground operations. It
would thus appear necessary to arrange for intimate army/
air co-operation for set piece attacks and there is a case
for alloting air tentacles down to battalion level which
may even be subal'lotted to rifle companies. Such decentralisation of air resources may appear revolutionary to the
orthodox military mind but under such circumstances it is
a necessity which must be met.
Weather. Weather always plays an important part in
military operations but at these heights its importance is
greatly enhanced. Here, the weather can assume a very
savage complexion, completely crippling all operations. As
a general' rule, winter is the dosed season for operations
at these heights. During these months there is over 30 feet
of snow on the hill-tops and the danger of avalanches is
ever present. Therefore, by November, troops on either
side start going down to the valleys below where they remain; till April or May, when the race for the hill-tops
starts again.
Even during the summer, from May to Novemkr,
weather considerably influences the course of operations.
It continues to remain unpredictable. Generally, however,
mornings are calm but by midday bitter cold winds sweep
these heights making movement really difficult. Moreover
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the proportion of cloudy days accompanied by hail and
snow is much higher than sunny days. It is not abnormal
to have weeks of hail and snow continuo~~sly.
Wc used to
regard the occasional bright sunny day as a leal blessing.
Planners would he well advised t.o plan their operations
for the mornings. We found that the bcst time to cross
a wind-swept pass was at dawn, and dawn at these heights
is earlier than on the plains. This morning lor-mula can at
best serve as a rough guide, as the weather here changes
suddenly. It is also a very local affair. Ther-e may be hail
ant! snow on one hill while the other hill may be having
might sunshine. All plans must, however, take meteorological forecasts into careful considel-ation and these should
preferably be local forecasts. It is necessary for meteorological sections to be attached to the infantry brigades or
bathalions operating in the area.
Movement. As all mountaineers know, the shortest
route on the hills is generally the most difficult. It normally
entails steep climbs which in turn mean both fatigue and
loss of time. The guiding factor in the selection of a route
should be gradient and not distance. During operations,
hcwever, enemy dispositions may outweigh considerations
of both gradient and distance. Infantry speed on these hills
is inevitably slower than what one is used to. As a yardstick, we worked on two miles per hour, with an additional
allowance of one hour for each 1,000 feet of climb. In the
beginning, when troops are new to the area, even this
modest speed is difficult to attain. Snow also has an
important bearing on movement. Infantry speed is further
reduced after a fresh snowfall when marching troops may
find themselves knee-deep in snow. Another feature of
marching in snow is the reliance one has to place on compasses. The familiar hills and valleys look so different
when covered by snow and marching over them is very
much like a night march. An important aspect, of movement in snow is the necessity for safety precaution. When
the snow starts thawing, the danger of avalanches is very
great. At this stage it is advisable to confine one's movements to early mornings when the Sun's heat is not strong
enough to melt the snow and when there is no strong wind.
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One should also avoid leeward slopes of hills and slopes
of 30 degrees or more.
Judging distance. Judging distance becomes difficult
unless one is used to these heights. I remember that the
nullah below our picquet would often be judged by a newcomer as 400 feet whereas in actual fact it was nearer
1,600 feet. This optical illusion may be due to the rarefied atmosphere but is certainly something to contend with
in tactical planning.
Range of weupons. Yet another interesting tactical
feature is the enhanced range of ali weapons. There being
considerably less resistance in the air, the rifle o r LMG
bullets can exceed their maximum range. I found that we
could get good results on targets at 400 yards by keeping
the backsight at 350 yards. This may not be of much
importance to the gunner who takes meteorology into
account before his shoot, but for the infantry it is a factor
of importance. However, it is interesting to know that t!he
maximum range of 25-pounder guns gets increased by 400
yards.

Training

.A
4

Living conditions at these heights are ever so different
from what an average soldier is used to. There is a let'to
learn about the snow and the heights. Troops r e w i r e
specialised training before they can efficiently operk,e at
these heights. During the war in Burma we had special
jungle training divisions. Similarly, a training formation
or unit is required for troops going up to these hills. Here
they can be made familiar with the conditions under which
-w
they would be required to operate.
Physical toughening up should form the wost important
item in the syllabus for this training. ~ h e t h e k ~ s s a u l t i n g
across steep climbs or manning a ~ i c q u e tin s&h extreme
climate, the physical toughness of the individual sddi'b?
will be the most important battle winning factor. Another
important aspect to be stressed in the syllabus should be
the training of the junior leaders. Company and platoon
commanders may often find themselves in independent
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command and their actions may considerably influence the
course of battle.

Man Management
During periods of truce, man management acquires
special significance. The soldier continues to serve under
field conditions but the excitement of battle is absent. He
has now enough time to brood and reflect. Man m n a g e ment, therefore, is put to severe test under these conditions. My observations on man management are primarily
applicable to post-cease-fire period in Kashmir but most
of them may apply equally to the period of active
operations.
Three factors affect man management at these heights.
These are: hardships, isolation and lack of recreation. I
need hardly elaborate on the first factor for it is apparent,
that soldiering under these conditions entails considerable
physical hardships. Severe winter conditions prevail at.
these heights all the year round. The summer months here
are colder than the winter of our plains. Troops living in
"sangars" or bunkers on these wind-swept hill-tops have
not only to contend with climatic hardships but also with
hardships caused by tactical considerations. Picquets are
seldom more than a platoon strong and they require to
have a sentry for each section in addition to the normal
patrols. Thus, the average rifleman cannot have the normal
night's rest in bed every third day.
Secondly, there is an acute sense of isolation. Troops
on the picquets are far away from any habitation. Even
the battalion headquarters may be anything u p to twelve
hours' strenuous march fro'm the picquets. Visitors are
naturally few and far between. Weeks, nay months, may
elapse before one can meet anyone other than from one's
own picquet. Letters take weeks in transit and at the best
of times it is difficult to arrange more than two deliveries
a week. It; is also impracticable to have amenity wireless
sets on picquets. There may not be enough sets t o go
round. Even if sets are procured it is not easy to arrange
for charging of batteries unless each picquet is provided
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with a charging set.* It is not unnatural, therefore, that
a sense of isolation creeps over the soldier living under
these conditions. I felt while living on these picquets, that
I could far m r e justifiably claim to belong to a "forgotten
army" than I ever did whilst serving in Burma. The winter
months, when line of communication is blocked with snow
for six months, are much worse from the point of view of
this feeling of isolation.
Thirdly, there is lack of recreation. Besides a game
of cards or some such indoor game inside the bunker,
troops have little recreation. Outdoor games are, of course,
out of the question as there is no ground for these. If one
is lucky and has a flat patch of ground on one's picquet
one can play deck tennis but t h i s may not always be
possible.
As a junior commander one can by sympathetic understanding and genuine endeavour, offset some of the handicaps of man management on account of hardships, isolation
and lack of recreation. A few measures which may gain
good results are as follows:
(a) Officers at company level must always live on
picquet with their men and share the hardships of
picquet life. A company may be split into pllatoon
picquets but it is better for the company commander to
stay with his platoon by turn instead of remaining in
the valley below.
(21) Officers must frequently visit picquets. Frequency
of these visits will, of course, depend on the number
of plicquets, the distance involved and the weather. As
a company commander with some five picquets,? I found
it difficult to visit all my picquets more than once in
two weeks. The battalion commander who may have
several more picquets spread over 30 to 40 miles
may not be able to visit them more than once in three
months.
(c) Troops must not be split up below platoon level.
*This was written before transistors became available in plenty.

? I had an additional militia company under my command.
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Shortage of troops and tactical necessity may require
section picquets but this must be avoided as far as
possible. Section picquets mean a greater strain on the
men for duties and are not good for morale.
(d) Organised rest camps should be provided in the
valley below. Picquets can each send two or there men
at a time for a week's rest. The "rest roster" should be
carefully worked out and officers should take their turn
on the roster with their men. It may not be possible for
officers to be able to go down as often as their men, but
in no case should an officer avail of more chances than
his men.
(e) Picquets should be changed round once in two or
three months so that the change in environment may
relieve the monotony of the surroundings.
(f) Men should be kept busy. Training programme
including indoor training in bunkers should be drawn
up. Education and map reading should be given particular attention. Apart from filling in the day's programme with something which under such conditions
will interest the soldier, this helps him in securing
higher classifications which in turn mleans better rates
of pay.
(g) Special arrangements should be made for prompt
and regular postal service. When the road is closed or
when it is blocked with snow, air drops may be arranged.
These air drops cannot take place over picquets but can
be carried out over battalion headquarters in the valley.
(h) Special arrangements need also to be made for
disseminating news to the men. This may be done
through the medium of news-sheets prepared in
battalion headquarters, and passed over the telephone.
(i) Each picquet must have a gramophone with an
adequate supply of gramophone. records. A very liberal
scale of indoor games and resding material is also
required.
These are only a few suggestions which should help in
man management. The most important thing is that commanders should realise that man management under these
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conditions needs their special attention. If the soldier is
convinced that his commander appreciates his dlmculties,
he is sharing them with hlm as also he is doing his best
to minimise them, more than half the battle is won.
Administration
Medical. This is the most important aspect of administration at these heights. Expert medical assistance may not be
readily available and this fact together with adverse weather conditions increase the responsibilities of the junior
commander. A medical pamphlet on the lines of a first aid
booklet will be a useful guide for h m .
I t is essential for every individual going to these heights
to be thoroughly examined. Particular attention should be
given to the heart and to blood pressure during this examination. After this medical screening, individuals should
be gradually introduced to these heights.*
The question of giving oxygen masks to troops operating at these heights is often discussed. One may venture
to introduce a layman's point of view on a technical matter. Whereas lack of oxygen in the air is a serious handicap,
I feel that this could best be overcome by gradual acclimatisation. Apart from an oxygen mask being too cumbersome to carry at all times, it is also fraught with great
danger. If it goes out of order a man may find it difficult
to adjust himself to the sudden change. His system, not
having been progressively initiated to the rarehed atmosphere, may break down at the suddenness of such a change.
The human system has great powers of adaptability and
if the change is gradual it soon reconciles itself to new
conditions. Admittedly, the first few days at these heights
are a trifle uncomfortable and one suffers froin headache
and sleeplessness but these are only temporary. From my
own experience I found that I could climb up to 16,000
feet without any oxygen. I have also known of several
*In the Sixties acclimatisatiol~schedules came to be drawn up
for all troops being inducted to high altitude. In 1952 when this
was written, this arrangement had not brcn introduced.
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people having similarly climbed up to 19,000 feet.*
There are three other hazards to the health of troops a1
these heights. These are: electrocution, blindness and frostbite.+ Though these pose serious problems, they are preventible and it is the responsibility of the junior commander to ensure that his troops take proper precautions
against them.
Lightning is a very common phenomenon at thtse heights
particularly during July and August. There have been
several cases of men being electrocuted by lightning. Its
severity can be gauged from the fact that even a bunch of
keys gets charged with electricity as I once found when
I had them in my trouser's pocket. During lightning, rifles
get charged with electricity and the tip of the bayonet may
eject sparks. On such occasions one should not touch iron
in any form. There should, of course, be l ~ h t n i n gconductors at each picquet. If it is a large picquet, then two or
three conductors may be required. It may not be possible
to have proper lightning conductors but one can improvise
with equally good results. We used signal cables on poles
with their ends buried in the ground.
Secondly, snow blindness is a painful affliction which
may lead to permanent blindness. It can, however, be
avoided if one uses snow goggles. A black or dark coloured
handkerchief covering the eyes is a good substitute and
it does not impair one's vision. Without goggles or handkerchief, one cannot keep one's eyes open in the dazzling
sunlight reflected on the glistening snow.
Lastly, frost-bite, w h c h in advanced stages can only
be cured by amputation, can be completely eliminated by
strict discipline. Troops must regularly apply mineral jelly
to their feet and must on no account be allowed to go near
fire immediately after any part of their body has got wet.
It is dangerous to go about with wet socks. As soon as socks
*Later in 1966, as a battalion commander, I often operated at
altitudes upto 18,000 feet and did not find ariy necessity for oxygen.
j-In 1952 when I wrote this, pulmonary odema had not been
heard of. Nowadays, this is regarded as the most serious hazard
to health at these altitudes.
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get wet they should be changed and dry ones put on. Like
malaria in Burma, frost-bite at these heighb should be
treated as a "court of inquiry offence".
Another important medical lesson is that picquets must
have adequate provisions and facilities to hold casualties
until such time as these casualties are fit to travel.* The
reamental aid post may be a perilous journey over steep
mountain tracks. Doctors may have to come up to see
patients instead of patients being evacuated to them for
treatment.
Maintenance. The outstanding lesson with regard to
maintenance is that each position must be self-contained
and must hold adequate reserves. For the winter, troops
will have to hold six months' rcserves of all items in the
valley as the roads across the passes would be blocked with
snow. This stocking has to be completed during the summer months. Similarly, in summer, picqucts must also hold
adequate reserves. The line of communication can be interrupted due to bad weather for weeks at a time. We had
fourteen days' reserve and fourteen days' running stocks
of all items at each picquet. Such reserves not only cater
for the vagaries of nature but also for operational eventualities. It is important to remember that air drops on
picquets are not always possible and unless troops hold
adequate reserves there is a grave risk of their being
starved of essential supplies.
We also found it necessary to have a dozen ponies and
porters for each picquet. These were required to bring
firewood and drinking water from 3,000 to 4,000 feet below.
Water and fuel have to be brought not only for running
use but also for stocking so that they can be used on rainy
days when their collection may be difficult. It is impracticable to detail troops manning the picquets, for their collection as it would mean seriously impairing the fighting
strength of the picquet.
Rations. Food appears to lose taste at these heights
and requires to be supplemented by a liberal allowance of
*In 1952 we had not begun to use helicopters which have now
largely solved the problem of evacuation of casualties from inaccessible areas.
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"chillies and spices". In spite of my having no particular
liking for chillies, I found I could not have any meal without at least a couple of them! As a means of adding taste
to the food, it is necessary to make special provision for
sauce or chutneys in the men's rations.
Coohng is a difficult operation on these picquets. It
takes six to eight hours to cook "dal" and similarly other
items also require considerably longer time. Use of pressurised cookers, however, reduces the time taken in cooking. It is amazing how soon food gets cold a t these heights.
I often found that even on a sunny day the dal or curry
would freeze in less than five minutes from the time they
were removed from the oven. The best way to serve hot
food is to allow men to eat their food in the kitchen or
near a burning fire.
A very important requirement in troops' rations which
doctors agree is a medical necessity, is the daily issue of
r w . Two ounces of rum a day per individual formed our
daily ration but this was really not enough. To advocate
an increase in this scale, in these days of prohibition, may
not seem right but we felt that this quota should be
doubled:* I am sure the most ardent advocate of prohibition will be readily converted after he spends a day in the
trying conditions on these picquets.
Clothing. I do not need to dwell in detail on the items
of clothing that are required at these heights. We have
already evolved a special scale-our snow scale of clothing, but it may be of interest to mention some of the important items:
( a ) Sleeping bags are very useful. They give adequate
warmth and the scale for every individual was one
sleeping bag plus five blankets. In addition, we also had
waterproof snow mattress which was a great boon
when the ground was wet or damp.
*Although in 1952, I felt that the scale of ration rum should be
increased, in 1967 I had revised my views on this point. I' came to
the conclusion that run1 in large quantity was not desirable a t
high altitudes.
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( b ) Poshteen coats or leather jerkins with fur lining
keep the body warm.* Gloves for the hands and balaclava caps for the ears and the nose were also very
necessary.
( c ) String vests are very useful lo prevent perspiration
and wet under-clothing which can cause pneumonia.
Research is, however, required for producing a suitable
footwear for this climate. Ammunition boots cannot keep
the feet warm and we often used to refer to thlem as "death
traps". The fur-lined Gilgit boots afforded warmth but were
too cumbersome and were not waterproof. We found canvas
overboots worn over fur-lined bedroom slippers a satisfactory expedient. During long marches, ammunition boots are
the only answer; the feet keeps warm by the increased circu.lation of blood.
Conclusion
In the years gone by, 13,000 feet may have been considered a forbidden height for military operations but events
in Kashrnir have proved it otherwise. We, in the Indian
Army, can ill-afford to ignore the lessons we have learnt
in Kashmir as the Himalayas extend over 2,000 miles of
our northern frontiers. This hithcrto itnpassable barrier
may not remain so impregnable in the future.T Not far
from my picquet stood the majestic Nanga Parbat, the
26,000 feet peak which, like Mount Everest, still remains
unconquered** I often wonder whether the soldiers of
posterity would not one day find themselves operating over
Nanga Parbat and Mount Everest.$
*Coats parka now in use are of course a great improvement.
*Considering that this was written in 1952, this has a prophetic
touch about it. As a nation our belief in the impregnability of the
Himalayas got shattered in 1962.
** In 1952 when this article was writtcn neither Mount Everest
nor Nanga Parbat had been conquered.
$This, of course, has not so f a r corne true. However, in the
Sixties we in the Indian Army found omselves serving and operating a t much higher altitudes than what we thought likely or
possible in the Fifties.
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